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Preface 

This monograph was submitted as a Habilitation Thesis at the Vienna 
University of Technology in Vienna, Austria. Some parts are based on 
several papers published previously, other parts present new and original 
material. For most parts of the already published content, a significant 
revision has been carried out to adjust it to follow the main thread of 
this monograph. 

The material documented in this publication represents findings and 
results obtained within several years of work in the field of parametri
cally excited systems. Since the research effort is continued and even 
intensified, thanks to research funding granted by the Austrian Science 
Foundation (FWF) 1 , this monograph can be seen as an intermediate step 
of documentation and reflects the current state of the ongoing research 
project on parametric vibration cancelling. 

Although there is just my name mentioned as being the author of 
this monograph, I will use the plural form "we", known as the pluralis 
auctoris, throughout the main part of the text. This style should not 
only include the reader in what the author has to tell, but "we" may 
also be understood in the true sense of a number of persons, namely 
those with whom I have worked together and who have all contributed 
to this publication in some way. Let me therefore mention and thank 
them briefly. 

This monograph would have never been written if Prof. Dr. Ales 
Tondl had not made me curious about the interaction of self-excitation 
and parametric excitation. I still remember clearly the occasion when 
we both started our discussions on this topic, it was during a lunch break 
at the SIRM conference in February 1998 in Darmstadt. This was the 

1 FWF - Fonds zur Forderung der Wissenschaften, Project P-16248, started on 
April 1, 2003 



beginning of a very inspiring and productive cooperation which continues 
until today. I am very grateful that I had and still have the opportunity 
to work together with Prof. Tondl, an internationally respected scientist 
in the fields of nonlinear dynamics and one of the founders of modern 
rotor dynamics. 

Equally important for the research progress achieved during the last 
years was the scientific environment provided by the Institute of Machine 
Dynamics and Measurement under the leadership of Prof. Dr. Helmut 
Springer. He always acted both ways as a scientific mentor and a true 
friend and I owe him a lot for his kind help and support during all these 
years. 

Numerical simulation plays a major role in the numerical studies that 
have been carried out. Adequate software tools can make life a lot easier 
and considerably help to save time and effort. For the simulation part of 
this work the simulation language and environment AcsL was exclusively 
used, post-processing and graphical representation of data was done with 
MATLAB. Having access to these powerful software packages was of great 
help and contributed significantly to the progress made during the last 
years. Therefore I would like to thank the responsible persons at the 
Computing Center of TU-Vienna for providing campus software. Special 
thanks have to go to Prof. Felix Breitenecker for his continuous effort 
to promote and support all kinds of simulation software at TU-Vienna 
and to the European distributor of AcsL, Mrs. Ingrid Bausch-Gall, for 
her generous support of academic institutions. 

Some of the results presented have been acquired together with out
standing diploma students like Andreas Matthias and Thomas Pumhossel. 
Kanjuro Makihara was a visiting Ph.D. student from Tokyo University 
for one year who enjoyed Austria and parametric vibration suppression 
at the same time. We had very fruitful discussions and he came up with 
some smart ideas which we will pursuit in the future. Fadi Dohnal re
cently started his Ph.D. studies on this topic and has already proven 
to be a very valuable member of our small group. He fell in love with 
some analytical methods and helped to make the respective part of this 
monograph more clear and informative. 

During the last years friends and colleagues like Markus Nagl, Nor
bert Steinschaden and Martin Hirschmanner have been always ready to 
give advice and help when computer problems did plague me or they 
simply cheered me up when needed. Last but not least our helpful secre
taries Christine Paolini, Karin Matschir and Renate Miihlberger have a 
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good share on the wealth of related articles and books which have been 
collected in the past. Also their help in typing some parts of this mono
graph is highly appreciated. With respect to the layout of the cover and 
some graphics inside, the support of Manfred Schneeberger and Markus 
Nemetz is acknowledged. 

Final words of thanks and appreciation have to go to my dear wife 
Elisabeth, who sacrificed countless days and weeks of joint activities and 
of leisure time. Instead, she was left alone in managing our daily life for 
quite some time. As if this would not have been enough she was also a 
very critical editor with respect to my usage of the English language. For 
example she reduced the occurrence of my favorite word "however" from 
a three-digit number to as few as 57... Also she did proof-read every 
single page of this document, and if the reader still finds some typos I 
have probably introduced them afterwards or forgotten to correct them. 
Thank you so much, darling! 

Book-projects seem to have an intrinsic mechanism of damping, 
which slows them down, if not a sufficient amount of energy is pro
vided at all times. Publishing this thesis as a volume in the series of 
ARGESIM Reports did take a lot longer than expected. Undecided layout 
questions, additional proof reading, some improvements here and there, 
and of course other, more urgent tasks on the author's as well as on the 
publisher's side, delayed printing until the end of year 2005. 

Meanwhile, work on parametrically excited systems was continued at 
TU- Vienna and led to a number of publications, which are not cited in 
the references. For an overview of recent contributions and an in-depth 
discussion of latest research results the reader is referred to Fadi Dohnal's 
dissertation on "Damping of mechanical vibrations by parametric exci
tation", finished also by this time at TU- Vienna, Institute of Mechanics 
and Mechatronics. 

Finally, I would like to thank ASIM, and in particular Prof. Felix 
Breitenecker, very much for the opportunity to publish this monograph 
as an ARGESIM Report. 

Horst Ecker Vienna, December 2005 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In general a mechanical system will perform vibrations if an excitation is 
applied. Frequently these vibrations are unwanted and require attention 
if the vibration amplitudes exceed a certain level. Depending on the 
nature of the excitation, different strategies and methods of vibration 
reduction are in use. The main focus of this monograph is the cancella
tion, or at least the reduction, of self-induced vibrations in mechanical 
systems by means of parametric excitation. 

Let us first summarize in a brief review the different excitation types 
as mentioned later in this text. Probably the most common type of ex
citation in a mechanical system is the external excitation, also known 
as f arced excitation. Unbalance excitation in rotating machinery is fre
quently mentioned as an example as well as the excitation of a structure 
which is attached to a vibrating foundation (base). In the latter exam
ple the primary source of excitation is the oscillating displacement of the 
foundation, but in fact this is an excitation due to the internal forces of 
the connecting elements. 

A mechanical system under the influence of an external excitation 
will perform forced vibrations. Vibration amplitudes are determined by 
the dynamical properties of the system and the amplitude of excitation. 
In the case of a linear system, vibration amplitudes are proportional to 
excitation amplitudes and damping properties of the system. Vibration 
reduction for the whole system is mainly achieved by choosing these 
parameters appropriately. Vibration reduction, especially at certain lo
cations of the system, can be achieved by attaching a vibration absorber, 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

which is basically a tuned single-dof (degree of freedom) system added 
to the original system. See [80] for a rather complete and up-to-date 
survey on such systems. 

Although mentioned in first place, external excitation will only play 
a minor role in this monograph. We will almost exclusively deal with 
mechanical systems where two other types of excitation mechanisms are 
present and play a dominant role: Self-Excitation (SE) and Parametric 
Excitation (PE). As in most practical cases, self-excitation will be the 
source of unwelcomed vibrations. We will discuss mechanisms that lead 
to self-excitation and give examples in the next section. Later in this 
chapter we will concentrate on the parametric excitation and its role as 
a mean to suppress self-excited vibrations. 

1.1 Self-excitation in mechanical systems 

Self-induced vibrations, sometimes also called self-sustained vibrations, 
are caused by a self-excitation (SE) mechanism. This mechanism con
verts a non-oscillatory excitation to an oscillatory excitation within the 
system. Famous examples taken from the area of civil engineering are 
wind-induced vibrations of large structures, i.e. bridges or power lines, 
where kinetic energy from the (constant) airflow is transferred into the 
vibrational motion of the structure. If the energy source which feeds 
the self-excitation mechanism has a large capacity, excessive and violent 
vibrations can occur and vibration amplitudes may exceed design limits. 
In such a situation a total failure of the structure will happen. Fortu
nately this is rarely the case, but has nevertheless occurred in the past. 
The collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in November 1940 is one of 
the best known examples. 

A voiding unwanted self-excited vibrations is mandatory whenever 
there is a danger that such vibrations might occur. Measures have to 
be taken against them already at the design stage. Frequently (aero
dynamic) parameters have to be kept within certain limits in order to 
prevent self-induced vibrations. However, if the structure can change its 
shape during operation (e.g. formation of an ice-coating around power 
lines), it can be difficult to find effective counter-measures. 

Self-excited vibrations are also frequently encountered in mechani
cal engineering. Besides flow-structure interaction there are also other 
mechanisms to generate self-excited vibrations like 
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1.1. Self-excitation in mechanical systems 

• chatter vibrations of machine-tool systems, 

• shimmy of wheels, 

• airplane wing flutter, 

• stick-slip oscillations, 

• whirling and whipping in rotating machinery. 

In the following sections different mechanisms are briefly explained 
and some examples are given. The main purpose of this introductory 
part is to give reasons for the ongoing research and to outline possible 
areas of application for the vibration cancellation method presented and 
discussed later. 

1.1.1 The effect of negative damping 

To explain this mechanism of self-excitation by giving an example of a 
simple system we consider a mechanical oscillator in which an external 
force acts on the system. The equation of motion of this single degree 
of freedom system is 

mx+cx+kx = F (1.1) 
where m is the mass, c is the viscous damping coefficient and k is the 
stiffness coefficient. The symbol F denotes the external force and we 
assume that this force is proportional to the velocity x and hence defined 
as 

F=bx (1.2) 

with b a suitable constant coefficient. As we will see in the following 
sections, the assumption on the nature of F is based on observations of 
real self-excited systems, where this type of external force is encountered 
frequently. 

Combining Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) leads to the elementary homogeneous 
differential equation of second order with constant coefficients 

.. (c-b). k 
0 x+---x+-x= . 

m m 
(1.3) 

By applying the usual Ansatz x = e>..t we obtain the characteristic (al
gebraic) equation 

,\2 + ,\ (c - b) + !5_ = 0. 
m m 

(1.4) 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Figure 1.1: Single mass sys
tem with negative damping 
(c - b) < 0 as a mechanism 
for self-excitation. 

The roots of this equation are the eigenvalues ..\ 1 and ..\2 of the system 

c- b 1 
.A1 2 = --- ± -v(c- b)2 -4mk. 

' 2m 2m 
(1.5) 

In this context we are primarily interested in the weakly damped 
case, where ((c - b) 2 

- 4mk) < 0 holds and the eigenvalues are a pair of 
conjugate complex numbers P1,2 =a± i/3. For this case the solution of 
Eq. (1.3) is 

(1.6) 

a harmonic function with an amplitude that is dominated by the time 
behavior of the factor eat. 

Since a = -(c - b)/2m, the coefficients c and b determine whether 
the real part a of the eigenvalues is negative or positive. If c > b holds, 
the resulting (total) damping coefficient for the system is positive and a 
is negative, hence the system is stable. Initial vibration amplitudes due 
to a disturbance will decrease with time and finally vanish. 

However, if c < b the opposite is true and the system exhibits negative 
damping. Due to the positive real part of the eigenvalues the exponential 
function will be increasing with time and, accordingly, the amplitude of 
vibration will drastically increase. The system is said to be unstable. 

4 



1.1. Self-excitation in mechanical systems 

In this case, the damping force does positive work on the system. This 
work is converted into additional kinetic energy, and the effect of the 
damping force is to increase the displacement instead of reducing it. 

This brief review of well known facts has been included because the 
essentials of self-excitation can be seen clearly and unobstructedly from 
this simple single degree of freedom system. 

1.1.2 Flow-induced self-excitation 

Flow-induced vibrations have become increasingly important in the past 
because designers are using materials to their limit, causing machines 
and structures to become lighter but also more flexible. The head
line "flow-induced vibrations" subsumes a number of distinctly different 
fluid-dynamic mechanisms, which can be classified by the nature of the 
flow and the interacting structure. In [5] RD.Blevins gives a comprehen
sive overview and introduces two main categories, namely flow-induced 
vibrations due to steady flow and due to unsteady flow. Since we just 
want to point out basic mechanisms that lead to self-excitation, we will 
only consider aerodynamic instability due to a steady flow. An extensive 
discussion would be beyond the scope of this chapter and the reader is 
therefore referred to the reference given. 

An aerodynamical instability which is known since the beginning of 
the last century is the so-called galloping instability. Galloping can occur 
in lightweight, flexible structures th,at are exposed to a flow. The classic 
example of galloping is the vibration of ice-coated power lines. The low 
structural damping of the cables combined with a climate and geograph
ical topology in some areas which favor steady moderate wind velocities 
can result in large amplitudes of oscillation, see e.g. P. Hagedorn and 
M. Kraus [32]. 

A single degree of freedom system as shown in Fig. l.2(a) is sufficient 
to explain the basic principle of this self-excitation mechanism. Mass m 
is supported by a spring-damper combination k and c and is exposed to 
a steady flow Vflow coming from a direction perpendicular to the vertical 
motion x of the mass. If the mass moves vertically with velocity x then 
the angle of the flow relative to the mass a (angle of attack) is defined 
by 

x 
tan a= --

Vflow' 

5 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

. FD 

·~ x -a 

vflow ! 

(a) Mechanical model (b) Definition of parameters 

Figure 1.2: Single-dof system exposed to a steady cross-flow generating 
movement-induced vibrations 

see Fig. l.2(b). The flow velocity relative to the mass is simply 

v:2 . 2 v2 
rel = X + flow· (1.8) 

This relative flow Vrel generates a drag force FD in the direction of the 
flow and a lift force FL perpendicular to that. It is assumed that both 
forces can be computed according to 

~V/ezACD(a), 

~V/ezACL(a). 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

In Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) p is the fluid density, A is the cross-section area 
and CD(a) and CL(a) are drag and lift coefficients, respectively. The 
resulting aerodynamic force FA acting on the mass is 

(1.11) 

6 



1.1. Self-excitation in mechanical systems 

with the resulting vertical aerodynamic force coefficient 

Cx(a) = ;lel (CL cos a+ Cv sin a). 
flow 

The nonlinear equation of motion for mass m is given as 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

Since the angle of attack depends only on x and Vflow (see Eq. 1.7), one 
can approximate Cx (a) by a polynomial expression of arbitrary order 

(1.14) 

by numerical curve-fitting of measurement data. For a stability inves
tigation of the trivial solution a first order approximation is sufficient. 
The coefficient ai of the linear term may be obtained from an expansion 
of Cx about a= 0 

( ) 
8C x (a = 0) 2 ) 

Cx = Cx a = 0 + aa a + 0( a . (1.15) 

For small angles of attack Eq. (1.13) may be linearized and we obtain 
a= -x/Vflow and from Eq. (1.12) 

(1.16) 

After inserting and cleaning up, the linearized equation of motion reads 

.. d . k P v2 A ( ac L c ) ± mx+c x + x =-2 flow n-+ D -V · 
ua flow 

(1.17) 

and in short notation 
mx + cX + kx = 0, (1.18) 

with 

(1.19) 

We recognize a similar result as in the previous Section 1.1.1. If c > 0, 
the single dof-system is stable. In the case of a negative contribution 

7 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

from aerodynamic damping cad < 0, it is necessary that cd > lcad l holds 
to ensure the stabiiity of the trivial solution. Negative values for cad can 
occur for certain shapes of the mass, e.g. for a cube-shaped body. 

This analysis shows that the flow-induced self-excitation of the gal
loping type can be treated like a linear system with negative damping, 
if linearization for small angles of attack is possible. 

A similar analysis can be carried out for the torsional stability of a 
mass with a rotational degree of freedom in an airflow. Such a system 
can be used to model self-excitation due to stall flutter of turbine blades 
and other structures that may exhibit torsional vibrations. See Blevins 
[5] for more details. 

1.1.3 Friction-induced self-excitation 

Friction is another very common mechanism in mechanical systems to 
induce self-excited vibrations [31]. The generation of friction forces is a 
complex process which depends on several parameters. A key parame
ter in systems with dry friction is the relative velocity between sliding 
surfaces. The characteristics of dry friction as observed in mechanical 
systems and especially the dependency of friction on the sliding speed 
have been subject of numerous investigations, see for example [40] and 
[27]. It is typical and also essential for the dynamic system that in many 
cases the friction decreases with increasing velocity. Such a speed-range 
with a negative slope of the friction function usually occurs at low veloci
ties and may start at or in the vicinity of zero velocity. Figure 1.3 shows 
schematically the characteristic diagram of the dimensionless friction 
force Ffric / Fnormal = µ( Vrel) as a function of the relative velocity Vrel 

between two contacting surfaces. Note the velocity range 0 ::; v < Vmin 

for which the function exhibits a negative slope. Of course the same 
principal behavior occurs if the relative velocity changes direction, as 
can be seen in the third quadrant of the diagram. 

Now, to demonstrate how friction can cause self-excitation, we will 
study again a one-mass system under the action of a friction force. Figure 
1.4 shows a single mass m on a moving belt running at constant speed 
Vbelt· The force acting on the mass due to friction between the mass and 
the belt is given by 

Ffric = mgµ( Vbelt - ± ), (1.20) 

with friction coefficient µ(vrel) and a load factor g > 0. The mass 
is connected to the inertial reference frame via a linear and constant 

8 



1.1. Self-excitation in mechanical systems 

Figure 1.3: Typical shape of the 
friction coefficient µ as a function 
of the relative velocity Vrel between 
two contacting surfaces. 

Figure 1.4: Single mass 
system on a moving belt. 

Vrel 

Vmin 

spring k and a viscous damper c. This simple system is governed by the 
equation of motion 

mx + c± + kx = Ffric =mg µ(vbelt - x). (1.21) 

For this brief analysis we can linearize the function µ( Vrez) 
positive velocities and obtain 

for small 

8µ(vrel = o+) ( +) 
µZin {) Vrel + µ Vrel = Q , 

Vrel 

µ'vrel + µo, (0 ::::; Vrel « Vmin)· 

Inserting the linearized friction function into Eq. (1.21) leads to 

mx + (c +mg µ')x + kx =mg (µ
1
Vbelt + µo). 

9 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The constant force on the right hand side results in a steady deflection Xst 

of the mass due to the friction force. The stability of this trivial solution 

depends on the sign of the generalized damping parameter Cgen = ( c + 
mgµ'). For a negative slope µ' < 0 holds, but if c is large enough 

Cgen > 0 is still possible. Otherwise Cgen < 0 and the mass cannot rest 
at a steady deflection Xst because self-excited vibrations will occur due 
to negative damping. 

This very simple analysis does not give useful results for large ampli

tudes. The linearized model can only be used to study the stability of 

the trivial (stationary) solution. It is not capable of predicting large am

plitudes, which are bounded for this example, when assuming a friction 

function as shown in Fig. 1.3. What we can see from this analysis is that 

the self-excitation mechanism of dry friction is also based on negative 

damping which is introduced to the system. 
The investigation of systems with a negative damping element, as 

carried out later in this monograph, will therefore lead to results and 

findings that are applicable to quite a number of different models and 
seemingly different self-excitation mechanisms. 

1.1.4 Destabilizing forces in rotor systems 

In the previous examples we finally ended up with negative damping as 

the basic reason for self-excited oscillations. However, this is not the 
only mechanism to generate this kind of vibrations. In rotor dynamics 

self-sustained vibrations are very common and can result also from other 
mechanisms than negative damping. Well known phenomena in rotating 

machinery which are attributed to self-excitation are for example: 

• Hysteretic whirl due to internal damping 

• Forward whirl due to gyroscopic moments 

• Fluid bearing whip (oil whip) 

• Labyrinth seal instability 

• Tip-clearance excitation (steam whirl) 

• Instability of hollow rotor partly filled with fluid 

The most important categories of instability in rotating machinery 

are generally called whirling and whipping. The unifying generality is the 

10 



1.1. Self-excitation in mechanical systems 

Figure 1.5: Model of a sim
ple Jeffcott / Laval-rotor with elastic 
shaft. 

w 

generation of a tangential force, normal to an arbitrary radial deflection 
(or velocity) of a rotating shaft, whose magnitude is proportional to (or 
varies monotonically with) that deflection (velocity). At some "onset" 
rotational speed (critical speed), this tangential force will exceed the 
stabilizing external damping forces, which are generally present, and 
induce a whirling motion of increasing amplitudes. These amplitudes 
are only bounded by nonlinearities which ultimately limit the deflections. 
See Yamamoto and Ishida [101] and Harris [33] for a detailed discussion 
of these phenomena. 

Here we will have a brief look at the most simple rotor system to 
illustrate the principle self-excitation mechanisms present in rotating 
machinery. 

A generic equation of motion in matrix notation for a rotor model as 
shown in Fig. 1.5 is given by 

Mx+ (C + G)x+ (K +N)x = 0 (1.24) 

with a mass matrix M, a damping matrix C, a gyroscopic matrix G, a 
stiffness matrix K, a matrix of non-conservative forces N and a vector 
x containing the deflections of the mass. Since the stability of a linear 
system is only determined by the homogeneous set of equations, external 
(unbalance) excitation is not considered here. 

11 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

The rotor system of Fig. 1.5 consists of a flexible, massless shaft 

with bending stiffness k and internal damping parameter e. The shaft is 

supported by two rigid bearings at both ends. A rigid mass m is attached 

to the shaft in the midspan position. The two degrees of freedom of this 

system are the deflections x 1, x2 of the mass. The shaft rotates at a 

constant angular speed w. This system can be described in terms of the 

system matrices of Eq. (1.24) as follows 

M=[ m 0 l C=[e 0] 
0 m ' 0 e ' 

(1.25) 

K = [ k 0 l N = [ 0 we l x = [ X1 l · 
0 k ' -we 0 ' x2 

Note that internal damping of the shaft not only manifests itself in a 

conventional damping matrix C but also generates the skew-symmetric 

matrix N with coefficients depending upon the rotational speed w of 

the rotor. The ·forces f non = N x are proportional to the deflection x 

of the rotor and are often called non-conservative forces as opposed to 

the conservative forces fcon = Kx. It is also important to realize that 

these non-conservative forces fnon always act in a perpendicular direction 
to the rotor deflection, as can be seen from the individual components 

f non- xl = wex2 and f non-x2 = - wex1. In fact, this is the essence of 
this kind of self-excitation mechanism in rotating systems. 

To investigate the stability of the system for a given rotational speed, 

we expand the system described by Eqs. (1.24) and (1.25) to a first order 
system 

with 

y = Ay 

A= [ 
0 

- M - 1(K+N) 

(1.26) 

and calculate the eigenvalues of A. We obtain two pairs of conjugate 
complex eigenvalues 

-e + v e2 - 4mk ± i 4mcw 

2m 

-e- .../e2 - 4mk ± i4mcw 

2m 

12 

(1.28) 

(1.29) 
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The critical rotor speed Wcrit for the onset of self-excited vibrations can 
be determined from max(R(-\1,2(Wcrit)), R(-\3,4(Wcrit))) = 0, and for the 
externally undamped system we obtain the natural (bending) frequency 
of the rotor as the critical speed 

Wcrit = /£, (1.30) 

as one can see from substituting Eq. (1.30) into Eq. (1.28) 

-c + J c2 - 4mk ± i 4mcwcrit 

2m 
-c + )(c

2
:i2v1ffif)2 =±if£. 

(1.31) 
Of course, in a real rotor system there is always some external damping 
present, and this additional damping would shift away the critical speed 
Wcrit from the natural frequency towards higher speeds. 

This example points out a basic principle of self-excitation frequently 
encountered in rotor dynamics. A very simple model has been em
ployed to demonstrate the essence of the mechanism. As shown, non
conservative forces can be generated due to internal damping of the 
shaft. However, such forces can also appear due to fluid forces within 
gaps between rotor and housing as encountered in labyrinth seals. For 
a comprehensive survey and an in-depth discussion of rotor instability 
the reader is referred to the rich literature in rotor dynamics, e.g. re
cent books as those by T. Yamamoto and Y. Ishida [101], by R. Gasch, 
R. Nordmann and W. Pfiitzner [26] and by D. Childs [13], or the classic 
book by A. Tondl [82]. 

1.2 Parametric excitation in mechanical sys
tems 

Many mechanical systems as well as electrical systems lead to differen
tial equations with periodic, time-varying coefficients when a mathemat
ical model is established. The expressions in the system equations with 
time-dependent coefficient(s) are frequently referred to as Parametric 
Excitation(PE). 

The playground swing is frequently mentioned as a vivid explanation 
for parametric excitation [46]. When children (and sometimes adults) 
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enjoy the swing, they "pump" them up by moving up- and downwards 
to accelerate the swinging motion. Thereby they apply a parametric ex
citation to the swing (i.e. pendulum) by varying the effective length at 
twice the natural frequency of the pendulum. However, detailed investi
gations by W. Case [11), [12] on how a swing is operated effectively show 
that forced excitation plays the major role. But nevertheless, a pendu
lum can be excited by changing it's length periodically, and therefore 
the practical explanation given is still of value. 

1.2.1 Review on parametric excitation research 

We will start this section with a very brief (and of course limited) re
view of the research on parametric excitation as conducted in the past for 
readers interested in the historical background. First scientific studies 
on parametrically excited systems date back to 1831 when M. Faraday 
studied a liquid in an open container subjected to a vertical vibration 
of a certain frequency and amplitude. As long as the amplitude of this 
effective gravity modulation remains below a critical threshold, the fluid 
surface is flat. For larger values an instability sets in and standing wave 
patterns appear on the surface, known as the so-called "Faraday insta
bility". The critical amplitude can be predicted from the hydrodynamic 
equations of motion and their boundary conditions. As one might sup
pose, there is a close mechanical analogy to the parametrically driven 
pendulum, see T.B.Benjamin and F.Ursell [3]. 

The inducement of vibrations in a stretched string by varying its 
tension periodically was demonstrated by F. Melde more than a century 
ago, in 1860. Only a few years later, E. Mathieu studied natural modes 
of vibration of lakes with elliptical boundaries. The famous equation 
named after him has its roots in these investigations. 

In 1883 J.W. Strutt, also know as the famous Lord Rayleigh, was the 
first to present theoretical studies that gave explanations for Faraday's 
instability and other related problems. At the same time G. Floquet 
developed a theory, commonly called Floquet-theory, that has become 
probably the most important mathematical method to treat differential 
equations with periodic coefficients. Much progress was achieved in that 
decade. In 1886 G.W. Hill published his stability theory of parametric 
systems. His findings solved a practical problem and gave satisfactory 
explanation for unsolved problems in celestial mechanics (motion of the 
earth's moon). Also, his name was given to the general class of peri-
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odic differential equations. Hill's work inspired Rayleigh, who, in 1887, 
generalized Hill's derivations and established a theory for second order 
systems including losses or damping. 

In the middle of the last century E. Mettler [51], [52] and V.V.Bolotin 
[ 6], [7] contributed significantly to the understanding of parametrically 
excited vibrations. Their works mark the beginning of an increasing 
interest in this kind of vibrations. Other classical resources are the fa
mous books by J.J. Stoker [79], H. Kauderer [41] and W. Magnus and 
S. Winkler [45]. About a decade later, G. Schmidt [71] and A. Nayfeh 
and D.T. Mook [59] summarized the state-of-art in PE research. 

Since then, numerous contributions were published, as one can see 
from the references given by A. Richards in [69] and M. Cartmell [10] 
which cover the next decade. Even a short review of the achievements 
during the last 15 years would fill a dozen pages. To illustrate this 
statement let us just point out that even the most simple equation with 
parametric excitation, the well-known Mathieu equation, is still being 
investigated and new results were found recently, see e.g. Kidachi and 
Onogi [42] and R.H. Rand [68]. However, an overview with respect to 
mathematical methods suitable for PE-systems will be given in Chap
ter 2. 

1.2.2 Parametric resonance 

One of the main characteristics of a system with parametric excitation 
(PE) is the fact that a vibration response may occur when the PE
frequency is an integer-multiple or fractional-multiple of the system's 
natural frequency (or frequencies). The motion that is observed for 
such a response grows exponentially with time and, hence, the system is 
said to be unstable. In such a case the amplitudes would, theoretically, 
be unlimited. However, in a real system nonlinear effects also play an 
important role and will bound the amplitudes, if the system is still func
tional at this vibration level. With respect to this behavior, parameter 
excitation and self-excitation resemble each other. Energy provided by 
an energy source to periodically change a system parameter is absorbed 
by the system and increases the overall energy level. The example of 
the playground swing, as mentioned before, illustrates this mechanism. 
Work done by the person on the swing by moving the body up and down 
is converted into kinetic energy of the swinging motion. As long as the 
energy input is maintained, the transfer will continue. 
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Figure 1.6: Stability chart for a single degree of freedom system as de
fined by Eq.(1.32) 

Damping is also an important factor in PE-excited systems, although 
it cannot limit vibration amplitudes as in externally excited systems. A 
sufficiently high level of damping in a system can inhibit the system 
from becoming unstable at a certain PE-frequency and PE-amplitude. 
However, the frequency range where instability may occur sometimes 
also becomes larger with increasing damping. 

Let us first consider a single degree of freedom system with additional 
harmonic stiffness variation as the parametric excitation 

x + D± + (02 +a cos wt) x = 0. (1.32) 

Of course one recognizes the damped version of the Mathieu equation. 
Figure 1.6 shows the well-known stability chart for such a system. Stable 
and unstable system behavior is plotted as a function of the normalized 
and squared values of the PE-frequency and -amplitude. For the case 
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1.2. Parametric excitation in mechanical systems 

when damping is zero D = 0 and w ~ 0, the areas of instability have the 
shape of tongues that meet the horizontal axis at certain frequencies for 
the parametric excitation. An infinitesimally small excitation amplitude 
a can destabilize the system if the parametric resonance condition 

20 
-=w 
n 

(n=l,2,3, ... ) (1.33) 

is fulfilled. The integer n is frequently named the order of resonance, 
with n = 1 being the first order or main parametric resonance. It occurs 
when the PE-frequency w is twice the natural frequency n of the un
damped system without PE. We recall that "pumping" a swing is done 
at this very frequency. One can also see that with an increasing level of 
the PE-amplitude the instability not only occurs at a distinct frequency 
but within a frequency range. This makes it easier to intentionally oper
ate at a parametric resonance (swing pumping), but on the other hand 
it might be difficult or even impossible to avoid a PE-resonance in other 
cases. For higher orders of the parametric resonance and sufficiently high 
levels of excitation, the resonance condition predicted and calculated by 
Eq. (1.33) may even lie outside the range actual of instability. 

If damping is present (D > 0), an excitation amplitude a exceeding a 
critical value of acrit ,....., D 11n is necessary for destabilization. This shows 
that higher-order parametric resonances ( n > 2) are in general of little 
or no importance. 

Although the Mathieu equation is a linear differential equation, there 
is no solution in terms of standard functions. We will discuss methods 
to investigate such systems and how to obtain charts like Fig. 1.6 in the 
next chapter. 

Let us now consider multi-degree of freedom systems with paramet
ric excitation. For simplicity we consider just the undamped system, 
expressed in a normalized notation 

x + f! 2x + cos(wt)P x = 0 (1.34) 

with k generalized coordinates x = [x1, x2, ... , xkf and 

[ 

P~1 
P= . 

Pk1 

P1k ] 

Pkk 

(1.35) 

as the Ok natural frequencies of the system. Matrix P denotes the 
amplitudes of the parametric excitation at frequency w. 
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With the existence of k natural frequencies the parametric resonance 
conditions become more complicated. First of all Eq. (1.33) is still valid, 
if we extend it to all frequencies Ok present in the system. We obtain 
the condition 

20· 
_ _ J = w, 

n 
(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (j = 1...k), (1.36) 

for the principal parametric resonances of the n-th order of the sys
tem. In addition to that, resonances may also appear at frequencies 
corresponding to the sum or the difference of the natural frequencies 
[30]. These frequencies are nowadays called parametric combination res
onances, older sources [100] refer to them as vibrations of "summed and 
differential type". 

The condition for dual combination resonance of order n is 

IOi ± Oj i ------- = w 
n 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (i,j = l...k). (1.37) 

It is worth noting that also triple combination resonances (consisting of a 
combination of three frequencies) are possible and have been reported by 
M. Cartmell [10]. What has been said for the parametric resonances of 
the Mathieu equation with respect to PE-amplitudes and damping is also 
valid to a large extent for the principal resonances and the combination 
resonances of multi-degree of freedom systems. References [71], [100] 
and [84] discuss various aspects of both types of parametric resonances 
in detail, show measurement results and also refer to further literature. 

In technical systems parametric resonances can be either a good and 
desirable feature or a bad, sometimes even dangerous characteristic. 
Parametric excitation can be employed to feed energy into a system. 
There are a number of applications ranging from physics (particle accel
erators) to electrical engineering (parametric amplification), see [10] for 
an overview and some references. At a parametric resonance the system 
may exhibit high vibration levels, which is useful in mechanical engi
neering for some applications as well. For example, A. Olvera et al. [62] 
improve the performance of oscillating water column (OWC) systems by 
taking advantage of a parametric resonance. 

On the other hand, parametric excitation can be a nuisance when 
it causes acoustic problems or excessive wear. But it can also be the 
reason for a severe malfunction of a machine or structure. For exam
ple, a longitudinal excitation in power transmission chains or belts can 
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cause severe transversal vibrations. A beam or column under oscillating 
axial loading is also a parametrically excited system. In such a case the 
static critical load for a failure (buckling) of the structure is significantly 
reduced and can lead to dangerous situations. A. Tondl reports in [72] 
about excessive lateral vibrations in an elevator due to the periodically 
changing stiffness of guidance rails. 

1.2.3 Stabilization by parametric excitation 

In the previous section basically the effect of destabilizing a system and 
generating large oscillations (for better or for worse) by parametric ex
citation was discussed. But in contrast, parametric excitation also offers 
the possibility to stabilize an otherwise unstable system. The famous 
example to prove that this is also possible, is the stabilization of an 
inverted pendulum. A pendulum with vertical base excitation can be 
described by the Mathieu equation, as given by Eq. (1.32), if we con
sider x = <jJ as the angular deflection of the pendulum. Instead of a 
detailed discussion of the inverted pendulum we just refer to Fig. 1.6 to 
point out briefly the basic idea. In this figure a small area of stability 
emanates from 0 ::; (O/w )2 ::; 0.25 and reaches into the region of negative 
PE-frequencies. This area covers combinations of the PE-frequency and 
PE-amplitude at which the inverted pendulum can be stabilized in its 
upside down position. To visualize how the inverted pendulum works, 
without designing an actual experiment, F.J.Elmer has set up a very 
nice virtual lab on his webpage [24]. Note that for an appropriate set 
of parameters the inverted position of the pendulum is stable but nev
ertheless a slow oscillatory motion occurs. This principle is e.g. used 
in an application in experimental physics when a single ion is caught in 
a quadrupole mass spectrometer and the equilibrium point of the static 
electrical field is stabilized by superimposing a rapid oscillation to that 
field. 

The stabilization of the inverted pendulum and all similar applica
tions are related to some extent to the main idea of the research presented 
in the following chapters: employing parametric excitation to cancel or 
reduce self-excited vibrations. But before giving a short description of 
this concept let us review those very few publications (from authors 
other than H. Ecker and/or A. Tondl) that follow a similar concept. 

In his thesis P.H. Nguyen [60] explores possibilities for vibration con
trol of non-autonomous dynamic systems using a technique where a sec-
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ondary disturbance is supplied to the system with the goal of reducing 
vibrations. The fundamental concept is to generate a secondary har
monic excitation which appears as time-varying coefficients in the gov
erning equations of motion, i.e. as a parametric excitation. In his work 
he studies a single-dof system with the parametric excitation appearing 
as the stiffness coefficient, the damping coefficient, and both coefficients 
of the governing equation of motion. Cases under consideration are vi
bration control of the pendulum using a sliding pivot, vibration control 
of single-dof systems using a modulated stiffness or damping constant, 
and control of flexural vibration of a simply supported beam using a 
sliding mass or support. In the case of the beam, the standard/modified 
Ritz series method is employed in the formulation of the equations of mo
tion. The responses are obtained through numerical integration of the 
equations of motion. In a special case, an analytical method is applied 
to validate the numerical work. Nguyen concludes that parametric exci
tation generated by the dynamics of the systems can reduce the forced 
response amplitude, as in the cases of the pendulum and the simply sup
ported beam. In contrast, parametric excitation induced by modulating 
the system parameters does not seem to be effective for vibration control 
of a SDOF-system with modulated stiffness/damping constants. 

H. Okubo et al. [61] investigate the high-speed operation of industrial 
machines equipped with belt driving systems. The belt is subject to a 
speed limitation barrier due to the occurrence of bending mode vibration 
resonances caused by machinery error, for example pulley eccentricity. 
To fight these resonances of the linear system, the parametric excitation 
method providing a belt tension fluctuation is proposed through the con
cept of open-loop vibration control theory. This analysis considers two 
types of fluctuation excitation featured by the frequency synchronized 
with one or two times the pulley revolution. In that paper, the mathe
matical model is analyzed by using the equation of motion of the forced 
vibration including the parametric excitation. 

In their paper [50] R.McDonald and N. Sri N amachchivaya study the 
stabilization of a gyroscopic system using parametric stabilization near 
a combination resonance. A gyroscopic system operates near its pri
mary instability, i.e. the bifurcation parameter is such that the system 
possesses a double zero eigenvalue. The stability of the system is stud
ied for the linear Hamiltonian system, the damped linear system, the 
forced linear Hamiltonian system, and finally the damped and forced 
linear system. The addition of the periodic excitation near the critical 
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combination resonance provides the system with an extended stability 
region when the excitation frequency is slightly above the combination 
resonance. This extended stability region is also shown to persist when 
nonlinearity is added to the system. The results of this work are then 
discussed for a rotating shaft with periodically perturbed rotation rate. 

Non of the previously mentioned papers [60], [61) and [50) are clearly 
devoted to the task of cancelling self-excited vibrations by means of 
parametric excitation in a general manner. However, a research group 
of mathematicians at the University of Utrecht is active in this field and 
works on similar ideas as A. Tondl and the author. Recently two disser
tations [25), [1) have been finished under the supervision of F. Verhulst. 

In [25) S. Fatimah investigates the same self-excited two-mass sys
tem with a main mass and an absorber mass as the author and A. Tondl 
in [18). She employes the averaging method and numerical bifurcation 
techniques to study the system. A first order approximation is used to 
analyze the conditions for full vibration suppression. Interesting new 
results are obtained for the case of a small absorber mass by deriving 
a second-order approximation. A better qualitative agreement with nu
merical results is obtained for this approximation compared to previous 
results. For parameter sets where quenching cannot be achieved, Hopf 
bifurcations and Neimark-Sacker bifurcations are identified. Also a brief 
study on self-excited three-mass systems with parametric excitation is 
included in [25). 

Abadi studies the interaction between self-excited and parametric 
interaction in [1] and uses simplified models of a massless rod or slen
der structure with concentrated masses which again lead to two- and 
three-mass systems. For the three-mass system a symmetric and a non
symmetric case are investigated with a 1:2:3 resonance of the quasi
normal system. Concerning the suppression of self-excited vibrations, 
the importance of the Hopf bifurcation of the non-trivial solution is 
pointed out. 

1.3 Parametric Vibration Cancelling 

From the previous introduction it (certainly) has become evident that 
self-excited vibrations can be an important problem in mechanical sys
tems. For many years, researchers have dealt with different methods 
to either avoid or to cancel such vibrations. Among others, A. Tondl 
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Figure 1.7: Simulation result (obtained with an analog computer) of a 
self-excited system exhibiting vibration quenching near the parametric 
combination resonance frequency ry0 = 0 2 - 0 1 (from [85] and [87]). 

worked in this field in the 70's and investigated the interaction between 
self-excited vibrations and forced vibrations in [83] and also with respect 
to parametric excitation in [84]. At that time he encountered the phe
nomenon that in systems with self-excitation, parametric excitation is 
capable of completely suppressing self-excited vibrations within certain 
intervals of its frequency. About ten years later, simulation results for 
a two-mass system obtained with an analog computer were published in 
[85], clearly showing vibration suppression at a parametric combination 
resonance frequency, see Fig. 1. 7. 

Again, these remarkable observations almost fell into oblivion, but 
in the late 90's the idea was picked up again by Tondl and analytical 
conditions for full vibration quenching were formulated in [87]. Let us 
briefly repeat and summarize the main results of this paper, since it 
marks the starting point for the increasing interest in this phenomenon. 

In [87] a generic linear system of differential equations in normal form 
with parametric excitation 

n 

x~ + n;xs + c L [esjXj - QsjXj cos (TJT) ] = 0, 
j=l 

(s = l,2, ... ,n) 

(1.38) 
is considered. Coefficients 8sj and Qsj are constant and parameter c 
is assumed to be small c « 1. In general, instability intervals for the 
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trivial solution Xs = x~ = 0 may occur in a parametrically excited system 
near the combination resonance frequencies T/o = IOs =t= Oji, (s I- j). By 
applying a method for the determination of quasiharmonic vibrations 
[81] Tondl obtains a stability condition for the case that all ejj are 
positive. Stability of the trivial solution in the vicinity of a combination 
resonance frequency T/o is possible for parametric excitation frequencies 

T/ = T/O ± €0'. (1.39) 

if a satisfies the condition 

0'.2 + (8ss + ejjt (=t= QsjQjs + 8ss8jj) > 0. 
48ss8jj T/o 40snj 

(1.40) 

The minus sign in Eq. (1.40) corresponds to the sum Os + Oj = T/o and 
the plus sign to the difference f1s - f1j = T/O of the natural frequencies of 
the system. The parametric instability interval 

T/O - €0'.[im < T/ < T/O + €0'.[im (1.41) 

is obtained from Eq. (1.40) by changing the inequality to an equation 
that is solved for the limit value azim at the (in)stability boundary. 

In the case that one of the damping coefficients 8 ss is negative, the 
trivial solution of the system Xs = x~ = 0 can become unstable, and 
self-excited vibrations may occur for the system without parametric ex
citation. However, with Qsj I- 0 the stability analysis [81] can be carried 
out again for the negative damping coefficient. In order to keep track of 
signs and use positive values in the following relationships, the substitu
tions 8ss = -<5s < 0, ejj = <5j > 0 are used and lead to the following 
form of the two conditions for stability: 

(1.42) 

and 

(1.43) 

The inequality has changed now from Eq. (1.40) to Eq. (1.43), convert
ing the former interval of instability in the neighborhood of T/o into an 
interval of stability, due to the action of the parametric excitation 

T/O - €0'.[im < T/ < T/O + €0'.[im · (1.44) 
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The limit value azim at the stability boundary is calculated by using 
relationship (1.43) and changing the relational operator from < to =. 
Now the plus sign in Eq. (1.43) corresponds to the sum fJo = 0 8 +OJ 
and the minus sign to the difference f/O = ns - nj. Of course it is 
necessary that Q 8 JQJs < 0 holds to achieve an interval of stability at 
f/O = 0 8 + !lj. 

In summing up Tondl's findings, we emphasize that self-excited vi
brations can be cancelled in principle at a PE-frequency of fJ '.::::'. IOs =t= nj I 
when the combination parametric resonance occurs at fJo = Ins ± nj I· 
Whether vibration suppression (full cancellation or attenuation of vi
bration) is achieved or not depends on two conditions which have to be 
satisfied. In addition to that, the limitations of the approximative ana
lytical method used in this analysis, have to be taken into consideration. 
In the following Chapter 2 we will discuss analytical results as well as 
numerical methods to calculate the intervals for vibration cancellation 
in details. 

1.4 Realization of parametric excitation 

As the last topic within this introductory chapter we will present some 
ideas on how parametric excitation can be realized in a mechanical sys
tem. 

Figure 1.8 shows a number of different possibilities to achieve a con
tinuously and periodically changing stiffness in mechanical systems. On 
top of the figure two examples of a direct stiffness modulation are shown. 
In Fig. l.8(a) a cantilever beam is depicted with a sliding support within 
the free span of the beam. By moving this support periodically, a time
dependent bending stiffness of the beam is obtained. Figure l.8(b) shows 
two linear springs connected to each other on one end. This point of 
connection represents the center of a circular guideway that guides both 
other ends of the springs. These spring anchor points are moved period
ically along the guideway, which leads to a varying effective stiffness in 
the vertical direction. 

A different approach is used in the next two examples. Figure 1.8( c) 
shows a beam (or column) which is loaded axially by a periodically 
changing force. This leads to a periodically changing effective bending 
stiffness ·of the beam. A quite similar system is shown in the next Fig
ure ( d), where a string is put under tension by a constant force. An 
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Figure 1.8: Some examples for the realization of continuous · parametric 
stiffness excitation 
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additional time-varying force is superimposed to the constant tension 

resulting in a periodically varying string tension. As a consequence, the 

lateral stiffness of the string also changes with time and may be utilized 

in a more complex system. 
Further design examples are shown in Fig.1.9. Figure (a) on top 

depicts the well-known pendulum with base excitation as an example 

for another different mechanism that can be employed. Note that no 

real spring or mechanical stiffness is present in this system. Accelerating 

the anchor point of the pendulum harmonically in the vertical direction 

can be seen as a "quasi-modulation" of the gravity field. Consequently, 

the restoring moment of the gravity force changes periodically, which has 

the same effect on the pendulum as if a stiffness is changed. The second 

figure on top shows an air cushion spring with a pressure supply pump 

that maintains a periodically changing air pressure within the cushion. 

It is obvious that this system has a time-varying vertical stiffness. 
In some situations it might be easier to achieve a discontinuous vari

ation of a stiffness parameter. Of course a true discontinuous behavior 

in a mechanical system is rarely seen, if at all. So what is addressed here 

is a change of stiffness which occurs much (a magnitude) faster than the 

stiffness variation in the previous examples. In Figs.1.9(c) and (d) two 

different designs are outlined, just to show that this is also an option for 

a parametric stiffness variation. 
Figure 1.9(c) shows a torsional system with a secondary shaft that 

can be engaged or disengaged by a clutch. Although a clutch also needs 

some time to become effective, this system will allow for comparatively 

fast changes of a torsional stiffness in the system. The second example 

1.9( d) presents again a cantilever beam, but this time the fixity of the 

beam is brought about by two very fast moving stops that clamp the 

beam vertically and also release at the same speed. Thereby the bending 

stiffness of the beam can be switched from one value to another. 
The design examples shown shall give the interested reader some ideas 

on how a periodically changing stiffness can be achieved in a mechan

ical system. Of course there exist more design possibilities even if the 

design is restricted (almost) exclusively to mechanical components. For 

mechatronic systems, which may incorporate also electrical components, 

a much large number of different solutions are conceivable. 
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Figure 1.9: Examples of continuous and discontinuous parametric stiff
ness excitation 
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Chapter 2 

Analysis of systems with 
periodic coefficients 

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, there has been an interest in systems with 
time-varying coefficients for a long time. Consequently, also mathemat
ical methods to study such systems have been developed already by 
the pioneers in this field (E. Mathieu, J.W. Strutt alias Lord Rayleigh, 
G. Floquet, G.W. Hill, A.M. Lyapunov). A. Nayfeh and D.T. Mook [59] 
give a comprehensive review on early works and also devote a large chap
ter to basic methods for PE-systems. Other classical resources for math
ematical methods are the books of V.A. Yakubovich and V.M. Starzhin
skii [99] and G. Schmidt [71] which almost exclusively deal with PE. 
Other more recent books and textbooks which discuss mathematical 
methods for PE-systems are [69], [10], [103], [67] and [96]. 

Different methods have been developed to investigate systems de
scribed by differential equations with periodic coefficients and to study 
their stability behavior. Hill's infinite determinant method [99], the Av
eraging Method [58], [96], the perturbation technique [59] and the appli
cation of Floquet theory [103] are widely used classical methods. Each 
method has its own specific advantages and disadvantages, areas of suit
ability and limitations. Discussions and comparisons can be found e.g. 
in [53], [10], [76], [77], [98] and others. Criteria for the selection of an 
appropriate method depend on whether the system is linear (or can be 
linearized), the existence of a small parameter to apply perturbation 
methods, the size (dimension) of the system and other factors. 
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In the past, the analysis of time-periodic dynamical systems has made 
significant progress due to research in this scientific field conducted at 

various places around the world. S.C. Sinha and his group have published 

a number of papers during the last several years, e.g. [76], [63], [77], 
[9], proposing and applying a general technique for the computation 

of the Floquet-Lyapunov transformation. They show how stability and 

bifurcation boundaries of time-periodic linear and nonlinear systems can 
be analyzed. 

P. Montagnier and co-authors worked on the numerical integration of 

linear time-periodic systems [54]. They investigate a spectral method to 

compute the state-transition matrix of a linear system. By using Cheby

shev polynomials to calculate an approximation of the state-transition 

matrix of the original problem, they avoid the usual way of direct nu

merical integration of the system, which can be advantageous in certain 

cases. 
In [75] A.P. Seyranian and P. Pedersen introduce sensitivity analysis 

to general linear periodic systems. A general theory is presented, based 
on the classical Floquet method for evaluating stability and perturbation 

technique in the parameter space. Starting from first and higher-order 
derivatives of the Floquet matrix with respect to problem parameters, 

the behavior of simple and multiple multipliers of the system is studied 

under a variation of parameters. 
A different approach to the stability analysis of periodic systems is 

discussed by R.S. Guttalu and H. Flashner in [29] and previous papers 

cited therein. Their method is based on a point mapping representa

tion of the system's dynamic, introduced by C.S. Hsu [37], [38] and [39]. 
Guttalu and Flashner present an algorithm to obtain analytical expres

sions for the point mapping and its dependence on system parameters. 

The algorithm derives the coefficients of a multinominal expansion of the 
point mapping up to an arbitrary order in terms of the state variables 

and of the parameters. Analytical stability and bifurcation conditions 

are then formulated and expressed as functional relations between the 
parameters. It is shown that, unlike the perturbation analysis, the pro

posed method provides very accurate solutions even for large values of 

parameters and its accuracy is comparable with results obtained from 
direct numerical integration. 

A recently developed approach to investigate the stability of finite

dimensional linear continuous-time periodic (FDLCP) systems is pre
sented in [102] by J. Zhou and T. Hagiwara. Asymptotic stability of 
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FDLCP-systems is studied by harmonic analysis. It is first shown that 
stability can be examined by the so-called harmonic Lyapunov equa
tion. From this generalized Lyapunov equation, another necessary and 
sufficient stability criterion is developed. This reduces the stability test 
to the examination of an approximate FDLCP model whose transition 
matrix can be determined explicitly. 

This overview shall help an interested reader to get started with this 
class of dynamical systems. It also shows that there are many different 
methods available or under development to treat parametrically excited 
systems. A reason for this variety of approaches are the intrinsic difficul
ties associated with such systems which have interested and challenged 
scientists for many years. Although quite a number of references were 
cited in the survey above, this is still an incomplete summary, and nu
merous further works do exist that could not be mentioned for various 
reasons. 

The following content of this chapter basically consists of two sec
tions. The first section will deal with analytical methods and the second 
one with numerical methods. The detailed discussions will be restricted 
to methods that have been applied and found to be useful by the author 
in the course of studying parametrically excited mechanical systems. 

2 .1 Analytical methods 

In this section three different analytical methods will be presented. We 
will start with the Method of Successive Approximation which makes use 
of a method to solve integral-differential equations. Very general results 
will be obtained for a set of two differential equations. Next, the Method 
of Averaging is briefly discussed and also applied to a system as used 
later in the sections containing detailed investigations and numerical ex
amples. Last but not least, a method created and used intensively by 
A. Tondl to investigate systems with parametric excitation will be pre
sented and an overview on his method will be given. Finally, conclusions 
will be drawn in a summary on analytical methods. 

2.1.1 Method of Successive Approximation 

The Integral Equation Method in combination with the Method of Suc
cessive Approximation was comprehensively presented and extensively 
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used by G. Schmidt in [71] and [72] to treat parametrically excited sys
tems. For the sake of completeness the basic concept is summarized in 
a few lines. 

A system of second order differential equations is considered 

(i=l,2, ... ,N), (2.1) 

with primes indicating derivatives with respect to a dimensionless time 
T. On the right-hand side time-dependent nonlinear functions 

(2.2) 

appear, which may also depend on constant parameters cp, (p = 1, 2, ... P). 
One can prove [71] that every periodic solution of the differential equa
tions (2.1) is also a solution of the integro-differential equations 

where the Kronecker symbol 

is used and 

for µ = v, 
otherwise 

G. ( ) = ~ [-1 ~ cos lJ ( T - (}) l 
i T,O" 1r 2..\ · + ~ {},\- - z;2 

i v=l i 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

are corresponding generalized Green's functions. Symbol{} is defined as 

{} = {}~ = 1 - <5~' (2.6) 

and is introduced to prevent the denominator from vanishing. The bi
furcation parameters r i, Si appearing in the resonance case 

(2.7) 

are determined from the bifurcation (periodicity) equations 

(2.8) 
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which are equivalent to 

1" if>;(T)cosn;T<lT = 1
2

~ if>;(T)sinn;T<lT = 0. (2.9) 

The basic step of the Integral Equation Method is that instead of solv
ing Eqs. (2.1) one evaluates Eqs. (2.3). The solution of Eqs. (2 .3) and 
(2.8), resp. Eqs. (2.9) can be found by the Method of Successive Ap
proximation based upon the following equations for the approximative 
solutions 

where 

<I>io [T] 

(2.11) 
(k=l,2,3, ... ). 

The convergence of the method can be proved for parameters cp which 
do not have to be small, but may not exceed certain upper limits, see 
[71]. 

The Method of Successive Approximation is based on the Integral 
Equation Method and is a method to solve analytically the boundary 
value problem with periodic boundary conditions 

Yr+ AiYi 

Yi(O) 

<l>i (yi , Y~, cpj T) 
Yi (27r) 

(i=l,2, ... ,N) 

(2 .12) 

by a stepwise (successive) approximation of the solution. For the analy
sis of parametrically excited systems this method has proven to be very 
useful. In [23] N. Eicher uses the method to investigate parametric reso
nances of systems of differential equations and we will apply his results 
in the following. 

In this monograph mainly two mass systems are considered. One 
reason is that this size of problem can still be handled analytically. We 
will start from a general, homogeneous system of two linear differential 
equations of second order as it is used for mechanical systems with two 
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degrees of freedom. The normal form representation of such a system is 
expanded by a general, coupled, harmonic parametric excitation: 

u~ + 811u~ + 812u~ + >.1u1 - (QJ.1 cosmr + Qf1 sin mr)u1 (2.13) 

-(QJ.2 cosmr + Qf2 sin mr)u2 = 0, 

u~ + 821u~ + 822u~ + >.2u2 - (Q21 cosmr + Q~ 1 sinmr)u1 (2.14) 

-(Q22cosmr+Qhsinmr)u2 = 0. 

The arbitrary frequencies >.1,2 are represented by predetermined frequen
cies Al,2 with special properties (see below) and a frequency variation 

(i = 1, 2). (2.15) 

Now Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) ·can be rearranged and written as a matrix 
equation 

u" +Au= -E>u' + aAu + (Qccosmr + Qcsinmr)u = ~(u,u',a;r) 
(2.16) 

with 

u = [ ~~ ] , A= [ ~1 12 l' 
0 = [ Elu 812 ] , a= [ ~1 ~2] , (2.17) 

821 822 

qc = [ Q~l QJ.2 ] , Q' = [ Q!1 Qh l 
Q21 Q§2 Q21 Q~2 . 

To apply the Method of Successive Approximation in accordance 
with its mathematical background [71] , N. Eicher restricts in [23] the 
predetermined frequencies 

(2.18) 

to integer values. This assumption does not impose the same restriction 
on frequencies >.1,2 because of the real-valued frequency variation param
eters a 1,2, see Eq. (2.15). However, Eqs. (2 .18) do have consequences 
which will become evident soon. 
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It is known from [87] that parametric vibration cancelling will only 
occur at parametric combination resonance frequencies of the second 
kind. Since in general resonance frequencies of the first order are most 
pronounced, we restrict the analysis to second kind, order-one frequen
cies and define the parameter of the parametric excitation frequency m 
in Eq. (2.16) by the resonance condition 

(2.19) 

Note that this definition includes both types of second kind frequencies, 
the difference type m(- ) = n2 - ni and the summation type m(+) = 
n 1 + n 2 . We will carry out further analysis for both types and symbol 
"(±)" will be used wherever we have to distinguish between both of 
them. 

In Eqs. (2.15) the frequency variations ai were introduced. With the 
approximations 

0\ = )Ai(l - ai) 

~ 

and similar to Eq. (2.19) 

we obtain 

...:... ni(l - ~i) 
a ...:... m(l - 2) 

(i = 1,2) (2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

With definition Eq. (2.19) the limitation on ni in Eqs. (2.18) is trans
ferred to the PE-frequency m and allows only integer values m EN. Of 
course, this would restrict the application of results quite severely. We 
will leave this problem aside for the moment, continue with the analysis 
and come back on this matter later. 

Application of Successive Approximation to system Eq. (2.16) leads 
for the resonance case of Eqs. (2.18) to the zero order approximation 

U~O) = 0 
i ' 

(i = 1,2) 

hence <l>~O) = 0. (2.24) 

Based on the zero order approximation, the first order approximation 
is built according to Eq. (2.3). With Eq. (2.24) the integral term van
ishes and as first order approximation the solution of the homogeneous 
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differential equations 

(1) - . 
ui - ri cos niT + Si sm niT (i = 1,2) (2.25) 

is obtained with yet undetermined coefficients ri, si· Substituting so
lution (2.25) into the right-hand side of system Eq.(2.16) leads to the 
definition equation 

8 [r1, s1, r2, s2]T = 0 (2.26) 

with a partitioned matrix for a more clear presentation 

[ 

a1ni + 8~n1 QJ1 
811 = 

8~1 QJ1 + 811 ni 

[ 

a2n~ + 8~2 QJ2 
822 = 

8~n2 ~ + 822n2 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(±)8~2 (±)ni ) QJ2 - 8~;812n2 ] ' 

(±)8~2(±)n1) 9f-
(2.29) 

8(n2(±)ni) Qh - c)n2 e n ] m -Z- n1 21 1 

' 
(±)8~2(±)n1)QJ1 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

To exclude the simultaneous occurrence of combination resonances 
of the first kind and first order (m = 2n1,2) together with the second 
kind res9nance we may remove the responsible coefficients by setting 

Qc,s O 
11,22 = ' (2.32) 
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To obtain non-zero coefficients ri -=/=- 0, Si -=/=- 0 it is required that 

det(S) = 0. (2.33) 

Evaluating Eq. (2.33) leads to expressions for aini which can be inserted 
in Eq. (2.23) and lead, after lengthy but straightforward calculation, to 
the solution for the stability boundary as defined in Eq. (2.21): 

~ = 

Now let us come back to Eq. (2.18) and the restriction ni ,2 E N 
as imposed in the original work [23]. This rather stringent condition 
originates from the application of the Fredholm-theorems which are used 
by the Method of Integral Equations. Although no proof is given here 
to justify the next step from a pure mathematical point of view, we 
will relax this condition for practical applications. This is motivated 
by a comparison of the results obtained from the Method of Successive 
Approximation for any ni ,2 E R with other methods which shows that 
the results are identical. This will be shown also in the following sections. 

We now summarize the final results of the Method of Successive Ap
proximation and change the notation as a consequence of the transition 
to a general parametric excitation frequency ry. A homogeneous sys
tem of two linear differential equations of second order with a general, 
coupled, harmonic parametric excitation 

U
11 + 8U

1 + fl 2
U + (QC COS TJT + Q 8 Sin TJT )u = 0, (2.35) 

(2.36) 

Qh l Qs ' 22 
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is considered. This system is similar to the system of Eqs. (2.13), (2.14). 
Note that the sign of Qij can be changed without loss of generality 
since it only introduces a phase shift 7r to the parametric excitation with 
respect to an arbitrarily chosen starting time. 

The stability limits for parametric combination resonance frequencies 
77~(± ) l /l of the second kind and first order are defined as 

lim < er < lim 
77zo - 772(±)1/1 - 77hi (2.37) 

with 

77
zim 
hi 77~(±) 1/1 (± ) T1 + T2JT3(± )T4 - 1, (2.38) 

77
zim 
lo 77~(±) 1 /1 (± ) T1 - T2JT3(± )T4 - 1. (2.39) 

Symbols Ti are introduced for a shorter notation of expressions in Eq. (2.34) 

T1 (Q12Q~!i _ Q12Q21) 811 - 822 (2.40) 
4 4 4811 822!11 !12 ' 

(811 + 822) 
2 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

Note that, with Eq. (2.37) and also (2.38), (2.39), one has to substitute 
for symbol ( ± ) --r + for the summation type m ( + ) combination resonance 
and ( ± ) --r - if the difference type m ( - ) is to be considered. 

This result holds for a quite general system with multi-location, 
single-frequency parametric excitation. Since the parametric excita
tion is represented by sine- and cosine-functions with independent co
efficients, a phase angle between different sources of the parametric ex
citation may be considered. 

The stability limits calculated by Eqs. (2.37) define a frequency inter
val in terms of the parametric excitation. In general this is an interval of 
instability caused by the parametric combination resonance of either the 
summation type or the difference type. However, in the case of paramet
ric vibration quenching the situation reverses and the interval becomes 
a frequency interval of stability. The equations for the stability limits 
do not tell which conditions prevail on which side of the boundary. This 
has to be found out by other means. 
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2.1.2 Averaging Method 

The Averaging Method has been already used in the 19th century. After 
being favored by Van der Pol in the 20's of the last century, the first 
proof of the method's asymptotic behavior was given. Later Krylov, 
Bogoliubov and Mitropolski made the method popular and it is still 
associated with their names [58]. A survey of the theory of averaging 
was compiled by J.A.Sanders and F.Verhulst and can be found in [70]. 

The Method of Averaging is quite powerful and has the advantage 
that it is not restricted to periodic solutions. However, it requires that a 
sufficiently small parameter can be identified in the system. For brevity 
of the notation we will explain the basic idea of the method for a single 
generic second order differential equation and apply it later to a 2dof
system. We consider 

y" + fl 2y = c<I>(y, y') (2.44) 

where c denotes a sufficiently small quantity and <I>(y, y') is a general 
nonlinear function. If€ = 0 holds, the solution of Eq. (2.44) is known to 
be 

y = ro cos nt + so sin nt = ao cos(nt + 'I/Jo) (2.45) 

where ro, so and ao, 'I/Jo are constants, respectively. To investigate the 
solution when parameter€ =I 0, we assume that the solution can still be 
written in the form of Eq. (2.45), provided that ro, so, ao, 'I/Jo are consid
ered to be functions of time t rather than constants. So we introduce 
the solution of Eq. (2.44) as 

y(t) = a(t) cos(nt + 'lj;(t)). (2.46) 

Since Eqs. (2.44) and (2.46) are two equations in the three unknowns y , 
a and 'lj;, we may add an additional condition. It is straightforward to 
introduce the derivative of Eq. (2.45) 

y' (t) = - a0 fl sin(nt +'I/Jo) = -an sin(nt + 'ljJ ). (2.47) 

To derive equations for a(t) and 'lj;(t) we differentiate Eq. (2.46) with 
respect tot and obtain 

y'(t) = - aflsin(nt + 'lj;) +a' cos(nt + 'lj;) - a'lj;' sin(nt + 'lj;). (2.48) 

Since y'(t) has to be the same in Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48), we find by 
comparing that 

a' cos(nt + 'lj;) - a'lj;' sin(nt + 'lj;) = 0. (2.49) 
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must hold. By differentiating Eq. (2.47) we get 

y" = -a02 cos(nt + 'l/J) - a'Osin(nt + 7/J) - a'ljJ'Ocos(nt + 'lfJ) (2.50) 

and this enables us to substitute for y' and y" in Eq. (2.44) 

a'Osin(</>) +a'l/J'Ocos(<f>) = -c<P(a,</>) 

with <P = (nt + 7/J). From Eqs. (2.49) and (2.51) we can express 

a' 
c . -n sm<f><P(a, </>), 

7/J' 
c 

- an cos <P <P(a, </>). 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

Note that the set of equation,s (2.46), (2.54) and (2.55) are still equivalent 
to the original problem of Eq. (2.44) since no approximation has been 
made so far. For small c also a' and 7/J' will be small quantities and 
hence a, 7/J will vary much slower with time compared to <P = ( nt + 7/J). 
If a, 7/J will not change much within a period of oscillation of nt, we may 
average Eqs. (2.52), (2.53) over one period 2n/O and consider a, 'l/J, a', 7/J' 
to be constant while performing the averaging. So we finally obtain the 
equations that describe the (slow) variation of a, 7/J, 

a' 
c {27r 

-2n0 lo sin<f><P(a,</>)d</>, (2.54) 

'l/J' = 
c {27r 

-2na0 lo cos<f><P(a,</>)d<f>. (2.55) 

By carrying out the integration in Eqs. (2.54), (2.55) we obtain a set of 
two autonomous first order differential equations that have to be solved 
for a and 7/J, respectively, which are the sought for time-dependent coef
ficients in Eq. (2.46). 

As mentioned earlier, the method of averaging is also applicable in 
cases when the function <P (a, <P) is not periodic but is a finite sum of pe
riodic functions with periods which are incommensurate, as for example 

(2.56) 

This is the situation for the parametrically excited system, when the 
excitation frequency is chosen such that it matches a combination res
onance frequency. In [70] Sanders and Verhulst formulate and proof a 
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theorem that covers that case, see also [96]. However, the drawback is 
that the validity is only guaranteed up to a point in time proportional 
to 1 /c . This means that good results can only be expected for c « 1 
and that the method becomes increasingly poor when this condition is 
violated. 

We now apply the Method of Averaging to the same general system of 
two linear differential equations which has been investigated previously 
by the Method of Successive Approximation, see Eq. (2.35). To shorten 
the analysis a bit we drop the parametric excitation by the sine-function 
and set Q8 = 0. Since it will finally turn out that both methods give 
in principle identical results, there is no need to analyze the full system 
again. The analysis for the full system using the Method of Averaging, 
with all steps meticulously documented, was carried out by F. Dohnal 
in [14]. Starting from 

(2.57) 

We extract a Small parameter c from e and QC and Obtain the System 
to be analyzed as 

U11 + f!2 u = -€ (0u1 + COSTJTQcu), (2.58) 

U= [ U1 ] ' 0 = [ 8u 812 l 
U2 821 822 ' 

(2.59) 

n• = [ 
n2 

~d' QC= [ Q~l Q~z ] 1 
0 Q21 Q~2 . 

We introduce a normalized time f and carry out the transformation 

f = TJT, ()' = :T = T/ d~ = T]()', Ui(r) = Vi(f) 

for Eq. (2.58). 

1 c 
v" + -02v = -- (TJ0v' + cosfQcv). T/2 T/2 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

In the next step the parametric excitation frequency is pinned down to 
a preselected value T/O. To enable the investigation of frequencies in the 
vicinity of TJo, a frequency variation CJ is introduced and the deviation 
from the main frequency is related to the small parameter c 

T/ = T/O + CCJ. (2.62) 
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For a substitution in Eq. (2.61) a first order expansion of Eq. (2.62) 
is needed 

1 1 1 ( 20") 2 
rJ2 = (TJo + c0")2 = TJ5 1 - c T/o + O(c- ). (2.63) 

Substituting Eq. (2.62), (2.63) in Eq. (2.61) gives 

V\\ + ~f!2V = - c2 (TJo0V\ +COS fQCV -
2

() n 2v) . 
~ ~ ~ 

(2.64) 

Similar to Eq. (2.46) in the introduction to the method above, we 
assume now the solution for v(f) to be of the form 

(i = 1,2). (2.65) 

To carry on with matrix notation it is more convenient to use the sum 
of the harmonic functions rather than the previously used form with a 
phase angle. For an easy notation we introduce the following matrices 

Using these symbols Eqs. (2.65) read 

v 0 cx + 0sy, 

and we may also introduce 

Of course, Eq. (2.68) is only valid if 

0 cx' + 0Sy' 

holds. Differentiating Eq. (2.68) leads to 
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and completes the set of substitutions necessary for the transformation 
of Eq. (2.64). Taking into account the following identities 

n2 
2 Cx = -°Cx 

2 ' 170 
(2.71) 

we obtain from Eq. (2.64) after substituting Eqs. (2.67), (2.68) and (2.70) 

(2.72) 

Together with Eq. (2.69) this equation defines a set of four first order 
differential equations for the unknowns x = [ x 1, x2 JI', y = [y1, Y2] T, 

(2.73) 

with linear functions wi(x1, X2, Y1, Y2, 7) that are obtained from solving 
the linear algebraic system defined by Eq. (2.69), (2.72) for x~, y~. 

Now we are at the point to investigate the system for special values 
of 110 and of course we are especially interested in the behavior at the 
parametric combination resonance frequencies 17~(±)l/l. To study the 
difference-type, first order parametric resonance we substitute 170 = 0 2 -

0 1 in the arguments of the harmonic functions cos( ni 7), sin( ni 7) of kc 
T/O T/O 

and k S, respectively. The following step in the Method of Averaging is 
straightforward but laborious, because it requires averaging all periodic 
expressions over one period. Computer algebra programs like MAPLE or 
MATHEMATICA are quite useful in this process, see [14]. It would need 
by far too much space to print all these expressions and therefore just 
the final result is given. 

After some lengthy calculations we obtain the quite compact result 

[ 
x' l c y' = 

175 
[ Am- m (2.74) 
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with the coefficient matrix 

- ~770811 0 -01{j 'T/0Qi2 
401 

0 - ~770822 77oQ21 
-02{j 

€ 402 Am-m = 2 770Qi2 
(2. 75) 

770 01{j --- -ho811 0 
401 

77oQ21 
02{j 0 -ho822 - --

402 

valid for the parametric combination resonance 77~:_ 111 = 02 - 01. The 
characteristic equation is obtained from det(A - >.I) = 0 and reads 

(2.76) 

with coefficients ai which we abstain from listing here to prevent this 
section from becoming over loaded. 

To examine the stability of the trivial solution [x1 , x2, y1, y2]T = 0, 
the Routh-Hurwitz criterion can be applied to the polynomial Eq. (2.76). 
Four conditions are obtained from which two non-trivial conditions follow 

a3 > 0, 

ao{j4 + al {j2 + a2 > 0, 

(2. 77) 

(2.78) 

with ai ( ao, al, a2, a3) being expressions built from the coefficients ai of 
the characteristic polynomial. After substitution, Eq. (2. 77) leads to a 
simple first condition for stability, which is independent of the frequency 
variation {j 

(2.79) 

The condition (2.78) can be converted from an equation by changing 
>to = . By solving for the frequency variation {j one obtains the stability 
boundaries 

(811 + 822) 
{jlo,hi = =f 2 Qi2Q2i - 1. 

40102811822 
(2.80) 

The interval of stability is now defined by 

(2.81) 
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A comparison with the previous result from the Method of Succes
sive Approximation is easy to carry out. One has to take the result 
Eqs. (2.37) and cancel all expressions in the abbreviation terms T1,3,4 

which contain the coefficients Qjk of the sine-functions. By doing so 
one ends up with exactly the same formula as in Eq. (2.80). Apparently 
the only difference is that the Method of Averaging relates the result 
to the parameter c. To obtain complete agreement with the Method 
of Successive Approximation, this parameter must be assumed to be 1. 
However, according to the cited references the latter method is restricted 
to integer-valued excitation frequencies, although it did give good results 
for arbitrary values. Since both methods are first order approximations 
of the real solution they lead to the same results. The restrictions im
posed are different as the methods are, but at the end the order of the 
approximation determines the result. 

Note that both methods presented use a quite different approach and 
did not make use of the Floquet-theorem, which is frequently employed 
when analyzing systems with periodic coefficients. Therefore we will now 
discuss a third method which is based on that theorem. 

2.1.3 Tondl-Floquet method 

The following method was introduced by A. Tondl in [81]. In his book 
[82] the method was formulated in a more general way to make it also 
suitable for systems of differential equations where the complex notation 
is preferred, as for example in rotor systems. As this method has been 
used almost exclusively by A. Tondl, it has not been given a name so 
far. Therefore it seems to be appropriate to introduce a descriptive 
expression and it is quite obvious to call it the "Tondl-Floquet" -method. 
Floquet's name is included to point out that there is an important step 
in the method that makes use of Floquet's theorem. 

The Tondl-Floquet-method was applied in the joint publications of 
the author with A. Tondl, see [88], [18], [92] and [20]. As these are mostly 
conference publications, the description of the method was significantly 
shortened and reference was given to previous publications. However, 
the book [82] is out of print and a more recent reference to the method 
[89] may also be difficult to locate. Therefore, mainly the background of 
the method is repeated here, also to supplement the references previously 
mentioned. 

A system governed by the following set of linear differential equations 
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with periodic coefficients is considered 

n 

z~ + n;zs +C:L [8sk(T) z~ + Qsk(T) zk ] = 0, (s = 1, 2, ... , n). (2.82) 
k=l 

Such a system may be obtained from an actual model of a mechani
cal system after linearization and transformation to a normal system. 
The natural frequencies of that part of the system with time-invariant 
coefficients are denoted Os. It is further assumed that a small param
eter c « 1 can be identified and extracted from the time-varying part 
of the system. Functions 8 sk ( T), Q sk ( T) are general complex periodic 
functions with period 27r /rJ. Accordingly, Zs is also a complex vector 
Zs = Xs + iys, with the imaginary unit i = .;=I. After a time trans
formation T = T /rJ in Eqs. (2.82) and by reusing the superscript ()' for 
derivatives with respect to the new time T one obtains 

,, ,2 ~ [8sk , Qsk l 0 Zs - AsZs +c ~ - zk +-2-zk = , 
k=l 'r/ 'r/ 

(s = 1, 2, ... , n), (2.83) 

.ns e Q d h where As = i- and - sk, sk are now perio ic wit period 27r. By 
'r/ 

introducing new variables~ and x defined as 

z~ - AsZs = Xs ' (2.84) 

the second order system of Eqs. (2.83) can be transformed into a first 
order system 

c ~ [ 8sk ( ) 1 Qsk ( )] ( ) As~s - 2 ~ - ~k +Xk + ~-2 ~k - Xk , 2.85 
k= l 'r/ k 'r/ 

c ~ [ e sk ( ) 1 Q sk ( )] ( ) - AsXs - - ~ - ~k+Xk + , -2 ~k - Xk . 2.86 
2 k= l 'r/ /\k 'r/ 

For this system the Floquet theorem can be applied 

~s = Us (T) exp (µT), Xs = Vs (T) exp (µT) , (2.87) 

where Us, Vs are periodic functions of T with period 27r. The character
istic exponent µ can be expanded and written in the form 

µ = .\ + iq(c), (2.88) 
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where A is one of the roots As of the characteristic equation of the time
invariant part of system (2.82). Substitution of Eq. (2.87) in Eqs. (2.85), 
(2.86) we get 

U~ (As - A) Us -

r:: {hus + ~ t [8 sk (uk + Vk) +: Q~k (uk - Vk)l}, 
k=l TJ k TJ 

(2.89) 

V~ - (As +A) Vs -

{ 
1 ~ [8sk ( ) 1 Qsk ( l } c hvs + 2 L..t - Uk+ 'Uk + ~-2 Uk - Vk) ' 

k=l TJ k TJ 

(s=l,2, ... ,n). 

We are interested in the stability boundaries of the parametric combi
nation resonance frequencies of the second kind 

(2.90) 

The stability interval is defined by the boundary values as 

lim < er < lim 
T/zo - 'rlr(±)j/N - T/hi (2.91) 

with TJf ~fhi being the values on the stability threshold for the the trivial 
solution. The boundary values may also be expressed as 

(2.92) 

or 
,lim (±) ,lim ·N ± · ( ) /\r-lo/hi /\j-lo/hi = 'l E:Ul'. c ' (2.93) 

where A;i:Zo/hi' A~i:Zo/hi are the roots of the characteristic equation cor
responding to the value TJf ~fhi and a and f3 are a real function of c. 

Without loss of generality we can choose the upper stability boundary 
to carry on with the analysis and switch to a more convenient notation 

'lim '* /\k-hi = /\k . (2.94) 
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Using Eq. (2.93) with the brief notation of (2.94) and seeking the 
stability interval in the neighborhood of rJo = Or··;/"1

, the following equa
tions are obtained from Eq. (2.89): 

u'
J 

u' r 

u' s 

v' s 

- E {i1u1 + ~ t [8 Jk (uk + vk) + :* Q~k (uk + vk)]}, 
2 k= l TJ* k TJ* 

iNur - c{ iaur} (2.95) 

{ 
. 1 ~ [erk ( ) 1 Qrk ( )] } -€ 'l"fUr + 2 L- - Uk + Vk + A* - 2 Uk + Vk , 

k= l TJ* k TJ* 

with indices defined as (s = 1,2, ... ,n), (s -1- j,s -1- r). It is further 
assumed that the relations 

>.; - >.j -/-Mi, 

>.; + >.j -/-Mi, 

(s-/-j), 

( s -/- r) , ( M E N) 

hold. Seeking the solution as a power expansion 

Us = Uso + cU8 1 + O(c2
), 

Vs = Vso + CV8 1 + O(c2
), 

and for initial conditions 

Ujo (0) =A, Uro = B, 

(2.97) 

(2.98) 

U 80 (0) = 0, (s-/- j, r); V 80 (0) = 0, (2.99) 

we obtain the zero order approximation 

Ujo =A, 

V 80 (0) = 0, 
Uro = B exp (iNT), 

U 80 (0) = 0, (s-/- j, r) . 
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The first order approximation reads 

uj1 -i~oA-

~ [(ejj + ~ Q~i) A+ (ejr + ~ Q~r) Bexp(iNT)], 
2 T/O >.'i T/o T/O Ar T/o 

u~ 1 iNur1 -ibo - ao)Bexp(iNT)- (2.101) 

-~ [(erj + ~ Q;j) A+ (err+~ Q;r) Bexp (iNT)], 
2 T/o Aj T/o T/O Ar T/o 

From the periodicity condition the following equations are obtained 

1 /
2

11" [ ( e . . 1 Q .. ) -hoA- - --11.. + ----J,f- A+ 
47r T/o Aj T/o 

0 

(
e. 1 Q . ) l --1.!_ + \ ~r B exp ( iNT) dT 
T/O Ar T/o 

0, 

211" 

) 1 I [(erj 1 Qrj) ) -ibo-ao B-- -+--2 Aexp(iNT + 
47r T/o Aj T/o 

0 

( err + ~ Q;r) BJ dT = 0. (2.103) 
T/O Ar T/o 

which represent a homogeneous, linear system of algebraic equations in 
the arbitrary initial conditions A and B of Eqs. (2.99). For non-trivial 
values of A, B the determinante of the coefficient matrix must vanish 
and this leads to the following equation which must be satisfied 

(2.104) 
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with 

2_ /27r (eJJ + _.!._ QJJ) dT 
47r 7Jo AJ 116 ' 

0 

27r 

2_ J (8rr + _.!._ Q;r) dT, 
47r 1]o Ar 1Jo 

0 

27r 

1 J (8Jr 1 QJr) ( ) - - + --2 exp iNT dT, 
47r 1]o Ar 1Jo 

0 

27r 

1 J ( 8rj 1 Qrj) - - + --2 exp (iNT) dT. 
47r 1Jo AJ 170 

0 

(2.105) 

(2.106) 

(2.107) 

(2.108) 

From this analysis a quadratic equation for the coefficient 'Yo, as 
introduced in Eq. (2.87) with the charactristic exponent µ, is obtained. 
For stability the imaginary parts of both roots 'Yo must be positive values. 
This can be determined by using the Routh-Hurwitz criterion for the 
characteristic equations with complex coefficients, see [82] and [101]. 

From the application of this criterion the following two conditions 
are obtained 

Ijj +Irr > 0, 

a6IJJirr - (IJJ + Irr)2(IJrirJ - IJJirr) > 0. 

(2.109) 

(2.110) 

This is the most general form of a result obtained by the Tondl
Floquet method for system Eqs. (2.82). Note that it comprises time
varying coefficients Q sk (T) as well as 8 sk (T) for Zk and z~, respectively. 
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, applications of the 
method are found in [88], [18], [92], [20] and in some more references by 
A. Tondl as being the sole author, see the bibliography. 

To give a concrete example of an elaborated result obtained from 
this method we refer to Section 1.3. There, a still quite generic system 
Eqs. (1.38) is presented, but, in contrast to system Eqs. (2.82), it uses 
constant coefficients 8 sk (T) and a harmonic parametric excitation that 
is represented just by cosine-functions Q8JXJ cos 17r. The result of the 
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Tondl-Floquet method for this system are the two stability conditions 
Eq. (1.42), (1.43). Comparing them with conditions (2.109), (2.110), one 
easily recognizes the same structure of the result, despite some differently 
chosen signs and symbols. Furthermore, this example may be compared 
with the results previously obtained in Sections 2.1.l and 2.1.2. After 
rearranging the expressions one can recognize identical results. Therefore 
we may refrain from including further applications or examples of the 
Tondl-Floquet method. 

2.1.4 Summary on analytical methods 
As shown in Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.3, we obtain identical results for a 
general system of two differential equations with time-varying coefficients 
from three substantially different analytical methods 1 . Of course, these 
are not the only methods known and the introduction to this chapter 
did already mention some more. 

The list below refers to other well-known methods which could also be 
applied and used for the purpose of investigating vibration suppression 
by parametric excitation: 

• Harmonic Balance (see [59], [10]) 

• Method of Multiple Scales (see [58] , [59], [10]) 

• Poincare-Linsted method (see [96]) 

• Method by E.Mettler (see [71]) 

The references given point to works which give quite detailed explana
tions of the respective method. Moreover, some of them also compare 
methods and show results for the same problem obtained by different 
methods. From these examples it becomes evident that the Harmonic 
Balance Method, the Method of Averaging and the Method of Multiple 
Scales lead to the same results when applied to problems as discussed 
here. From the findings presented in this chapter we conclude that we 
may also add the Method of Succe·ssive Approximation and the Tondl
Floquet Method to the previous ones. All methods applied in this com
parison have been used to find a first order approximation. Most meth
ods would also allow to increase the order of approximation. Therefore 

1 Valuable support by F .Dohnal with regard to this comparative study is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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it is well founded to assume that all methods mentioned will give in 
principle identical results when the order of approximation is the same. 

Choosing one of the methods for an analytical analysis is therefore 
a matter of deciding which method is the most convenient to apply. In 
previous decades this was mainly the question of how much labor and 
hassle it would be doing all the analysis manually by pencil and (many 
sheets of) paper. Nowadays an analytical analysis can be performed by 
using advanced computer algebra software and this puts the question in a 
different light. There exist quite a number of such programs for symbolic 
computations and computer algebra, with MAPLE [57] and MATHEMAT
ICA [97] as the most widely known representatives. General purpose 
algebra software has a wealth of functions and features but methods for 
an automated stability analysis based on one of the methods discussed 
earlier is not implemented. -Besides the advantage of an interactive us
age of such algebra programs they are programmable and one can write 
routines or packages to extend the capabilities and to perform an auto
mated analysis. For example L.M.Pismen and B.Y.Rubinstein present 
in [64] a collection of MATHEMATICA-based automated algorithms for 
the derivation of amplitude equations for dynamical systems in either 
symbolic or numerical form. 

Which of the different methods is best suited for applications as dis
cussed here depends on several factors. The most important of them cer
tainly is to know which functions are available within the algebra system 
in use. Also the way how algebraic manipulations are carried out, the 
methods available to simplify expressions and other aspects have to be 
considered. Without hands-on experience with both, different analytical 
methods as well as algebra software packages, it is impossible to give 
preference to one of the methods discussed. As a consequence this also 
means that one shall not rule out a priori analytical methods that have 
attracted little attention in the past or have almost fallen in oblivion. It 
would not be the first "revival" of a method that was less practical in the 
past and that becomes useful now, due to new means for its application. 

A substantial improvement of the quality of the analytical results can 
only be achieved by applying a higher-order approximation. However, as 
one can see from the methods presented so far, a first order approxima
tion requires already a rather lengthy analysis. Of course, second order 
approximations are increasingly laborious and it is therefore no surprise 
that almost no efforts have been reported to apply a second order ap
proximation to the problems in discussion. The only exception known to 
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the author is found in the work [25] by S.Fatimah. For a system as given 
by Eqs. (2.58), (2.59) she takes into account second order effects. The 
effort was motivated by earlier results [18] for the example of a mechan
ical two-mass system with an extreme mass ratio where the first order 
approximation did give rather poor results. The qualitative behavior of 
the analytical results is substantially improved by increasing the order 
of the solution. The agreement with numerical results is of course also 
improved quantitatively, but could still be better. 

As in many cases the limitations of approximate analytical solutions 
arise from two directions: order of the approximation and order of the 
system. For larger systems with more than two differential equations it 
becomes increasingly hard to find analytical solutions, even for a first 
order approximation. Three mass systems with some symmetry proper
ties have been investigated so far by A. Tondl [90], [91], S. Fatimah [25] 
and Abadi [1]. Without the use of computer algebra this seems to be 
the best one can do with analytical methods. 

2.2 Numerical methods 

We will now discuss the numerical approach to the problem of finding 
stable and unstable solutions of self-excited systems in the presence of 
time-varying parameters. 

2.2.1 Numerical simulation 

A generic set of second order differential equations similar to the one 
stated by Eqs. (2.1) 

( i = 1, 2, ... , N), (2.111) 

can be easily transformed to a first order system of size 2N, 

u~ 
i 

v~ 
i 

Vi 
<I>i(ui, vi, r) - >..iui 

( i = 1, 2, ... , N), (2.112) 

and finally formulated in the most general form as 

(j = 1, 2, ... , 2N), (2.113) 

with Yi = ui, Yi+N = Vi and \J!J(YJ,T) accordingly built. Note that 
there is no need to introduce a parameter e in Eq. (2.111) because this 
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numerical method is not restricted to problems with a small parameter. 
Together with suitable initial conditions at time T = 0 

(2.114) 

the classical Initial Value Problem (IVP) is established. To find the 
solution of Eqs. (2.113), (2.114), a number of numerical methods exist, 
subsumed under the category of integration algorithms. 

As the reader is certainly aware, there are literally dozens of books 
available that cover all aspects of "the art" of numerical integration. So 
there is no need to continue repeating well known or easy to find facts 
(as in Eqs. (2.112) to (2.114)). Instead, we will discuss some practi
cal aspects of applying numerical simulation in the context of studying 
parametrically excited systems. 

The basic idea of a stability investigation by using numerical simu
lation is pretty simple. One integrates the set of differential equations, 
starting from some initial conditions and observes what happens. If 
the amplitudes vanish after some integration time, the trivial solution 
(Yi = 0) is called stable, if not the answer is "unstable". A result ob
tained that way is generally named "asymptotic stability in the sense of 
Lyapunov" . A more precise formulation and mathematical definition can 
be found in practically every book on dynamical systems, see [59], [94], 
[96] and many others. In such a definition one will find t --+ oo instead 
of the loose expression "after some time" and Yi = 0 instead of "vanish" . 
This points already to the first difficulty that occurs with numerical sim
ulation. Near the stability limit it may take very long to decide whether 
amplitudes decrease and will be cancelled or not. Therefore, termination 
criteria have to be established for a limit on the computational time as 
well as for numerical results that approach zero. These criteria have to 
be chosen such that computational time as well as accuracy of the results 
are kept within practical limits. However, in a strict sense the stability 
border cannot be found by this approach. 

The major advantage of the simulation approach is that not only the 
stability interval can be found, but also amplitudes are calculated outside 
the stability interval. The proposed method of suppression of self-excited 
vibrations by parametric excitation also reduces the vibration level to a 
certain extent in the vicinity of a stability interval. This effect cannot 
be studied by a method which can only decide between stability and 
instability. 
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An unstable linear system will exhibit unbounded amplitudes. Al
though it is not a problem in a numerical simulation to detect, when 
amplitudes increase beyond all limits, this is rarely a realistic situation. 
In most physical systems some nonlinearities will bound the amplitudes 
and an unstable system will reach some kind of limit cycle. In the case 
of quasi-periodic solutions oscillation amplitudes do not reach a con
stant value but are also time-varying. The frequency of this variation, 
sometimes called "beat frequency" , approaches zero near a parametric 
resonance and can make it difficult to determine correct values for the 
minimum and maximum values of the amplitudes. 

Other nonlinearities may arise from discontinuous parameter changes. 
In Section 1.4 various possibilities for the time-variation of a stiffness 
parameter are shown. Among them are design examples for continuous 
as well as discontinuous parametric excitation. With numerical simula
tion it is easy to model and simulate such systems with discrete model 
changes. For a parametric excitation the switching from one parameter 
value to another occurs at a preset time, represented by a time-event 
in the simulation environment. If a time-event is handled correctly by 
exactly hitting the event with the final integration step, by changing the 
parameter and by restarting the integration again, numerical simulation 
will not lead to numerical errors but give reliable results. 

Parameter studies require the change of a characteristic parameter of 
the system in order to investigate the dependency of a result on this pa
rameter. The most prominent parameter in the context of parametric vi
bration cancelling is certainly the frequency of the parametric excitation. 
In the old days of analog computers and equipment, changing a parame
ter continuously with respect to time was a very common practice. This 
so-called sweep method could also be implemented in numerical simula
tion, but has severe disadvantages compared to a step-by-step procedure. 
The crucial parameter for the sweep method is the sweep rate, which is 
the rate for changing the sweep parameter. The sweep rate must be 
sufficiently low to allow vibrations to fully build up or decay. Settings 
that work in a satisfactory way apart from resonances give erroneous 
results near the parametric resonance frequencies, see [17]. The reason 
for this deficiency was already mentioned, it is due to the dramatically 
increasing time needed to reach steady-state behavior. To correct this 
problem one would have to decrease the sweep rate, but down to such 
a low value that the time needed to compute a sweep across an interval 
would simply take too long. 
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The alternative to the sweep method is the step method, where the 
parameter variation is carried out in a discrete (step by step) manner. 
This method has been used extensively by the author in numerous stud
ies and has been proven to be more reliable. Of course, all previous 
considerations on selecting appropriate termination criteria for a single 
simulation run and on picking the right amplitudes also apply to this 
method. Moreover, the above deliberations have to be solved in such a 
way that a parameter study can be carried out without user interaction. 

The step method can be accelerated significantly by making a good 
choice for the initial conditions. In most cases this would be the solution 
of the previous integration run, provided that it was carried out with a 
parameter set slightly different from the actual set. 

Numerical integration of differential equations is facilitated nowadays 
by widely used general purpose simulation languages or environments 
like ACSL [55], [8] and MATLAB / SIMULINK [56]. Since the computational 
time is an important factor in parameter studies, even for a small systems 
on a fast PC, compiling simulation languages can save a lot of time, 
compared to programs which work in an interpretative mode. 

To recap, numerical simulation is certainly not the most elegant way 
to investigate the stability behavior and has the appeal of a "brute
force" -method. However, if applied correctly it can be used for all kinds 
of linear and non-linear systems and will provide useful and reliable 
results. All in all, simulation will always be the benchmark to verify any 
other result, obtained either analytically or numerically, unless physical 
experiments are available. 

2.2.2 Floquet method 

As suggested in the previous section, there is a more "elegant" way to 
investigate the stability of parametrically excited systems rather than 
the plain application of numerical simulation. This alternative method 
is based on Floquet's theorem. The price one has to pay for elegance is 
that this method only works for systems governed by linear homogeneous 
ordinary differential equations with periodic coefficients. Moreover, the 
method will only determine if the solution of the differential equation is 
exponentially increasing (unstable) or decreasing (stable) when started 
from non-zero initial conditions. 

The FL-method is based on Floquet's theorem, postulated already 
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in 1883. For a system of first order differential equations 

y' = A(r)y, A(r) = A(r + T), (2.115) 

with a T-periodic matrix A(r) each fundamental matrix M(r) of the 
system can be represented as a product of two factors 

M(r) = P(r)eGr, (2.116) 

where P( r) is a T-periodic matrix function and C is a constant matrix. 
This is the content of the theorem. See F.Verhulst [96] for a discussion 
of various aspects of the theorem and the short proof. 

We are interested in the determination of the stability of the system, 
and there are two different ways which lead to the result. One can de
termine the stability either from the eigenvalues of the Floquet exponent 
matrix C or from the monodromy matrix M(T), which essentially is the 
state transition matrix evaluated after a period T. In principle the 
FL-method can be applied analytically as well as numerically. In fact, 
in Section 2.1.3 the Floquet theorem was used in Tondl's method to de
rive analytical conditions for the stability analysis of a two mass system. 
However, for large(r) systems the analytical calculation of eigenvalues 
becomes impossible. 

Therefore, we now explain how the Floquet-method can be used to 
determine the stability of the system by a simple numerical procedure. 
As stated, the monodromy matrix M(T), evaluated after one period 
of the parametric excitation, contains the stability information in its 
eigenvalues. The monodromy matrix can be calculated numerically by 
repeated integration of the system equations over one period. We just 
have to start from independent sets of initial conditions and calculate 
the system response after one period T. Since it doesn't matter how 
the initial conditions look like, as long as they are independent, it is 
convenient to use the columns of the identity matrix I as initial vectors 
to start from. We solve n initial value problems over one period T 

y' = A(r)y, [y(O)i,y(O)i, ... ,y(O)n] = I, r = [O,T], (2.117) 

and arrange the results as follows 

M(T) = [y(T)i,y(T)2, ... ,y(T)n]· (2.118) 

The final step is to calculate the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix 

J\. = eig(M(T)), (2.119) 
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which, of course, is also carried out numerically. The eigenvalues of the 
monodromy matrix M(T) are named characteristic multipliers, some 
authors call them Floquet multipliers. The system is unstable if any of 
the eigenvalues are larger than one in magnitude 

1 stable 
1 unstable. 

(2.120) 

By applying the FL-method, the computational effort to determine the 
stability of a mechanical system with n masses is reduced to 2n numer
ical integrations of the equivalent first order system over a period of T, 
plus the calculation of all eigenvalues of a (2n x 2n)-matrix. In general 
this will reduce the computational time significantly, compared to the 
straightforward numerical s~mulation. Note, however, that also the FL
method makes use of numerical simulation when the monodromy matrix 
is calculated. 

Basically this method is easy to use and can be implemented with 
most numerical software packages. In the first part of the method, the 
numerical integration, one has to pay attention to terminate the integra
tion exactly at the end of the period at time T. The monodromy matrix, 
and even more the eigenvalues, may be very sensitive to numerical errors 
in the solution vector y(T). The computation of the eigenvalues can be 
numerically challenging, see [44], but this mainly concerns rather large 
systems. Systems with a small number of equations, as investigated here, 
can be easily handled by standard numerical software as MATLAB and 
other similar packages. 

2.2.3 Continuation method 

The investigation of the stability behavior of a parametrically excited 
system can also be seen from a more general point of view, namely as 
a bifurcation analysis of a nonlinear system. Indeed, we can introduce 
time T as an additional state and represent Eqs.(2.113) by a nonlinear 
(2n + 1 )-system of OD Es 

y' = f(y, 77) (2.121) 

with a real parameter 77. Using the terminology of bifurcation theory [94], 
[73], we are interested in the branching behavior of y with respect to the 
branching parameter 77 (which is actually the PE-frequency). Bound
aries between regions of stable equilibrium solutions and regions with 
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periodic motions as stable solution are called Hopf bifurcations. Since 
the calculation of Hopf bifurcations is a rather elementary task for an 
up-to-date bifurcation software package, we can also use such codes as 
BIFPACK [73], AUT097 [16] and CONTENT [43] to investigate our system. 
Properly applied, such software can also be used in the investigation of 
systems with periodic coefficients. This allows us to use features like 
continuation procedures to trace a solution branch and check for sta
bility without additional programming effort. Some packages also have 
options for the two-parameter problem y' = f(y, 17, "Y) so that parameter 
studies can be carried out efficiently. 

BIFPACK is a frequently used package consisting of a FORTRAN
based collection of subroutines, written and maintained by R. Seydel 
[74]. The calculation of the monodromy-matrix, path-following, branch
switching and classification of bifurcation points are among the capabil
ities of BIFPACK and make it a very versatile tool for the investigation 
of dynamical systems. AUT097 by E.J.Doedel, [16], is another contin
uation and bifurcation software. The new version of its predecessors 
AUT086 and AuTo94 incorporates algorithms for bifurcation analysis 
of homoclinic orbits and computation of Floquet multipliers. 

CONTENT is a multi-platform integrated environment designed to in
vestigate the properties of dynamical systems. It is capable of analyzing 
systems of ordinary differential equations as well as discrete-time dy
namical systems defined by iterated maps. One can locate equilibria of 
ODE's by integration and perform a continuation of equilibrium bifur
cations of codimension 1 and 2. A number of different bifurcation types 
can be identified like Fold, Cusp and Hopf bifurcations. Also continua
tion of periodic solutions is possible. MATCONT, see [15], is a bifurcation 
package which is a new implementation of CONTENT but based and em
bedded in the MATLAB-environment. 

Application of bifurcation software, as mentioned above, as a tool for 
the investigation of parametric vibration suppression is still in its infancy. 
In [25] S. Fatimah reports about the application of CONTENT on a self
excited two-mass system with parametric stiffness excitation for vibra
tion cancellation. Path-following of stability boundaries is demonstrated 
and Hopf bifurcations and Neimark-Sacker bifurcations are identified. In 
the future bifurcation software will further simplify and accelerate the 
study of parametrically excited systems. 
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Chapter 3 

Investigation of 2-dof 
systems 

This chapter is devoted to the demonstration and explanation of basic 
results of parametrically excited systems with two degrees of freedom. 
Since the effect of stabilizing a self-excited system by parametric excita
tion (parametric anti-resonance) can only occur in systems with at least 
two degrees of freedom, such systems are the most simple ones to exhibit 
this phenomenon. 

3 .1 Generic 2-dof system 

We will introduce a rather general (generic) mechanical system with 
two masses, linear springs, viscous dampers and time-varying stiffnesses. 
By setting individual parameters of the system to zero, the system can 
be adapted (within limits) to represent different configurations of 2-dof 
systems. The differential equations that describe such a system can 
be derived from either a translational system or a torsional vibration 
system. In order to give a concrete example for the system which we 
will investigate now, such a system is sketched in Fig. 3.1. 

The equations of motion of the mechanical systems shown in Fig 3.1 
can be written in matrix form as 

Mx + Cx + Kx + cos(wt)P0 x + sin(wt)P8 x = 0 (3.1) 
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Figure 3.1: Generic 2-mass system 

with the following time-independent matrices: mass matrix M, damping 
matrix C , stiffness matrix K, and coefficient matrices pC,S of the para
metric stiffness variation. Last but not least the vector of deflections is 
denoted x. Parametric stiffness excitation (PE) is introduced by cos(wt) 
and sin(wt) to allow for phase angles between PEs at different locations. 
Only single-frequency PE with frequency w is considered for this system. 

The system matrices of Eq. (3.1) for (2 x 2)-systems as shown in 
Fig. 3.1 are 

and 

M = [ ~1 ~2 ] , C = [ Co1 -t:_~:~ Co2;~:~ ] , 

x = [ ~: l 
pC 

pS 

K= [ 
ko1 + ki2 

-k12 

e01 ko1 + ef2k12 
-ef2k12 
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The coefficients of the PE-matrices pC,S are given in terms of the stiff
ness parameters of the time-independent stiffness matrix K. In most 
practical applications the resulting stiffness 

kir(t) = kiJ(l + pfJ cos(wt) + pfJ sin(wt)) 2:: O (3.5) 

cannot become negative at any time. Therefore a practical limitation 
for the coefficients p~/ is 

(3.6) 

In a mechatronic system, however, where the "stiffness" may be realized 
by the proportional gain of a controller, this restriction may be lifted to 
some extent. 

3.1.1 Self-excitation mechanism 

In this chapter we will consider negative damping as the mechanism for 
self-excitation. As discussed earlier in Section 1.1.1, negative damping 
can arise for various reasons and represents a general mechanism for 
self-excitation. 

The damping matrix C is assembled from the individual parame
ters Cij of the various viscous damping elements in the system. To in
troduce self-excitation to the system, the location of the action of the 
self-excitation (SE) mechanism has to be determined. If self-exciting 
forces act on mass mJ a negative damping element cgf < 0 has to be 
introduced. If no structural damper coj is present, then coj = cgf < 0 
already represents the SE-mechanism in Eq. (3.2). Otherwise the result
ing equivalent damping parameter has to be calculated from 

res + SE c0J = coJ c0J (3.7) 

and accordingly inserted into C. Frequently, self-exciting forces will be 
external forces, but of course internal self-excitation c~E < 0 is also 
possible and covered by the model. 

From the definition of the damping matrix C for the 2-dof system 
and from Eq. (3.7) it is clear that self-excitation expressed by cgf < 0 
not necessarily changes a sign of the resulting coefficients of matrix C. 
And even if the matrix element C(l, 1) < 0 is negative, this may not 
cause an instability of the system, as we will investigate and see later. 
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3.1.2 Rescaling frequency and time 

To prepare Eqs. (3.1) for numerical integration in the time domain, the 
first step is to make the equations explicit in the highest derivative 

w, (3.8) 
w -M- 1 [Cw+ Kx + cos(wt)Pcx + sin(wt)P8 x]. 

This expanded set of equations is ready to be used with a simulation lan
guage like AcsL or one of the integration routines available in MATLAB 
(or any other package). 

In a second step of reformulating the equations it is convenient to 
introduce a dimensionless PE-frequency TJ for an easier interpretation of 
the results. This can be achieved by relating the actual PE-frequency w 
to a reference value n, a characteristic frequency of the system, 

w 
TJ = °'T · n (3.9) 

The reference frequency 0 may be selected from the global natural fre
quencies ni as obtained from an eigenvalue analysis, see the following 
paragraphs. It is also possible, and sometimes advantageous, to use 
the natural frequency of a subsystem. If, for example, we assume that 
k02 = 0 for the system in Fig. 3.1, then mass m2 and stiffness ki2 
would represent a mass-spring-subsystem and one might use frequency 
n~ub = Jk12/m2 as a reference value n. 

Replacing w by the dimensionless frequency TJ goes hand in hand with 
rescaling time t and introducing a dimensionless timer 

(3.10) 

since 
Wt = TJ 0 t = TJ T. (3.11) 

Subsequently the symbol "prime" (') will be used as a superscript to 
indicate differentiation with respect to the dimensionless time r 

dx A dx A , 

-=x=!l-=!lx. 
dt dr 

(3.12) 

After carrying out the substitutions in Eq. (3.1) 

02Mx" + OCx' + Kx + cos(ryr)Pcx + sin(ryr)P8 x = 0 (3.13) 
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and by introducing new symbols 

M=M, 
A 1 
C=--;;-C, 

n 
A 1 

K = -A-K, n2 
-pc,s = ..;_pc,s (3.14) n2 , 

we obtain the rescaled version 

Mx" + Cx' + Kx + cos(17r)Pcx + sin(17r)P8 x = 0 (3.15) 

and the equivalent first order system 

x' w, (3.16) 

3.1.3 Normal form representation 

Equations (3.8) and (3.16), respectively, are ready to apply numerical 
simulation, and we will use them in the next section, but one last step 
in the analysis is still needed. Knowing the natural frequencies of the 
system is necessary to determine the parametric combination resonance 
frequencies beforehand and helpful for a sound choice of a reference fre
quency. Furthermore, to apply the results of the analytical analysis, a 
normal form representation is required. 

The straight-forward method to obtain the results needed is to carry 
out a modal analysis on the undamped linear time-invariant system (LTI
sytem) 

Mx+Kx=O (3.17) 

We follow the beaten path and assume regular system matrices, i.e. non
singularity of the mass matrix M and a semi- or positive-definite stiffness 
matrix K. Then the associated eigenvalue problem 

[K - 02MJ v = 0, (3.18) 

can be solved by standard procedures. The results of the eigenvalue 
analysis are the natural frequencies ni and the corresponding eigenvec
tors vi. We can arrange the frequencies in a diagonal matrix 0 2 and the 
eigenvectors in the modal matrix <P 

(3.19) 
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with (n = 1, 2) for the (2 x 2)-system of Eqs. (3.1). We can scale the 
eigenvectors v i so that 

(3.20) 

holds. The essential output of the modal analysis is the transformation 
rule to convert the system from the original coordinates x to modal 
coordinates y 

X = ~y. (3.21) 

By applying this transformation to system Eqs. (3.1) we obtain 

~TM~y + ~TC~y + ~TK~y+ (3.22) 

+ cos(wt)~TpC~y + sin(wt)~TpS~y 0 

and with Eqs. (3.20) and abbreviations 

~TC~ = E) and ~TpC,S ~ = QC,S (3.23) 

the normalized system 

y + E>y + !l2 y + cos(wt)Q0 y + sin(wt)Q8 y = 0. (3.24) 

The purpose of the modal transformation was to obtain uncoupling for 
the undamped modal LTI-system 

(3.25) 

The modal system can be rescaled with respect to time and PE
frequency in the same way as it was done with the original system. By 
applying the substitution Eq. (3.12) and denoting rescaled matrices in 
the same manner as in Eqs (3.14), we obtain the modal system for a 
dimensionless time 

(3.26) 

Depending on the damping matrix C of the original system, the 
damped modal system may be uncoupled or not. It is obvious from 
Eqs. (3.20) that any damping matrix that can be scaled by an arbitrary 
factor a, to equal the stiffness matrix 

C = aK, (3.27) 
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will also become diagonal by the modal transformation. Therefore the 
modal system may or may not be uncoupled with respect to damping. 

Of course the same holds for the coefficient matrices of the parametric 
excitation pC,S. However, since parametric stiffness excitation will most 
likely be installed only in one of the stiffness locations we have to expect 
that Qc,s will not be diagonal after transformation Eqs. (3.23) and the 
single modes of the LTP-system will be fully coupled by the parametric 
excitation. This means that for an original system with parametric exci
tation in one single location, the PE will propagate in the modal system 
and appear in (almost) all possible locations. The same is true for the 
damping matrix when self-excitation is introduced as negative damping 
at a single location in the original damping matrix. The propagation 
of parameters in the modal matrices has some consequences for future 
parameter studies on modal systems, since modifying a single parame
ter of a modal system cannot be achieved (in general) by modifying an 
equivalent single parameter in the original system. 

Finally, a few words on the different possibilities of deriving a normal 
form system, since the choice of the reference frequency n is arbitrary. 
The general approach based on the modal matrix, as presented here, is 
best suited for numerical calculations and systems of any size. It does not 
prefer the selection of any particular 0. However, to find handy analyti
cal expressions, e.g. for the natural frequencies ni, a smart choice of the 
reference frequency n and introduction of convenient non-dimensional 
parameters is advised. Such "hand-selected" transformations for virtu
ally all 2-dof mass-spring systems and also a number of 3-dof systems 
can be found in the books and monographs by A.Tondl, see [82], [83], 
[84], and [86]. 

3.2 Basic simulation results 

A concrete mechanical system will be used now as a first example, to 
demonstrate the fundamental behavior of a 2-dof system under the com
bined effect of self-excitation and parametric excitation. The model in
vestigated now is shown in Fig. 3.2. It differs from the generic model in 
Fig. 3.1 in two ways. Firstly, elements which have zero parameter values 
all the time are omitted in the drawing. Secondly, a nonlinear damp
ing element ( 'Y~~ x§) has been inserted between mass m 2 and the inertial 
reference frame. This element is needed in the simulation studies, when 
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Figure 3.2: 2-mass system with cubic damping 

limit cycles for vibration amplitudes shall be calculated. The differential 
equations for this system can be written in accordance with Eq. (3.1) 
and after rescaling with n = 1 as 

Mx" + (C + Ccuh)x' + Kx + cos(77r)Pcx = 0, (3.28) 

with the newly introduced matrix 

(3.29) 

Matrix Ccub ( x'2
) generates forces proportional to the third power (cubed) 

of the respective velocity x~. Such a non-linear damping law is sometimes 
named after B. van der Pol. It has the effect of progressively increasing 
positive damping in the system and is therefore capable of compensat
ing negative damping at a certain vibration level. At this level the limit 
cycle of the self-excited vibrations occurs. 

As mentioned already, progressive damping is only needed for the 
calculation of time series in a situation when the system is unstable. 
Without such a damping component the amplitudes would increase to 
infinity, and the results do not make sense anymore, since the limitations 
of the model are then definitely exceeded. Moreover, in reality some kind 
of nonlinear behavior is present in a system or structure most of the time 
and will bound the vibration amplitudes. Therefore the assumption 
of a cubic damping element is less artificial as it might seem at the 
first moment. Last but not least, the effect of nonlinear damping also 
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Table 3.1: Default parameters for 2-dof system as shown in Fig. 3.2 and 
used in the following studies 

Parameter m1 m2 ko1 k12 ko2 
1.0 8.0 1.0 8.0 0.0 

Parameter cg1 cf 2 cg2 eo1 e12 eo2 
0.15 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Parameter cse cse cse vp vp 
01 12 02 1'01 1'02 

0.0 0.0 -0.16 0.0 (0.24) 
Frequency 01 201 01 +02 osuo 1 

0.3178 0.6356 3.4641 1.00 
Frequency 02 202 02 -01 nsuo 1 

3.1463 6.2926 2.8284 1.00 

progressively decreases with decreasing velocity and vanishes completely 
for the trivial solution when the system is at rest. 

The mechanical model shown in Fig. 3.2 is similar to the system in
vestigated in [88]. Therefore one of the parameter sets employed therein 
is now used again. Table 3.1 lists the default values of all model pa
rameters. No physical units are given in the table, nor in the diagrams 
that will follow. Since no specific application is considered it seems to 
be permissible to abstain from using units and consider all quantities as 
normalized with respect to some useful reference values. This also has 
the advantage that one may apply any coherent unit system to the data 
and results given here. 

Knowing the natural frequencies of the system is necessary to calcu
late the combination resonance frequencies, where parametric resonances 
or anti-resonances (vibration suppression) may occur. The natural fre
quencies 01,2 of the 2-dof system are defined and can easily be calculated 
from 

(3.30) 

The definition of frequencies of subsystems Of'12b is also given. These 
frequencies are needed when they are used for s~aling the original set of 
equations, see Eq. (3.9) . Numerical values for the relevant frequencies 
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that may be encountered with the default set of parameters are listed at 
the bottom of Table 3.1. 

Note from Table 3.1 that the default values for m2 and ki2 are much 
(8 times) larger than for m1 and k01. However, the frequencies of both 
subsystems are identical Ofub = n~ub = 1. To reflect the large differences 
of the chosen mass and stiffness values in Fig. 3.2, mass m2 and stiffness 
ki2 are plotted with bold lines. 

In the following part we will use simulation as a tool to carry out 
numerical experiments with the model. To demonstrate the fundamental 
behavior of the system we will first have a look at time series of the 
deflections x 1,2 and see how the system behaves in the time domain. 
Since we will solve an Initial Value Problem for Eqs. (3.28), initial values 
for x1,2 and x~,2 are needed and have to be chosen. For all subsequent 
simulation results the following set of initial conditions was used: 

X1,2 = X~,2 = 0.1. (3.31) 

The choice of initial values is not critical for this model since, in the case 
of stability, the trivial solution is attracted from any initial condition. 
Therefore the initial conditions mainly determine the size of the ampli
tudes at a given time and were selected to give easy-to-read diagrams. 

Another common feature in all Figs. 3.3 to 3.10 is that both deflec
tions x1 and x2 are plotted. This is mentioned here because one will see 
later that the results are only marginally different. However, to prevent 
doubts and make sure that nothing interesting is missed both results are 
shown in this part. 

The very first simulation result is shown in Figs. 3.3 and holds for 
parameters as listed in Table 3.1, except for the parametric excitation 
parameter e01 = 0, which is set to zero. Thus, only self-excitation is 
present and the system is unstable. To demonstrate the effect of the non
linear damping element, three different cases are shown. In Fig. 3.3(a) 
also non-linear damping is deactivated by setting /'~~ = 0. Starting 
from initial values the vibration amplitudes increase progressively and 
exceed the starting values by a factor of approximately 10 after 1000 time 
units. From the number of cycles within a period of time the vibration 
frequency can be calculated. It turns out that it hits almost exactly the 
lower natural frequency 0 1 = 0.318 of the system, which means that the 
system becomes unstable in the first vibrational mode mode. This is 
also confirmed by a close inspection of the time series of x1,2 that shows 
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(a) Non-linear damping deactivated/~~ = 0, unbounded amplitudes 
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(b) Limit cycle due to (nonlinear) cubic damping/~~= 0.24 
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( c) Larger limit cycle for weaker cubic damping /~~ = 0.12 

Figure 3.3: Unstable (self-excited) system due to negative damping. No 
parametric excitation present e81 = 0. Data as in Table 3.1. 
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that both signals are in phase. Since the components of the eigenvector 
of the first mode do not differ very much, the amplitudes of x1 and x2 
are also about the same size. 

In Figs. 3.3(b) and (c) non-linear damping is active and takes the 
default value of/~~= 0.24 in Fig. 3.3(b). One can see that a limit cycle 
is reached soon after 1000 time units. The amplitudes of the limit cycle 
are determined by the parameter r~r To demonstrate this, Fig. 3.3( c) 
shows the result when parameter/~~ is reduced by a factor of 2 and set 
to /~~ = 0.12. Of course the amplitudes do not increase by the same 
factor since the system is non-linear. 

Figures 3.4 on the next page are obtained from the system with active 
parametric excitation but deactivated self-excitation cM = 0. This re
sult shall demonstrate the effect of pure parametric excitation at certain 
typical frequencies. Figure 3.4( a) shows the time series for vibration am
plitudes when the parametric frequency TJ is equal to the first principal 
parametric resonance 201. In order to allow a comparison with the pre
vious result, non-linear damping is deactivated. At the end of the time 
scale both amplitudes x1 and x2 have reached values well above 1000. 
By comparing amplitudes with those of Fig. 3.3( a) one can see that 
the parametric resonance is much more violent than the self-excitation 
present in the previous result. This behavior has been also reported in 
the literature. 

Cubic non-linear damping is capable of limiting the vibration am
plitudes at the principal parametric resonance. This result is shown in 
Fig. 3.4(b). Due to the fast increase of the vibration amplitudes caused 
by the parametric resonance, the limit cycle is reached after about 500 
time units. The maximum value obtained for a non-linear damping pa
rameter of/~~ = 0.24 is significantly larger than the limit cycle obtained 
with self-excitation, see Fig. 3.3(b ). Obviously, for the chosen set of val
ues, parametric excitation "pumps" more energy into the system than 
self-excitation does. 

In the last result Fig. 3.4( c) the parametric excitation frequency was 
set to the parametric combination resonance 02 -01. One can see clearly 
that this frequency is not resonant and therefore the initial vibrations 
decay quite fast. For a fair comparison the non-linear damping was again 
deactivated for this simulation result. 

In Figures 3.5 on p. 7 4 both excitation types are activated. For 
subfigures (a), (b) and ( c) the model parameters are the same as in the 
corresponding figures of the previous Fig. 3.4 (except for parameter c0§ 
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(c) Parametric excitation frequency rJ = 02 - 01, non-linear damping 
deactivated 'Y~~ = 0 

Figure 3.4: Parametric excitation active e01 = 0.2, but self-excitation 
deactivated cg~ = O.Data as in Table 3.1. 
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(c) Parametric excitation frequency rJ = 02 - 01 , non-linear damping 
deactivated 'Y~~ = 0 

Figure 3.5: Parametric excitation and self-excitation active, see Ta
ble 3.1. 
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of course). From Fig. 3.5(a) one can see that the combined effect of self
excitation and parametric excitation leads to a dramatic increase of the 
vibration amplitudes. However, cubic damping still limits the vibration 
amplitudes on a somewhat higher level, see Fig. 3.5(b). 

The most interesting result is shown in Fig. 3.5(c). Despite the pres
ence of self-excitation and the absence of non-linear damping, the am
plitudes decay due to the effect of the parametric excitation. Compared 
with Fig. 3.4( c), the rate of decay is not impressive but still the ampli
tudes will eventually vanish. This is an example for the case where full 
vibration suppression occurs at the parametric combination resonance 
02 - 01. 

Last but not least some results for other values of the parametric exci
tation frequency are presented in the following diagrams. Figure 3.6(a) 
shows a massive beat phenomenon at TJ = 0.605 close to 201 . This 
behavior makes it somewhat difficult and time consuming to find au
tomatically by the simulation routine the stationary maximum values 
of the vibration signal. Either low-pass filtering of the vibration signals 
can be used to decide whether stationary conditions are reached or other 
methods for time series analysis have to be employed. 

The next Fig. 3.6(b) shows a result in the vicinity of the parametric 
combination resonance 02 - 0 1. Obviously there is already some effect 
of the parametric excitation, but it is not sufficient to fully absorb the 
vibrations. However, the figure indicates that a certain reduction of 
amplitudes is achieved. 

Finally, in Fig. 3.6(c) the PE-frequency is chosen almost exactly such 
that the level of suppression matches the initial conditions and therefore 
neither an increase nor a decrease of the vibration amplitudes is observed. 
From this figure and also from Fig. 3.5( c) it becomes clear that it is quite 
difficult and computationally very inefficient to find the exact frequency 
limits of the onset of full vibration cancelling from such time series. 

Variation of the parametric excitation frequency TJ 

Having discussed some time series of the vibration amplitudes obtained 
at various frequencies of the parametric excitation we now can turn our 
attention to parameter studies. For a compact representation of the re
sults only the maximum amplitudes, reached after stationary conditions 
prevail, are plotted in the following diagrams. 

Figure 3.7 shows the maximum amplitudes of x 1 , x2 as a function of 
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Figure 3.6: Parametric excitation and self-excitation active, see Ta
ble 3.1. 
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Figure 3.7: Simulation study for SE-parameter cg~: - 0.2 (top), - 0.15 
(center), and -0.1 (bottom). See Table 3.1 for other data. 
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the PE-frequency rJ in the range of (0.25 < rJ < 4) for a system as defined 
by the data in Table 3.1. Three different cases are plotted in this figure. 
The diagram pairs from top to bottom hold for different values of the 
self-excitation parameter: c02 = - 0.2 (top), c02 = - 0.15 (center), and 
c02 = -0.1 (bottom). 

The result in the center of Fig. 3. 7 holds for the default parameter 
set of this example model, with the exception that c02 was reduced from 
-0.16 to -0.15. The first primary parametric resonance at rJ = 201 ~ 0.64 
points out and leads to the highest maximum amplitude values. On the 
other hand one can see the frequency interval in the vicinity of the com
bination resonance frequency rJ = 02 - 01 ~ 2.83, where the amplitudes 
completely vanish and full vibration suppression takes place. The second 
combination resonance frequency rJ = 01 + 02 ~ 3.46 appears as another 
peak in the amplitude diagrams, but this parametric resonance is not as 
pronounced as the first primary resonance. The second primary reso
nance frequency rJ = 202 ~ 6.3 does not fall within the frequency range 
shown. For PE-frequencies between those distinct values the maximum 
amplitudes reach a certain level that is practically independent of the 
PE-frequency and reflects the limit cycle that is reached. 

The results shown at the bottom and on top of Fig. 3. 7 demonstrate 
the effect of decrease and increase, respectively, of the SE-parameter. 
The diagram pair on top shows results for c02 = - 0.2. This increase of 
negative damping reduces the stabilizing effect of the parametric excita
tion. The trivial solution for the system cannot be stabilized anymore at 
rJ = 0 2 - 0 1 . Nevertheless, a certain reduction of the vibration level is 
still possible and visible in the plots. Finally, the diagrams at the bottom 
of Fig. 3.7 confirm that the system is stable for cQ2 = - 0.1, regardless 
of the effect of parametric excitation. Of course, at the parametric res
onance frequencies 201 and 0 1 + 02 amplitudes still do occur. 

To give a better impression how maximum vibration amplitudes de
pend on the PE-frequency rJ and the SE-parameter c02, a close-up view 
of the vibration suppression range is shown in Figs. 3.8. Each point 
on the 3D-mesh corresponds to a specific combination of rJ and c02 and 
gives the maximum amplitudes for x1 and x2, respectively. Every data 
point was obtained from a single simulation run starting from initial 
conditions as used in all previous runs, see Eqs. (3.31), and continued 
until stationary conditions were reached. In the case of a stable (or 
stabilized) system the trivial solution was approached eventually. The 
smoothness of the grid and the zero values obtained for stable conditions 
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Chapter 3. Investigation of 2-dof systems 

confirm that the simulation runs have not been terminated prematurely. 
Of course, the computation of such a diagram is quite time consuming 
and may take 10 minutes and more on an up-to-date PC, depending on 
the performance of hardware and software in use. Moreover, integration 
method, integration stepsize and termination criterion determine how 
long such calculations may take and have to be chosen carefully to keep 
computational time within reasonable limits. 

In Figs. 3.9 again the maximum amplitudes of x1, x2 are shown for 
three different cases. As opposed to the previous Fig. 3.7, the diagram 
pairs from top to bottom hold for different values of the PE-excitation 
parameter: e82 = 0.2 (top), e82 = 0.1 (center), and e82 = 0.0 (bottom). 
The result on top of Fig. 3. 7 holds for the default parameter set of this 
example model and may be compared with Fig. 3. 7 ( center) to see the 
small but visible difference in the maximum amplitudes caused by the 
different values of the SE-parameter (now c0~ = -0.16 instead of -0.15 as 
in Fig. 3. 7). The small increase in negative damping narrows the region 
of vibration suppression and raises the average vibration level a bit. 

In Fig. 3.9 (center) the PE-excitation parameter is reduced by half 
(e82 = 0.1). This reduction lowers the amplitudes at parametric reso
nances considerably but also has an adverse effect on the vibration sup
pression. A small vibration reduction is still visible near rJ = 0 2 - 0 1 , 

but that is all one can achieve for this parameter setting. To complete 
the variation of e82 , the figures at the bottom show the not unexpected 
result for e82 = 0.0. 

A more favorable representation on how the PE-parameter affects 
the maximum amplitudes is shown by the 3D-mesh plots in Fig. 3.10. 
As one can see from this close-up diagram, e82 = 0.2 is almost the lower 
bound value to obtain full vibration suppression, since the mesh surface 
quite rapidly increases for values e82 :=; 0.18. The few "clings" in the 
otherwise immaculately smooth surface are caused by minor slips of the 
program routine which controls the detection of stationary conditions. 

3.3 Numerical stability investigation 

The previous section did show some results obtained from numerical 
simulation. To compute vibration amplitudes outside the domain of 
stability of the trivial solution, numerical simulation is the only means 
that works reliably and for all possible models. However, to just decide 
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3.3. Numerical stability investigation 

whether the trivial solution is stable or not a much faster approach is 
available. In Section 2.2.2 the Floquet-method was discussed and will 
now be applied to the previously investigated model by using numerical 
simulation. 

We will continue to use the model as depicted in Fig. 3.2 with param
eters as listed in Table 3.1. However, since the Floquet-method requires 
a linear model, the non-linear damping parameter)'~~ will be set to zero 
in all subsequent numerical studies. 

To facilitate the comparison of the previous results with the new 
ones, we will continue to use the parametric excitation frequency 'T/ as 
the primary parameter for variation and select other parameters as a 
secondary variation parameter. The basic result from the numerical 
Floquet-method are the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix M(T), 
see Eq. (2.119). The magnitude of the largest eigenvalue determines 
wether the trivial solution of the system is stable or not. If the value 
is smaller than 1, then the system is stable, if larger, the system is 
unstable, see conditions (2.120). Basically the outcome of the numerical 
Floquet-method is simply "yes" or "no". However, the absolute values 
of the eigenvalues, especially for the largest one, reveal also interesting 
information and give insight into the stability behavior of the system. 

In Fig. 3.11 (top) the magnitude of the maximum eigenvalue of the 
monodromy matrix is plotted over a range of the PE-frequency 'T/ and the 
SE-parameter c0~. A mostly flat surface is obtained with a very gentle 
downward inclination towards higher values of c0~. The most striking 
feature of this surface is a blade-like vertical structure that stands out 
well from the rest of the surface. The associated eigenvalues are all 
significantly above one, indicating an unstable region. Since these values 
occur at the primary parametric resonance frequency 'T/ = 201 , this is 
how this particular instability is represented in the Floquet-analysis. 

Two other features, although less obvious than the "blade" -structure, 
can be observed, one of them a groove in the surface, the other one a 
little ripple oriented parallel to the groove. By examining the frequencies 
where these structures occur it becomes clear that the "groove" repre
sents the parametric anti-resonance at 0 2 -01 and the "ripple" is caused 
by the parametric combination resonance 0 1 + 0 2 . For stability of the 
system we have to look at those areas of the surface which stay below 
one, and vice versa for the unstable part. To help recognize these areas, 
all parts raising above a fictive plane at level one are colored dark and 
represent the unstable regions. In the areas below this plane the mesh 
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3.3. Numerical stability investigation 

is colored bright and indicates stability of the system. 
In combination with the inclination of the surface the stability region 

extends towards smaller values of the SE-parameter due to the "groove" 
at the parametric anti-resonance frequency. Because of the "ripple" the 
unstable area is extended to higher values of cg§ at the combination 
resonance rJ = 0 1 + 02. Now that the underlying structure has become 
clear, the interpretation of simple 2D-plots, as e.g. the diagram at the 
bottom of Fig. 3.11, is made easier. 

We continue to apply the numerical Floquet-method to the system to 
carry out some more parameter studies and to investigate the parameter 
range where vibration suppression is achievable. In Fig. 3.12 the diagram 
on top shows how the width of the stability interval near the combination 
anti-resonance rJ = 02 - 01 is affected by the PE-parameter e01 . As 
concluded already from the results of Fig. 3.10, a minimum value of 
e01 > 0.175 is necessary to bring about full vibration suppression at a 
frequency of rJ = 02 - 0 1. Increasing the amplitudes of the parametric 
excitation also increases the width of the interval. For values e01 > 0.3 a 
remarkably wide interval can be achieved, which might be of interest in 
a real application. A large interval means a robust method, since small 
parameter fluctuations will not endanger vibration suppression. 

The bottom diagram of Fig. 3.12 shows a rather strange dependency 
of the stability region on the damping parameter c01 , the only (positive) 
damping element in the system. A rather narrow gap of varying width 
extends down to very small damping values. This result indicates that 
although nearly no viscous damping is present in the system, the neg
ative damping of the SE-mechanism can still be compensated by para
metric stiffness excitation. This is quite remarkable, since it points out 
that parametric excitation can be used as a substitute for conventional 
damping. 

Figures 3.13 demonstrate the influence of the mass parameters m 1 

and m 2 on the stability region. Starting from the default value of m 2 = 8 
the frequency of the parametric anti-resonance does not change much in 
the investigated interval, since m 2 remains the dominant mass even for 
smaller values like m2 = 4. However, the stability interval gets smaller 
for smaller values of the mass parameter. In contrast to the results for 
m 2 we observe that mass parameter m 1 has a significant influence on 
the parametric anti-resonance frequency. This is due to the fact that m 1 
affects the second natural frequency 0 2 of the system significantly, and 
as a consequence the combination anti-resonance 02 - 0 1 . At a value of 
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Chapter 3. Investigation of 2-dof systems 

about m1 = 0.6 the region of stability ends for the parameter set in use 
(Table 3.1). 

To complete the survey on the influence of system parameters on the 
stability interval generated by parametric excitation, Fig. 3.14 shows the 
results of parameter studies on the stiffness parameters k12 and k01 . Both 
diagrams resemble the previous diagrams for the mass parameters but in 
reverse order. This is no surprise because the stiffness parameters have 
an inverse influence on natural frequencies compared to mass parameters. 
With respect to the variation of the base stiffness k01 it is worth noting 
that the amplitude of the parametric excitation p01 = e01 k01 is also 
changed accordingly. 

3.4 Comparison of analytical and numerical 
results 

The results obtained from the numerical Floquet-method in the previous 
section have been computed with relatively little computational effort, 
compared to direct numerical integration. Each data point only needs 
the integration of the system equations over one period of the parametric 
excitation and the calculation of the eigenvalues of a ( 4x4)-matrix. If the 
numerical part of the job is handled diligently, the results obtained are 
of high accuracy. This remark has to be made, since it is quite obvious 
from Fig. 3.11 that minor errors in the eigenvalue computation of the 
monodromy matrix may result in large errors regarding the stability 
region. On the other hand the monodromy matrix itself can be very 
sensitive to errors in the numerical integration and must be calculated 
as precisely as possible. 

Although traditionally analytical results serve as benchmarks for nu
merical methods, the opposite situation occurs here with respect to the 
comparison of analytical and numerical results. Since the numerical 
Floquet-method is highly accurate, under the premises mentioned above, 
we will use these results to test the validity of the analytical methods 
presented in Section 2.1. As concluded in Section 2.1.4, all approxi
mation methods discussed basically lead to the same formula for the 
stability boundaries of a parametrically excited 2-dof system. Therefore 
we do not have to distinguish between different analytical methods in 
the following part and simply subsume them under the general name 
first order approximation. 
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Chapter 3. Investigation of 2-dof systems 

Analytical expressions for the stability limits can be derived for all 
kinds of parametric resonances. Here we will focus only on the para
metric combination resonances 01 + 02 and 02 - 01. Primary para
metric resonances like 201 are not considered, although they did occur 
in the previous results. Analytical expressions for these resonances can 
be found in the literature, but since vibration suppression only occurs 
at combination resonances, the other parametric resonances are of little 
interest. 

The comparison of results is carried out by superimposing numeri
cal Floquet-results with results from the analytical first order approx
imation. Visual inspection of the outcome will be sufficient to get an 
overview how well or badly results match. 

For the first comparison we take the basic result shown in Fig. 3.11 
and zoom into the relevant PE-frequency range of 2 ::::; 'r/ ::::; 4. Since the 
frequency range covers both the anti-resonance at 02-01 ~ 2.83 and the 
combination resonance at 0 1 + 02 ~ 3.46, two separate solutions have 
to be calculated from the first order approximation formulae for each of 
the resonance frequencies. Each formula is valid only for just one single 
parametric resonance and approximates the function in the vicinity of 
this frequency. Superimposing the results of the analytical analysis leads 
to Fig. 3.15(top). The analytical solution is plotted using dashed lines 
and consists of two separate results, approximating the anti-resonance 
at 02 - 01 as well as the resonance at 0 1 + 0 2. 

The numerical and the analytical results agree extremely well, es
pecially close to the resonance frequencies. In the range between the 
resonance frequencies the analytical solutions deviate from the numeri
cal solution in opposite directions so that both analytical results cannot 
be patched together. 

For the second comparison we investigate the strangely looking re
sult at 0 2 - 0 1 ~ 2.83 shown in Fig. 3.12(bottom) and enlarge the 
PE-frequency range again to show more details. The combined numer
ical and analytical results are shown in Fig. 3.15(bottom). Again, both 
results agree very well despite the quite extreme shape of the stability 
region. However, the analytical solutions continue towards zero values of 
the damping parameter co1 indicating a further extension of the stable 
region, which is not confirmed by the numerical results. Obviously such 
spurious solutions may also be calculated in extreme cases like here and 
results have to be inspected carefully. 

Further comparison studies are plotted in Figs. 3.16. The diagram 
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on top shows that even for a considerably high PE-excitation amplitude 
e01 ~ 0.5 the results agree surprisingly well. This good result could not 
be expected, because in the first order approximation the PE-amplitude 
is assumed to be a small parameter e01 « 1 which definitely does not 
hold in this example. As a last case, the parameter range of m2 as in 
Fig. 3.12(top) is extended to smaller values. The stability region contin
ues downwards and ends at m2 ~ 1 in a harrow "vermiform appendix" . 
The approximate solution by the analytical first order method has no 
problem with this shape and agrees perfectly well with the numerical 
result. 

The outcome of the comparison between numerical results and the 
analytical first order approximation for this example is a very positive 
one. Therefore the analytical results will be used in the next section 
for further parameter studies. However, such a good agreement is not 
always guaranteed. In Section 5.2 a different 2-dof system is presented, 
where the first order approximation gives quantitatively and qualita
tively wrong results for certain parameter sets. 

3.5 Anti-resonance at 0 2 - 0 1 

In the previous section we have confirmed that the analytical first order 
approximation works very well with the system as in Fig. 3.2 and pa
rameters as given in Table 3.1. This allows us to use the approximate 
representation for further parameter studies of the parametric combina
tion anti-resonance, which would be much more time consuming with 
the numerical methods discussed. 

Now, the goal is to calculate the critical value of a certain parameter 
for the onset of stability or instability, i.e. the stability threshold as a 
function of two other parameters. Thereby we will introduce a third 
parameter to the diagram type as used in the previous Figs.3.11 to 3.15. 

Because of the calculation method used for these diagrams, but also 
to make it easier to distinguish different diagrams shown in this sec
tion, the "waterfall-type" representation is used now. In all subsequent 
diagrams of this section the critical value for the SE-parameter Co2 is 
plotted as a function of the PE-frequency TJ and a second parameter. 
The three-dimensional surface shown in the figures represents the stabil
ity threshold (the critical parameter value) which divides the parameter 
range in a stable and an unstable part. Values of the SE-parameter co2 
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below the surface lead to an unstable system, and values above lead to 
stability. Since we use the analytical approximation consisting of two 
separate results, a gap will be observed between them. Other para
metric resonances will not appear, since they were not included in the 
approximate solution. 

Figure 3.17 (top) is an extension of Fig. 3.15 and shows the depen
dency of results on the PE-parameter e01 . The previous Fig. 3.16 is a 
cross-section in another direction of this comprehensive representation. 
Minimum and maximum values for the SE-parameter c02 are cut off for 
higher values of the PE-parameter for a favorable scaling. The con
tinuation of values is easy to imagine from the shape of the threshold 
surface. One can see that higher values of the PE-amplitude not only 
widen the stability interval with respect to the PE-frequency rJ, but also 
allow the compensation of significantly larger (negative) values of the 
SE-parameter. 

Figure 3.17 (bottom) is a study of the stiffness parameter ko1 and is 
related to Fig. 3.14. It shows another possibility to extend the compen
sation potential of the parametric excitation. There is another way how 
to read this diagram. For example, for ko1 = 2 the lowest value for the 
SE-parameter where the system is just stable without parametric exci
tation lies at co2 = -0.1. With parametric excitation at the appropriate 
frequency rJ = 02 - 0 1, the SE-parameter can be further reduced by 
more than -0.1. The actual minimum value is cut off in the diagram. 
The effect of parametric excitation can be interpreted as the introduc
tion of an equivalent damping to the system of a magnitude larger than 
0.1. 

Finally Fig. 3.18 shows parameter studies for the mass parameters 
m2 and m1. The diagrams supplement the previous Figs. 3.13 and 3.16. 
Again, the main additional information contained in the new plots is the 
minimum value of the SE-parameter for which the system still can be 
stabilized by parametric excitation. 

3.6 Anti-resonance at 0 1 + 02 

So far the anti-resonance phenomenon always appeared at the combina
tion resonance of difference-type 0 2 - 0 1 . From the analytical analysis 
in Chapter 2.1 it is known that anti-resonance is also possible, in prin
ciple, for the combination resonance of summation-type 01 + 02. How-
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3.6. Anti-resonance at 01 + 02 

Table 3.2: Default parameters for 2-dof system as defined by Eq. (3.32) 
Parameter m1 m2 ko1 kl2 ko2 

1.0 8.0 1.0 8.0 0.0 
Parameter cg1 ct2 cg2 e01 e12 eo2 

0.15 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Parameter cse 01 cse 12 cse 02 knc e~c 

0.0 0.0 -0.16 1.0 0.0 

ever, an analysis of the radical expression in either Eqs. (2.38),(2.39) or 
Eq. (2.80) reveals that it is not possible to obtain real values for the 
case of 'T/ = 0 1 +02 for a conventional mechanical system as depicted in 
Fig. 3.1. 

Despite this drawback, it is possible to show the desired effect if non
conservative forces are introduced to the system of Fig. 3.1. Starting 
from the generic linear 2-dof system as formulated in Eq. (3.1), F. Dohnal 
proposes in [14] to add a skew-symmetric matrix P~c to the ( conserva
tive) matrix of PE-parameters. By setting P 8 = 0 we obtain in accor
dance with Eq. (3.1) 

Mx + Cx + Kx + cos(wt)(P0 + P~0)x = 0. (3.32) 

The newly introduced matrix is defined as 

(3.33) 

For this system the analytical first order approximation can be ap
plied right away. Figure 3.19 shows the result for a variation of the 
cross-coupling parameter e~c within the range [0.0, ... , 0.3]. Both plots in 
Fig. 3.19 hold for the parameter set as defined in Table 3.2. In Fig. (a) 
on top the critical value for the SE-parameter c02 is represented by a 
mesh plot with hidden lines removed for a better clarity. The result was 
obtained from analytical first order approximation, as one can tell from 
the gap between the two surfaces. 

Starting with a value of e~c = 0 we recognize the already familiar 
result of Fig. 3.11 (bottom). With increasing cross-coupling parameter 
the stabilizing effect of the anti-resonance at 0 2 - 0 1 is reduced as well 
as the resonance behavior of 01 + 02. At a value of e~c ~ 0.17 both 
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anti-resonance and resonance vanish and the system is unstable below 
cQ2 = - 0.12 regardless of the PE-frequency. Beyond this limit value the 
situation reverses. A resonance which increases the amplitude develops 
at 02 - 0 1, whereas the anti-resonance evolves at 01 + 02. 

Figure 3.19(b) shows a stability chart, obtained from numerical Floquet
analysis, for a distinct value of the SE-parameter c02 = -0.16. One can 
see that the regions of stability are indeed centered with respect to the 
corresponding combination resonance frequency. It is interesting to note 
that the stability interval for 0 1 +02 widens significantly with increasing 
cross-coupling parameter e;c-

The introduction of non-conservative forces by the cross-coupling ma
trix P~c might seem to be very artificial and not realistic in an actual 
system. However, non-conservative forces are well known in some me
chanical systems as for example in rotating machinery. Usually they are 
not very welcome and mostly cause troubles, but at least they do ex
ist in real systems. An option to generate such forces intentionally is a 
mechatronic device which processes measured signals and applies them 
to the system with some kind of actuator. 
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Chapter 4 

Equivalent damping of 
parametric excitation 

The bottom line of the last chapter is the conclusion that parametric 
stiffness excitation may not only "pump" energy into the system, but 
can also absorb vibration energy at a certain frequency. This frequency 
is termed parametric anti-resonance frequency, since it coincides with one 
of the parametric combination resonance frequencies, b~t has the oppo
site effect on the vibration amplitudes. The amount of energy withdrawn 
per time unit from the system determines whether just a vibration re
duction or full vibration suppression is possible. Therefore it was already 
suggested that the effect of parametric stiffness excitation can also be 
seen as a kind of generalized damping. 

We will focus on this idea now and continue to investigate a 2-dof 
system. Figure 4.1 shows the system under investigation in this chapter, 
which differs from the previous model (Fig. 3.2) with respect to the 
damping element c12. This additional damper connects both masses and 
was added to make the model more realistic and account for some amount 
of relative damping that is always present, either unintentionally due to 
material damping or intentionally from a dedicated damping element. 
Only the linear(ized) system will be studied and cubic damping is not 
considered, since we will rely on the numerical Floquet-method almost 
exclusively. 



Chapter 4. Equivalent damping of parametric excitation 

Figure 4.1: Mechanical 2-dof system with parametric stiffness excitation 
ko1 (1 + e01 ) cos(rrr) and self-excitation due to negative damping c 02 < 0. 
See Table 4.1 for default data. 

4.1 System without coupling damper 

The equations of motion for the system shown in Fig. 4.1 can be derived 
from the generic set Eqs. (3.1) by omitting zero elements and rescaling 
as 

Mx" + Cx' + Kx + cos(77r)Pcx = 0 

with matrices M and K structured as in Eqs. (3.2) and 

pC = [ e51ko~ n 
(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Although the damping element c12 was introduced and matrix C is de
fined as 

C = [ Co1 + C12 -C12 j (4.3) 
-C12 Co2 + C12 ' 

we will temporarily set c12 = 0 to obtain some needed results before we 
can break new ground with c12 -=/:- 0 in the following Section 4.2. 

In the parameter studies so far, the PE-frequency 77 was a main pa
rameter of variation. The following parameter studies will involve four 
parameters altogether, namely the damping parameters co1 , c 12, the SE
parameter cg~ (which is considered as a damping parameter with neg
ative value cQ2 = co2 < 0) and the amplitude factor of the parametric 
excitation e01 . Since we are already running out of dimensions for graph
ical representations, we will freeze the PE-frequency 7J at the parametric 
anti-resonance frequency 02 - 01 = 77. 
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4.1. System without coupling damper 
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Figure 4.2: Stability threshold surface (obtained from analytical first 
order approximation) for 2-dof system. Stable above and unstable below 
surface. Data as given in Table 4.1. 

It was shown in the previous chapter that this PE-frequency gave ex
cellent results for the system under investigation, with respect to system 
stabilization and vibration amplitude reduction. As a last diagram of 
this kind Fig. 4.2 shows how the critical SE-parameter c02 depends on 
the damping parameter co1 and on the PE-frequency rJ · The following 
figures are composed of the intersection lines, which occur when the sta
bility threshold surface as suggested by the array of lines in Fig. 4.2 is 
cut along rJ = 02 - 01 = const. 

A few remarks on the result of Fig. 4.2 have to be made. First of 
all it is obvious that a low value of the damping parameter c01 favors 
the effect of parametric excitation by lowering the stability threshold to 
larger negative values of the SE-parameter. This seems to be somewhat 
counter-intuitive at first glance and we will investigate this result in 
more detail in the following. Secondly, the result was calculated using 
the analytical first order approximation. From the result at c01 = 0.02 
(the line on the lower end of the parameter range) one can see that this 
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Chapter 4. Equivalent damping of parametric excitation 

Table 4.1: Default parameters for 2-dof system as shown in Fig. 4.1 and 
used in the following studies 

Parameter m1 m2 ko1 ki2 ko2 
1.0 8.0 1.0 8.0 0.0 

Parameter cg1 ct2 cg2 e01 ei2 eo2 
0.15 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Parameter cse 01 cse 12 cse 02 rJ = n2 - n1 
0.0 0.0 -0.16 2.8284 

calculation is not really reliable, since there is a spurious spike within the 
vibration suppression interval. For parameter values 0.02 > co1 2:: 0.0 
the results become increasingly faulty and cannot be used. Such extreme 
parameter values (extreme in the view of the analytical approximation) 
are beyond the validity range of the first order approximation. This is the 
reason for employing the much slower but also more accurate numerical 
Floquet-method for the following investigations. 

To facilitate the interpretation of studies with active parametric ex
citation, a simple result for the plain system with no PE (e01 = 0) is 
quite useful. Figure 4.3 shows a stability chart for this case, which was 
obtained by examining the real part of the system eigenvalues. The ar
eas of stability (white) and instability (gray) are plotted in terms of the 
damping parameter eo1 and the SE-parameter c~.f = Co2· The stability 
boundary is composed of two practically straight bold lines forming a 
wedge. By continuing these lines, the unstable area is divided by dashed 
lines into three different areas, which are labelled "I", "II" and "B". 
Area "I" denotes the parameter range where the real part of the lower 
eigenvalues becomes positive, hence the first vibration mode becomes 
unstable. Consequently, area "II" represents instability of the second 
mode, and in the area "B" both modes are unstable. 

The star-symbol(*) in Fig. 4.3 is plotted at co1 = 0.15, Co2 = - 0.16 
and shows where the 2-dof system with default parameters (see Table 4.1) 
is located with respect to the stability boundaries. One can see that the 
system is unstable in the first mode, which confirms our previous results. 

From Fig. 4.3 it also becomes clear that negative damping (i. e. self
excitation) per se can be compensated if sufficient positive damping is 
present in the system. However, it depends on the location of the damp
ing element whether it can compensate negative damping or not. This 
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4.1. System without coupling damper 
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Figure 4.3: Stability chart for 2-dof system (Table 4.1) except for para
metric excitation e81 = 0.0 (without PE) and coupling damping element 
c12 = 0.0 (zero damping). White area indicates stability of trivial solu
tion. 

can be seen easily from the figure. Since both dampers c01 and c02 are 
located such that they are both effectively working when the system os
cillates in the first mode, they can almost compensate each other. For 
c01 = 0.5 the corresponding value at the stability boundary is Co2 ~ - 0.4, 
which of course is not the same value, but not too far off. 

For the second mode the situation is completely different. First of 
all, the second mode alone can only become unstable if co1 < 0.0 hold. 
Then co2 must be positive, and we have a situation in our 2-dof system, 
where the self-excitation and the positive damping element have changed 
places. Even a very small negative value of co1 needs a large positive co2 
to stabilize the system, as one can see and extrapolate from the upper 
left corner of the diagram. Thinking in terms of vibration modes this 
outcome is pretty clear. Given the data of the default system, the second 
mode is characterized mainly by vibrations of mass m 1 , since it is much 
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Chapter 4. Equivalent damping of parametric excitation 

smaller than mass m2. Therefore the (now positive) damper c 02 is only 

marginally effective, which results in the poor performance of stabilizing 

the system. With respect to the second mode, the stability situation can 

be improved drastically by introducing a damper c12 . This damper is 

very effective for that mode, as we will see in the following section. 

But before we turn to the case c12 > 0, we will activate paramet

ric excitation and see how it affects the results. Figure 4.4(a) shows a 

stability map for different levels of the parametric excitation parameter 

e81 , ranging from zero excitation (as shown before) to e81 = 0.5. For the 

latter value the region of instability is shaded gray, for all other values 

just the stability boundaries are plotted. 

Figure 4.4(a) is a very instructive diagram and contains important 

information. One recognizes that PE converts parts of unstable areas in 

area "I" and in area "II" into stable regions, but does not reach into area 

"B" . For appropriate parameter sets either the first or the second mode 

can be stabilized. The y'-like shape of the region that is stabilized in 

area "I" increases almost linearly with increasing PE-parameter, at least 

with respect to the maximum intrusion into the unstable region. The 

diamond symbol ( o) on three of the boundary lines will be needed later 

in combination with Figs. 4.7 to 4.9. 

There are three asymptotes common for all threshold curves. Both 

stability boundaries for the system without PE serve as asymptotes for 

large values of the parameters co1 and Co2, respectively. A third asymp

tote can be identified that cuts through areas "I" and "11" and intersects 

the origin of the coordinate system. Parametric excitation of any level 

enlarges the stability region of the system, but its effectiveness depends 

significantly on the choice of parameters. This is visualized in Fig. 4.4(b). 

Figure 4.4(b) shows the stability region for only two different values 

e81 = 0 and the default parameter value e81 = 0.2 to demonstrate the 

gain of damping obtained from PE. The star-symbol ( *) is used again to 

indicate default parameters and is now located in the stable region. Of 

course the benefit from PE must be related to the result of the plain sys

tem without parametric excitation. We keep all other parameters fixed, 

change only the damping parameter c01 and observe how the stability 

threshold is affected. For the parameter range 0 < co1 < 0.035 there 

is an almost linear relationship between co1 and c 02 . At co 1 ~ 0.035 

a local minimum for Co2 is reached. This is the optimum value for co1 

to maximize the benefit from PE for this parameter set. The difference 

between the two parameter values of Co2 can be interpreted as the equiv-
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4.1. System without coupling damper 
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Figure 4.4: Stability chart for 2-dof system (Table 4.1): without coupling 
damping element (c12 = 0.0). White areas indicate stability. 
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Chapter 4. Equivalent damping of parametric excitation 

alent damping introduced by parametric excitation at the location of 

C02· 
Within 0.035 < c01 <~ 0.1 both values, the equivalent damping gain 

and the stability threshold, grow worse. The next interval 0.1 < co1 < 
0.275 is characterized by a further decrease of the damping gain, but the 
stability threshold continuously changes to higher values of the negative 
damping. At co1 = 0.275 the same level for the SE-parameter is reached 
as at the local minimum value co1 ~ 0.035. However, the benefit from 
PE is marginal if compared to the system without PE. Further increase 
of the damping parameter co1 lets the stability thresholds approach the 
asymptote. 

Note also the consequence of the fact that the other asymptote runs 
through the origin of the stability chart and manifests an almost lin
ear relationship between co1 and Co2 near zero values. If a parameter 
combination is on the stability boundary for a certain level of the PE
parameter e01 and also lies on this asymptote, then a further increase of 
e01 does not have any positive effect on the performance of the system. 
In such a case the system is marginally stable no matter how high the 
PE-amplitude is increased. This is very important to realize, since it has 
to be taken into account when a real system is designed. 

Finally let us show an interesting and instructive example that results 
from the complicated functional relationship of the stability boundary 
of the system parameters co1 and co2. From Figs. 4.4 one can see that 
all stability boundaries in terms of co2 reach a maximum value for values 
of c01 after exceeding a local minimum at the optimal value for co1. For 
a fixed value of the SE-parameter Co2 and the PE-parameter e01 this 
may lead to surprising results if the damping parameter co1 is varied in 
combination with the PE-frequency TJ· 

In Fig. 4.5 such a result is plotted for Co2 = -0.25 and e01 = 0.3. Due 
to the "hump" of the stability threshold an isolated region of stability 
appears in the vicinity of co1 = 0.075 and explains the rather weird 
shape of the stability region in Fig. 3.12. This result also can serve as 
a warning concerning the application of path-following methods, since 
such isolated regions are very hard to find if good starting values are not 
available. 

Another important detail that can be seen from the figure concerns 
the PE-frequency TJ· The parametric anti-resonance frequency !12 - !11 
hits almbst exactly the center of the isolated area and meets the other 
stability threshold line at the minimum value. This is reassuring since 
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4.2. System with non-zero coupling damper 
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Figure 4.5: Stability chart for parameters e81 = 0.3, co2 = - 0.25, c12 = 
0.0. White areas indicate stability of the trivial solution. 

it confirms that restricting our study to just this frequency is justified 
for this system. We have to give emphasis to this conclusion, because 
it is not self-evident for all possible systems or even parameter sets. In 
Chapter 5 another 2-dof system will be presented which does not behave 
as benignly as the present system and which can serve as a counter
example for the method of investigation as used here. 

4.2 System with non-zero coupling damper 

After the extensive study of the case c12 = 0, now non-zero values are 
considered for the coupling damping element c12. We start the same way 
as in the previous section and calculate a stability chart for the case when 
no parametric excitation is active. The corresponding diagram is shown 
in Fig. 4.6(a) and holds for different values of the damping parameter 
c12 = [0.0, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12]. The unstable region is shaded gray for the 
largest value given for c12 . The result as shown in the stability chart is 
not really surprising, since we have mentioned already that the coupling 
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Figure 4.6: Stability chart for 2-dof system (Table 4.1): (a) without and 
(b) with parametric excitation. White areas indicate stability. 
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4.2. System with non-zero coupling damper 

damping element is only effective when a relative motion between the 
masses m 1 and m2 occurs. Therefore, the stability threshold of the first 
mode remains unchanged and only the stability border of the second 
vibration mode is affected almost exclusively. The stability region is 
extended to larger negative values of damper c01 , which does not seem 
to be of interest at the moment. 

The next step is to activate parametric excitation and investigate 
the result. Figure 4.6(b) shows the stability regions for the single value 
c 12 = 0.08 and different values of the PE-parameter e01 = [0.0 ... 0.5]. By 
comparing this result with the previous one of Fig. 4.3(b) it is obvious 
that the new stability areas look very similar to the previous y'-shape 
regions. In fact, a close inspection reveals that the stability borders are 
almost identical, only the origin is shifted along the stability threshold 
of the first mode as in Fig. 4.6(a). 

Therefore the discussion of Fig. 4.6(b) can be reduced to conclusions 
that result from the shift of the stability region. Without doubt the most 
interesting aspect of the damping element c12 is the new possibility to 
move around the local minimum of the stability region. From Fig. 4.6(b ), 
which holds for c12 = 0.08, it can be seen that the local minimum of the 
stability threshold, obtained for a PE-parameter of e01 = 0.5, occurs 
close to c 01 = 0.0. Due to the coupling damper c 12, the minimum value 
of c 02 has moved with respect to co1 from a value just below 0.1 (see 
Fig. 4.3) to barely below zero. The surprising result is the fact that 
for such a set of system-parameters the equivalent damping of the para
metric excitation exceeds a value of 0.5 and occurs for zero damping at 
COl · 

To provide more insight into the quite complicated interdependence 
of the damping parameters and the PE-parameter, three parameter stud
ies are presented in the following Figs. 4.7 to 4.9. These three figures 
are obtained for the default parameters as given in Table 4.1, except for 
the parameters of variation co1, c12 and Co2 . and the PE-parameter e01 . 

Figure 4.7 holds for e01 = 0 (i. e. PE is not active), Fig. 4.8 is valid for 
the default value e01 = 0.2, and for Fig. 4.9 a value of e01 = 0.4 was 
used. One can get a good idea of the influence of each parameter on 
the results from these selected figures. An exhaustive parameter study 
would exceed the limits of this monograph. 

All three figures are organized in the same manner. The figures on 
top show a 3D-plot of the stability threshold surface as a function of c01 , 

c 12 and Co2 for a selected value of the PE-parameter e01 . For parameter 
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combinations below the surface the system is unstable, above the surface 
stability prevails. These plots shall give a clear picture of the shape of the 
surface. Unfortunately, printing and reproduction of the mesh plots did 
not work very well in certain areas. The 3D-plots are too inconvenient 
to read or select individual data points. Therefore, contour plots of the 
surfaces shown above are additionally shown at the bottom and shall be 
used for this purpose. The previous Figs. 4.4 and 4.6 are cross sections 
of the respective stability threshold surface for constant values of c12. 

Figure 4. 7 shows the case when the parametric excitation is not active 
(e01 = 0). The stability threshold appears as an inclined plane with an 
almost vertical and diagonal boundary for small values of co1, c12. This 
extremely steep boundary is already known from Figs. 4.3 and 4.6 as 
being the stability threshold for the second vibration mode. The mesh 
plot shows a flat triangular shaped area in the upper left corner that 
exceeds the data range on the vertical axis. This boundary is fictional 
and does not really exist. It indicates the starting level for the search 
routine of the stability threshold and was not removed in the final plot, 
since otherwise the mesh-plotting routine would have had even more 
troubles to plot the almost vertical boundary. 

In the contour plot for the critical value of the SE-parameter c02 = Co2 
a diamond symbol ( o) is plotted at c12 = 0.0, co1 = 0.1. The correspond
ing value of the stability threshold is Co2 = - 0.08. This point is marked 
for an easy comparison, also with the previous Fig. 4.4( a), where the 
same parameter combination is marked at the stability boundary for the 
system without PE (e01 = 0). 

Figure 4.8 holds for the default value e01 = 0.2. In comparison 
with the previous figure we can see that the inclined plane bends down
wards near the intersection with the steep boundary plane of the second 
mode. The intersection line becomes a narrow "groove" that basically 
is responsible for the most significant part of the vibration suppression 
effect. Other than in the previous figure the fictional part was removed, 
leaving a ragged and steep boundary surface to the left. 

Again, the contour plot for the critical value of the SE-parameter 
c02 = Co2 contains a diamond symbol (o) at c12 = 0.0, co1 = 0.1. The 
corresponding value of the stability threshold is Co2 ~ - 0.16 and can be 
found also in Fig. 4.4(a) at the stability boundary for e01 = 0.2. 

The final Fig. 4.9 is valid for a PE-parameter of e01 = 0.4. Com
pared with the previous figures, the curvature of the inclined part of the 
surface has increased significantly. The groove has become deeper and 
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Figure 4. 7: Stability chart for 2-dof system as shown in Fig. 4.1 with 
data as given in Table 4.1 except for e01 = 0.0 (without PE). 
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wider, and the inclination of the steep plane to the left has been further 
reduced. The value of the stability threshold at the diamond symbol ( o) 
is c02 ~ -0.425 and exhibits a progressive reduction of the permissible 
self-excitation parameter, compared with the previous results. 

From all the results is it easy to recognize that increasing values of 
the damping parameter c12 have, in principle, a negative influence on the 
vibration suppression performance. However, this is not caused by the 
parametric excitation, but by the general behavior of the system with
out PE. Nevertheless, parameter c12 can be used to move the optimal 
parameter combination for maximum performance to a certain value of 
parameter c01 which is realistic or achievable in an actual application. 
The results and diagrams also include negative values for c12 since the 
performance improves for such values. Of course, a negative damping 
value is equivalent to self-excitation. Therefore, a really strange situation 
is considered where negative damping is desirable to improve the per
formance of the parametric excitation to suppress self-excited vibrations 
due to negative damping at another location, namely Co2· Although 
negative damping can be brought about quite easily in a mechatronic 
system by a closed-loop controller with appropriate derivative gain, a 
situation as just outlined does not seem to be of practical relevance. 

4.3 Computational aspects 

Finally a few comments will be made on the numerical procedure that 
was employed to generate Figs. 4. 7 to 4.9, because it was different and 
more costly than for the previous results. Since the critical value of 
a third parameter at the stability threshold has to be calculated for a 
given pair of two parameters, say c01, c12, a search routine has to be 
used. The stability threshold appears as the critical parameter value 
where the maximum absolute value of the monodromy matrix reaches 
and crosses a value of one. Therefore, each point of the mesh is ob
tained from a root finding procedure which itself involves the repeated 
calculation of the monodromy matrix via numerical integration over one 
period of the parametric excitation. To keep computational time on a 
PC within reasonable limits for this costly task, a highly effective sim
ulation environment [55], [8] was used and the user-provided routines 
were carefully optimized for computational speed. 

Another problem arises from the shape of the stability surface to be 
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4.3. Computational aspects 

calculated. The root-finding routine can be trapped by multiple zeros 
along the search direction. Therefore one has to make a smart choice for 
the third parameter that determines the search direction. For example, 
it is much more difficult to get the same result as shown in Fig. 4.9 when 
c12 and c02 are chosen as the basic parameters and c01 is the search 
variable for the instability boundary. Due to the fold of the stability 
threshold surface near the optimal parameter combinations one will have 
up to three penetrations, i.e. zeros for the root finding procedure in the 
parameter range as shown. Also, if c12 is chosen as the search direction, 
up to two intersections are encountered. Therefore c02 turns out to 
be the best choice for the search parameter, although there are still 
some difficulties for Co2 > 0. In the very steep part of the stability 
threshold surface, near c12 < 0 and/or co1 < 0, the surface may have 
an overhanging part for e81 > 0 and may cause inaccurate results in 
this region. This overhang can be seen quite clearly in the upper left 
corner of Fig. 4.4. Since this affects only parts of the results we are not 
focused on in this section, no efforts were made to address this problem 
thoroughly and to improve the results. 
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Chapter 5 

Parametric absorber for 
vibration suppression 

The reduction of the forced vibration response of a mechanical system, 
especially at a certain part or location of the system, can be achieved 
by attaching a vibration absorber. Such an absorber basically is a tuned 
single-dof system which is attached to the original system and, when 
properly tuned, achieves a vibration reduction. This principle is well 
established, has been investigated thoroughly in the past, and is applied 
in practice many times. J.Q. Sun et al. present a rather complete and 
up-to-date survey on conventional absorbers in [80). 

A conventional absorber modifies the frequency response function of 
the original system, especially in the vicinity of the tuning frequency, and 
lowers the vibration level of the system. A properly working absorber will 
reach maximum vibration amplitudes at the tuning frequency, while the 
location where the absorber is attached will experience a low vibration 
level at the same time. In principle, an energy transfer takes place from 
the location where the external excitation introduces energy into the 
system, to the vibration absorber, which counteracts the action of the 
external forces and (in general) dissipates energy. 

In this chapter we will introduce the concept of a parametric ab
sorber, which has little in common with the conventional absorber as 
outlined before. Only the basic idea of attaching an additional single
dof subsystem to a main system or structure is adopted and justifies the 
naming. We will call a substructure which incorporates a periodically 
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time-varying parameter a parametric absorber {PA). The purpose of this 
novel kind of absorber will be the cancellation (or at least reduction) 
of self-excited vibrations. This is the major point which distinguishes 
the PA from a conventional absorber. In the previous chapters it has 
been shown that parametric excitation can stabilize the stationary ( triv
ial) solution of a system. A properly designed parametric absorber will 
therefore stabilize the system and completely put it at rest. 

The most simple application imaginable of this idea is an unstable 
single mass vibrational system which is stabilized by an additionally 
attached parametric absorber. Hence, we end up with a specialized 
version of the two-mass system as investigated in the previous chapter. 
In the next section we will introduce a generic single-mass main system 
with an attached parametric absorber, followed by two principle studies 
on the application of such a PA. The content of the first application has 
its roots in a conference contribution [18] by the author and A. Tondl 
and investigates vibration cancelling by parametric excitation of fiow
ind uced vibrations of a main mass. The second study is based on a 
conference paper [21] by the author and will investigate dry friction as 
a source of self-exited vibrations. 

5.1 Main system with parametric absorber 

Figure 5.1 shows a generic linear 2-dof system which consists of a main 
system and parametric absorber attached to the main system. The latter 
consists of a main mass m 1 which is connected to the inertial reference 
frame by a constant main stiffness k01 . To emphasize also graphically 
the main system in Fig. 5.1, the main mass and stiffness are plotted 
with bold lines. In the application studies that will follow in the next 
sections the parameters of the main system will be chosen significantly 
larger than the corresponding parameters of the absorber system. 

The main system is damped by the linear damping element cg1 which 
is assumed to be at least not negative (cg1 2: 0). The usual graphical 
symbol for a viscous damper is used for this damper in Fig. 5.1. 

Self-excitation forces which destabilize the single-dof system with
out absorber shall act on mass m 1 . We assume that the self-excitation 
present in the system can be represented by a negative damping element 
c0i < 0. A special symbol is used in Fig. 5.1, easily recognizable by 
the letter "S" which stands for "self-excitation". In the following appli-
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5.1. Main system with parametric absorber 

Figure 5.1: Mechanical model of a self-excited main system m1, cg1, ko1 
and c0i with parametric absorber m2, c12, ki2(l + e12 cos 'TJT). 

cation studies we will discuss how a self-excitation mechanism can be 
represented by such a negative linear damper. Of course, to obtain an 
unstable single-mass system (c0i + cg1) < 0 must hold. 

The absorber system consists of the absorber mass m2 which is as
sumed to be significantly smaller than the main mass m 1 . The absorber 
mass is attached to the main system by a stiffness element with harmon
ically time-varying stiffness 

with a constant mean stiffness ki2 and a harmonically oscillating term 
with amplitude p12 and PE-frequency w. In addition to the stiffness 
element a conventional positive damping element c12 is also inserted 
between the main mass and the absorber. 

The equations of motion for the linear system shown in Fig. 5.1 can 
be derived from the generic set Eqs. (3.1). In matrix notation they read 

Mx + Cx + Kx + cos(wt)Pcx = O, (5.2) 

if we keep only one (cosine) of the harmonic functions, since a phase 
angle cannot appear with just one parametric absorber as the single 
source for PE. 

The matrices of Eq. (5.2) are defined for systems as shown in Fig. 5.1 
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as follows 

M= [ ~1 0 ] , C = [ (c81 + C(\j) + C12 -C12 ] , 

m2 -C12 C12 
(5.3) 

[ X1 l K= [ 
ko1 + ki2 -k12 l X= 

-k12 ko2 + ki2 ' X2 

and 

pC = [ PI2 -PI2 l [ ef2k12 -ei2k12 ] (5.4) 
-pf2 PI2 -ef2k12 ef2k12 · 

Note that this system differs quite significantly from the system in

vestigated in the previous Chapter 4, Figure 4.1. The location of the 

self-excitation has changed as well as the location of the parametric ex

citation. Damping for mass m2 (now called absorber) is only provided 

by relative damping c12. Also the mass ratio M = mi/m2 will change in 
the following examples to values > 1, and we will see how this all affects 
the performance of vibration cancellation. 

5.2 Cancelling flow-induced vibrations 

We now consider a two-mass system in a vertical arrangement as shown 
in the scheme of Fig. 5.2(a). The main mass m 1 at the bottom shall 

be located in a moving medium with a constant flow velocity VJ low that 
may lead to self-excited vibrations. The mass m 2 on top, in combination 

with the time-varying stiffness k12 ( t) and the constant damping element 

c12, represents the parametric absorber, which is attached to the main 
system in order to provide parametric vibration cancelling. 

5.2.1 Effect of gravity forces 

In the presence of gravity forces the equations of motion of this sys

tem are not homogeneous as in Eqs. (5.2). A constant vector fgrav = 

g[-m1, -m2V appears on the right hand side 

Mx + Cx + [K + cos(wt)P0 ]x = fgrav, (5.5) 

with g representing the acceleration of gravity. For a conventional me

chanical system with time-independent stiffness elements the gravity 
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5.2. Cancelling flow-induced vibrations 

(a) System with flow-excitation 
and parametric absorber 

(b) Gravity acting on 1-
dof system with PE 

Figure 5.2: Mechanical models with parametric stiffness excitation to 
illustrate the effect of flow-excitation and gravity forces. 

forces are just a preload to the system that results in static displace
ment xftat, x~tat of both masses, which can be easily calculated from the 
equilibrium of forces. By referring the equations of motion to the static 
position of m1,2, the constant preload fgrav can be eliminated and a ho
mogeneous system is obtained. With a time-dependent stiffness element 
k12(t), however, the situation is a different one. In general, the trivial 
solution Xi = 0, Xi = 0, Xi = xr,tat = const. may not exist anymore. 

In Fig. 5.2(b) this situation is addressed in an example showing a 
single-mass system in a gravity field. Stiffness k is constant, whereas 
kPc ( t) is a time-va.rying stiffness defined as kPc = pc cos wt. The coordi
nate Xnps describes the displacement of point A on mass m with respect 
to a position where the stiffness k is not prestressed, i.e. it generates 
no force for Xnps = 0. The corresponding point on the stiffness element 
kPc(t) is point B with coordinates Xnps = 0 for the undeflected spring. 

We first consider the situation when point A is not connected to 
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B. Under the effect of gravity the mass will move downwards and the 
equilibrium position is reached at 

xstat = - mg 
nps k · (5.6) 

The displacement of point A in the equilibrium position is x~t;;. The 
corresponding point on the stiffness element kPc ( t) is point B. The 
equilibrium position defines the origin of a new coordinate x. 

Now we consider the situation when points A and B are connected 
and we write down the sum of external forces acting on mass m. To sim
plify the analysis we take into account only forces from stiffness elements 
and the gravity force. We obtain 

and with 

Eq. (5.7) becomes 

kXnps + pccoswtXnps = -mg, 

+ stat Xnps = X Xnps 

k(x + xstat) + pc cos wt (x + xstat) = - mg nps nps · 

After easy substitution and simplification we get 
mg 

k x +pc cos wt ( X - k) 0 , 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5 .10) 

which is an expression which does not vanish for x = 0 and arbitrary 
time t. This result tells that a stationary equilibrium position cannot be 
obtained with this system. 

If we connect points A and B of system Fig. 5.2(b) and carry out the 
same analysis as before, we obtain 

k x + pc cos wt x 0. (5.11) 

For this case the equilibrium position is not affected by the time-varying 
stiffness kPc(t). By analyzing what difference it makes if point A is con
nected to either point B or B, one realizes that in the latter case the force 
to support the weight of mass m is not transmitted by the time-varying 
stiffness. In other words the time-varying stiffness elements must not 
experience the static shift. Obviously the parametric stiffness element 
has to be engaged at the static equilibrium position of the system. If this 
is observed, the system can be treated as if no constant external forces 
are acting on the system and the homogeneous generic model Eq. (5.2) 
is valid also for the system of Fig. 5.2(a). 
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5.2. Cancelling flow-induced vibrations 

5.2.2 Modelling of flow-generated forces 
As indicated in Fig. 5.2(a), the main mass m 1 shall be exposed to a 
moving medium with a constant flow velocity Vflow· Flow-induced lift 
and drag forces are generated by the medium flowing around the main 
mass, see Fig. l.2(b) in Section 1.1.2. As outlined there, we can repre
sent the total force acting on the main body by a resulting aerodynamic 
force Fj in the direction of motion, which is perpendicular to the di
rection of flow. The second force component, aligned with the flow, acts 
perpendicularly to the motion of the mass and does not interest us here. 

The resulting aerodynamic force Fj is an external force, which can 
be calculated from 

(5.12) 

This expression defines Fj as a nonlinear function of the flow veloc
ity Vflow and the velocity ±1 of the main mass, due to the aerody
namic force coefficient Cx which depends on the angle of attack a = 
- arctan(x/Vflow) in a highly nonlinear manner, see Section 1.1.2. As 
also discussed there, the other symbols in Eq. (5.12) denote the con
stant medium density p and the characteristic area A of the cross
section. With the flow-generated force acting on the system, the equa
tions of motion are, again, not homogeneous as in Eqs. (5.2). A vector 
f1zow = [Fj (±1), O]T appears on the right hand side of 

Mx + Cx + [K + cos(wt)P0 ]x = f1zow (5.13) 

and constitutes a nonlinear system of differential equations. 
This system is already suitable for numerical integration, provided 

that an appropriate representation of the functional relationship of the 
aerodynamic coefficient Cx (VJ low, x) is available. One may either use 
look-up tables generated from actual measurement data or analytical 
expressions with free parameters determined by a curve-fitting procedure 
of measurement data or CFD-results. In any case it will be important 
that non-linear terms are contained in the representations to provide 
amplitude bounding in the case of instability. 

In reference [18], which investigates a similar mechanical model, an 
approximation frequently used to investigate wind-induced galloping in
stabilities is employed 

(5.14) 
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with positive coefficients b and 'Y appropriately chosen. The part of the 

reference which contains numerical results presents maximum vibration 

amplitudes obtained from numerical simulation of a system as defined 

by Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14). 
Here we will use an alternative approach and, as in the previous sec

tions, will employ numerical Floquet-analysis to investigate the stability 

of the system. Only the linear and velocity-dependent part of the aero

dynamic force Fj will therefore be used. As already discussed in detail 

in Section 1.1.2, the general Eq. (5.12) for Fj can be linearized in the 

vicinity of a = 0 which is equivalent to ±1 = 0 in terms of the vari

ables used here. From Eqs. (1.15), (1.17) and (1.19) it is known that the 

aerodynamic force generated by the constant flow can be linearized and 

represented as a function of the velocity of mass m 1 

pA-lin _:__ ad . - _E_A V1z 8Cx ±1 
xl - -c X1 - 2 ow 8a (5.15) 

with cad obtained for a = 0, i.e. ±1 = 0. 
Since the constant parameters p, A and Vflow are all of positive 

value, only the slope of the vertical force coefficient 88~ determines 

whether cad is also positive and adds damping to the system or cad < 0 

and may destabilize the system. The aerodynamic force coefficients are 

mainly determined by the geometric shape of the section exposed to 

the flow and ~ may take on positive as well as negative values for 

different geometries. From numerous investigations, see e.g. [5] and [34] 

and references therein, it is known that simple rectangular sections lead 

to either positive or negative values, depending on the aspect ratio of 

the rectangle. 
For example, a rectangle with a width to height ratio of 2:1 as plotted 

in Fig. 5.2(a) for m 1 has a negative coefficient of ~ ~ -3.0. For a 

square (ratio of 1:1) 88~x ~ -2.7 holds, but a stretched rectangle of ratio 

4:1 gives a positive value of 88~x ~ 10. All values mentioned hold for a 

certain range of the Reynolds-number. 
The following numerical study does not address a specific applica

tion. Rather, we want to explore the characteristics of the parametric 

absorber. Consequently, all parameters of the flow model are combined 

in the single parameter cad and since we are mainly interested in the 

case of self-excitation, we use the symbol cse instead of cad and define 

Cse Cad 
01 ,...., 

p 8Cx 
-AVJlow-

0 
. 

2 a 
(5.16) 
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5.2. Cancelling flow-induced vibrations 

We consider cQi to take on negative values and being proportional to cad 
to account for factors that adjust the physical units of c8 e, if necessary. 

Taking into account the assumptions on gravity forces and applying 
the linearized flow model to the mechanical system of Fig. 5.2(a), we 
are now at the point that this system can indeed be represented by the 
generic model as shown in Fig. 5.1. After changing to dimensionless 
parameters for the PE-frequency rJ and time T we obtain 

Mx" + Cx' + Kx + cos(ryr)P0 x = 0 (5.17) 

with matrices as defined in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). 

5.2.3 Results of a numerical study 

The (dimensionless) numerical values used in the following study are 
listed in Table 5.1 and have been chosen to be quite similar to those 
used in [18], although there is a minor difference in the model for the 
aerodynamic forces. What separates the following investigation from [18] 
in the first place is the application of a different numerical method. Note 
also, when comparing results, that the nomenclature is different. Sec
ondly, we will now carry out parameter studies mainly for the stiffness 
parameter k12 of the absorber directly, rather than introducing relative 
quantities like M = m2 /m1 and Q2 = ~~~~ as in [18]. This has the 
advantage that the influence of a single parameter, as the absorber stiff
ness, can be investigated, while other parameters are kept constant. This 
situation seems to be a more typical situation in a design process of an 
actual system. 

A few words on the default values of the system parameters as given in 
Table 5.1 shall be added for easier interpretation of the following results. 
First of all it has to be pointed out that the mass ratio mi/m2 = 10 
between the main mass and the absorber is large enough to consider 
the absorber a comparatively small mass. The additional mass of the 
absorber reduces the natural frequency of the system without absorber 
from Ofub = 1.0 to 01 ~ 0.85. The mean value of the absorber stiffness 
has been chosen such that the absorber system is close to an optimal 
value for a system without PE, to better work out the pros and cons 
of the parametric absorber. Damping parameters were chosen in a way 
that the sub-systems exhibit a reasonable damping ratio. For the default 
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Table 5.1: Default parameters for model of a self-excited main system 
with parametric absorber as shown in Fig. 5.1 

Parameter m1 
10.0 

Parameter cse 01 cg1 
-1.5 1.0 

Frequency 01 
0.8543 

Frequency 02 
1.1705 

values these ratios are 

d 
rsub _ Co1 _ 0 05 ":.l - - • ' 

2Jko1m1 

m2 ko1 k12 
1.0 10.0 1.0 

cf 2 ei2 
0.05 0.2 

201 01 +02 osub 1 
1.7086 2.0248 1.00 

202 02 - 01 osub 2 
2.3410 0.3162 1.00 

(~ub = C12 = 0.025. 
2Jk12m2 

(5.18) 

The equivalent damping parameter c01 of the self-exciting aerodynami
cal forces has to reduce the positive damping of the main system to a 
negative value ( cg1 + c01) < 0 to justify an absorber, and should still 
destabilize the system even with additional damping obtained from the 
absorber without PE. 

Figure 5.3(a) shows how close or distant the system is located from 
the stability border when the absorber is attached but parametric exci
tation is not active. The diagram represents a stability chart for the two 
parameters m1 and k12· The default values m1 = 10 and k12 = 1 are 
indicated by a ( *) star-symbol within the gray area that represents the 
parameter range for an unstable system. One can see that a reduction of 
the stiffness parameter from the default value down to k12 = 0.9 would 
bring the system into the wedge-shaped white area of stability. In fact, a 
region of stability extends from k12 ~ 0.87 to k12 ~ 0.93 for the default 
mass parameter m1 = 10. We will again encounter this stability zone for 
the system with parametric excitation. On the other hand, by changing 
only the mass parameter m 1 of the main system, the stability region 
cannot be entered. 

In Fig. 5.3(b) a stability chart is shown for the default mass param
eter m 1 = 10. Instead of the mass parameter, the parametric excitation 
frequency TJ is varied and plotted on the horizontal axis. The variation 
parameter on the vertical axis is again the stiffness parameter k12 and 
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Figure 5.3: Stability charts for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 
and parametric absorber. See Table 5.1 on p.128 for data. 
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(a) Comparison of analytical (- -) and numerical results, ei2 = 0 .1 
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(b) Comparison of analytical (- -) and numerical results, ei2 = 0.2 

Figure 5.4: Stability charts for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 
and parametric absorber. See Table 5.1 on p.128 for data. 
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5.2. Cancelling flow-induced vibrations 

the PE-amplitude is set to e12 = 0.15. Looking at the figure on top 
we recognize a stable region for the interval k12 = [0.87 ... 0.93], which is 
independent of the PE-frequency ry. Obviously, this stability region con
tinues to exist and generates a stretched area, bounded by dashed lines, 
which is not significantly reduced or negatively affected by the paramet
ric excitation. One can see this by comparing the solid lines with the 
dashed lines for the system with no PE. Quite the reverse happens with 
PE, and two "shark-fin"-like regions grow out of the stretched area. For 
easy reference, the combination resonance frequency 02 - 0 1 is plotted 
with a dash-dotted line, proving that the additional regions of stability 
are caused by a parametric anti-resonance near 02 - 0 1. 

Even without a close-up of the relevant part of the figure, one rec
ognizes that the line for 0 2 - 0 1 is definitely not the centerline of the 
extended stability regions. In fact, for most of the upper part the combi
nation resonance frequency does not even fall into the stable region. This 
is a very important result, since it differs completely from the previous 
results in Chapter 3. As a negative consequence of this fact we have to 
give up the idea of using the combination resonance frequency 0 2 - 0 1 
as our PE-frequency ry. Instead, we will again have to vary ry, at least 
near 02 - 01, to find the optimum frequency for parametric vibration 
cancelling. 

Finally, in Fig. 5.3(b) we notice a very small spike of stability for 
rJ ~ 0.151. A comparison with the combination resonance frequency 
of the second order (02 - 0 1)/ 2 reveals that for our system also this 
frequency shows up. In some of the following figures we will see that for 
other parameter sets the influence of the second order resonance will not 
stay as small and unimportant as it is here. 

With the rather disappointing result concerning the mismatch of cen
terline and combination resonance frequency in mind, we have to com
pare again results from the analytical approximation with numerical re
sults. In Fig. 5.4 two such comparisons are shown. Figure (a) on top 
holds for a PE-amplitude of e12 = 0.1 and Figure (b) for e12 = 0.2. The 
analytical results are plotted with bold dashed lines and superimposed 
by numerical results. The difference with respect to the centerlines oc
curs, of course, again. The shape of the stable area and the extension, 
though, is pretty well matched by the analytical results. Since the differ
ences get even larger with increasing PE-amplitudes, we have to accept 
that analytical results are not as useful for this model as for the previous 
one in Chapter 3. We will therefore stick with the numerical Floquet-
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(a) Stability near first order combination resonance (02 - 0 1) 
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(b) Stability near second order combination resonance (02 - 01)/2 

Figure 5.5: Stability charts for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 

and parametric absorber. See Table 5.1 on p.128 for data. 
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5.2. Cancelling flow-induced vibrations 

method for the following investigation of the parametric absorber and 
only compare results with respect to the combination resonance frequen
cies. 

In Fig. 5.5(a) the numerical results from Figs. 5.4(a) and (b) are 
plotted again, and the results for er2 = 0.0 and er2 = 0.3 are added 
to complete this parameter study on the effect of the PE-amplitude. 
Due to the shift of the centerline of the stability region with increasing 
PE-amplitude, stable and unstable areas overlap for different values of 
ey2 . Since shading the unstable areas gray, as in the previous figures, 
would make the plot even harder to read, this was not done here. Aside 
from the centerline shift we can see that an increasing PE-amplitude 
also widens the additional stability regions. Especially the extension to 
higher and lower values of ki2, respectively, is remarkable. 

Increasing the PE-amplitude, however, has also some effect at the 
lower end of the frequency scale. Figure 5.4(b) shows the frequency 
range near the combination resonance frequency of the second order 
(02 -01)/2. We can see that the stretched stability region in the vicinity 
of k12 = 0.9 separates close to the second order resonance frequency 
for PE-amplitudes ey2 > 0.2. What is a small spike for ey2 = 0.15 in 
Fig. 5.3(b) becomes a narrow but quite long stability region for ey2 = 0.3. 
It is interesting to note that, in contrary to the effect of the first order 
resonance frequency, no second spike occurs in the opposite direction. 

A quite strange looking stability chart is shown in Figure 5.6. This 
diagram holds for the default values of Table 5.1, except for ey 2 = 0.4. 
For this parameter set a separation of the stability areas occurs near both 
combination resonance frequencies, and the former stretched stability 
region does not exist in-between anymore. Furthermore, for values of 
the PE-frequency fJ < 0.15, a third "rip" occurs and "rip #4" seems to 
evolve from a little spike. Higher order parametric resonance frequencies 
manifest themselves in these phenomena and make the results much 
harder to predict, but also more interestingly looking. The reader has 
certainly recognized that the figure on the title page of this monograph 
belongs to this series of results, and it holds for er2 = 0.35. 

The next study will investigate what effect the "size" of the paramet
ric absorber has on the capability of suppressing vibrations. Of course, 
for the dimensionless and still quite abstract model as used here, "size" 
cannot be defined in terms of geometric dimensions of the absorber. In
stead, we relate "size" to the absorber mass m 2 and keep the dynamic 
parameters of the absorber constant when we change the "size". This 
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Figure 5.6: Stability chart for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 

and parametric absorber. e12 = 0.4, other data as in Table 5.1. 

means that we will keep the natural frequency of the absorber at 0 2 = 1.0 

and also the damping ratio at (~ub = 0.025. To achieve this goal, we have 

to change the absorber stiffness k12 and the absorber damping element 

c12 simultaneously when mass m2 is varied. 

Figures 5.7(a),(b) and Fig. 5.8(a) refer to this parameter study. Start

ing from default values as listed in Table 5.1, the already known result 

is shown again in Fig. 5.7(a) as a reference. Reducing the "size" by 

50% requires a lowering of the parameters m2 = 0.5, k12 = 0.5 and 

c12, accordingly. The PE-amplitude e12 = 0.2 remains unchanged, but 

the absolute value decreases because k12 is decreased. Fig. 5.7(b) shows 

the result for the smaller absorber. In principle, the anticipated effect 

of parametric vibration cancelling is still obtained from this absorber, 

although all stability areas become quite small and separation occurs. 

Changing the "size" in the opposite direction leads to an · absorber 

twice as heavy as the original one with parameters m2 = 2.0, k 12 = 2.0 

and c12 = 0.1. The performance of this parametric absorber is shown in 
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5.2. Cancelling flow-induced vibrations 

the stability chart of Fig. 5.8(a). In comparison with the other results 
the stability area has become much larger, not only for the stability ar
eas achieved by parametric excitation but also for the contribution from 
the "conventional" absorber. This is not a surprise, since the damp
ing parameter c12 was also increased and therefore amplifies the energy 
dissipation in the system. 

From these three "snapshots" we can see that vibration suppression 
by parametric excitation basically works for almost all sizes of the para
metric absorber. To demonstrate and summarize this statement by a 
single diagram, we can calculate another result without the variation of 
the stiffness parameter ki2 but where ki2 is set to the same value as m2 
(since 0 2 = 1 = const.). This enables us to plot a stability chart for 
all "sizes" of parametric absorbers. For consistency with the previous 
plots we keep the PE-frequency as the main variation parameter on the 
horizontal axis. The stability chart obtained from this method of inves
tigation is shown in Fig. 5.8(b). The stability area stretches from low 
frequencies for small absorbers to higher frequencies for heavier ones. 
This can be explained by the natural frequencies, which become increas
ingly separated for a 2-dof-system where the parameter values of both 
subsystems approach each other. 

The stability interval for a certain parameter set m2, k12 and c12 
in Fig. 5.8(b) corresponds to the interval that occurs at the same value 
for k12 in the corresponding previous figure. For example, the stability 
interval in Fig. 5.8( a) for m2 = 2 at k12 = 2 is T/ '.::::: [0.41...0.46]. This 
interval can be found again in Fig. 5.8(b) at m2 = k12 = 2. The strange 
"hook" at the lower end of the stability area in this diagram is caused 
by the increasing influence of the combination resonance frequency of 
the second order (02 - 01) / 2. In Fig. 5.7(b) on can already see that 
for ki2 = 0.5 a small interval of stability occurs near T/ '.::::: 0.12. For 
even smaller values this stability branch raises and leads to the result as 
observed in Fig. 5.8(b). 

In this study we did stick to a subsystem frequency of 0 2 = 1, al
though it is obvious from Fig. 5.7(a),(b) and 5.8(a) that a slightly lower 
value for ki2 (and hence 02) would make the system perfectly stable 
without parametric excitation. So one might ask the question whether 
PE is only good for correcting a faultily tuned absorber and is unnec
essary for a correctly designed system? To answer this question, results 
from another study are shown in Figs. 5.9. This time we keep all pa
rameters fixed except for the the PE-frequency and mass m1. The moti-
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Figure 5.7: Stability charts for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 
and parametric absorber. See Table 5.1 on p.128 for data. 
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Figure 5.8: Stability charts for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 
and parametric absorber. See Table 5.1 on p.128 for data. 
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Figure 5.9: Stability charts for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 
and parametric absorber. See Table 5.1 on p.128 for data. 
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Figure 5.10: Stability chart for a system with flow-induced self-excitation 
and parametric absorber. See Table 5.1 on p.128 for data. 

vation to study a variation of the main mass comes from the possibility 
that m 1 might be a very slowly but significantly varying parameter in 
a certain real system. In Fig. 5.9(a) the default values are used. The 
horizontal, dashed line at m 1 = 9 corresponds to the singular point 
(m1 = 9, k12 = 1) of Fig. 5.3(a) and indicates the only value where the 
system is marginally stable. The white area demonstrates the effect of 
the parametric absorber. For a PE-frequency of 'T/ ~ 0.3 the system is 
stabilized for a surprisingly large range of the mass parameter m1. Of 
course, this behavior cannot be achieved with a conventional absorber 
tuned for a single frequency of the main system. 

The stability chart of Fig. 5.9(b) was obtained for parameters as 
before, but with the absorber stiffness set to ki2 = 0.9 , which stabilizes 
the initial system without PE. Again a variation for m 1 is calculated, 
showing the stretched stability region of the conventional system between 
two dashed lines. A variation of m 1 is only possible within very small 
limits. By activating the parametric absorber, the stable range is again 
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significantly extended to higher values of m1. 
As a last study for this system with default parameters, Fig. 5.10 

presents the maximum value permitted for the combined parameter 
co1 = cg1 + c01 to keep the system stable. The conventional system 
is represented by the dashed line for e12 = 0 at co1 = - 0.364. For a PE
amplitude of e12 = 0.2 a significant gain in damping can be achieved by 
the parametric absorber. Also, one can clearly see that the optimal PE
frequency does not coincide with the combination resonance frequency 
0 2 - 0 1 . This complicates the optimization of a parametric absorber, 
but is not a fundamental problem. 

5.2.4 Remarks and conclusion 

The previous results show that the suppression of flow-induced vibra
tions by a so-called parametric absorber is possible. Although the nu
merical investigation was carried out for a system with non-dimensional 
parameters, the mass and stiffness ratio for the absorber sub-system with 
respect to the main system was chosen such that it might reflect a prac
tical application. It turned out that the effect of parametric vibration 
suppression can be achieved within a wide range of the mass and stiffness 
ratio. 

Note that two significant observations were made in the course of 
the parameter studies. First of all, the prediction of the optimal PE
frequency is not a trivial task as it was for the previous system dis
cussed in Section 4. Especially for very small absorbers (i.e. small value 
of the mass ratio mabs / mmain) the difference between the parametric 
combination resonance frequency and the optimal parametric excitation 
frequency can be considerable and has to be taken into account. Fur
thermore, the performance of such an absorber, when attached to a 
self-excited system, is to a certain extent related to the size of the ab
sorber. Of course, this had to be anticipated, since one cannot expect a 
"micro-absorber" to be as effective as a larger unit. 

For really small absorbers both effects come hand in hand and make it 
difficult for analytical methods to predict the behavior of the system. In 
[18] this problem was discussed for the first time. In [25] S. Fatimah did 
rise to the challenge to find a better analytical solution rather than the 
first order approximation, which is obviously not adequate to the com
plex behavior of such a system. She was ambitious enough to carry out a 
second order approximation of the system for the case of the combination 
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resonance 0 2 - 0 1 . Results are presented for the maximum amplitudes 
as a function of the PE-frequency and the ratio of the sub-system fre
quencies. Although they look quite promising, a direct comparison with 
numerical results is not shown and it seems that the last word has not 
been spoken yet on this matter. In the view of the previously presented 
result it becomes quite obvious that also the second order combination 
resonance (02 - 01)/2 has some influence, at least for small absorbers. 
Unfortunately, this observation really opens the can of worms and adds 
another dimension of complexity to the problem. All in all we can say 
that the analytical treatment of small sized absorbers continues to be an 
interesting challenge. On the other hand, numerical methods work fine 
for such systems and are not at all intimidated by a more or less extreme 
choice of parameters for the absorber system. 

Another candidate for the queue of open questions is the decay time 
needed to put the self-excited system to rest by the parametric absorber 
after an initial disturbance. So far we were satisfied by the result that 
the system can be stabilized at all by a properly tuned parametric ab
sorber. For a practical application time is certainly also a factor to be 
considered, and we may be interested in an absorber that suppresses the 
self-excited vibrations fast. In fact, this could also be a motivation to ap
ply a parametric absorber although the conventional absorber is capable 
of stabilizing the system, but is not (always) fast enough. Of course, with 
numerical simulation we have a tool at hand to compute time-series of 
the vibration amplitudes and derive decay rates. The equivalent damp
ing of the parametric excitation also gives a good idea in which direction 
design parameters should be modified to improve the time response. A 
more systematic approach could be to formulate an optimization prob
lem that minimizes the largest eigenvalue of the monodromy matrix with 
respect to certain design parameters, like PE-frequency, PE-amplitude, 
mass, stiffness and damping of the absorber system, etc. Such investiga
tions will be very useful in the future, when the application of parametric 
absorbers will reach a more concrete stage. 

5.3 Suppression of friction-induced vibra
tions 

Dry friction may provoke self-induced vibrations, chatter and squeal and 
causes more or less serious problems in all kinds of machines which ex-
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hibit contacting parts undergoing relative motion. Friction-induced vi

brations are therefore of growing interest and concern to designers as well 

as operators of machines. Excessive wear of components, surface dam

age, fatigue failure and noise can all be attributed to friction-induced vi

brations and require the attention of specialists from different scientific 

disciplines as e.g. tribology as well as applied dynamics. This multi

disciplinarity is also reflected by the vast literature on this topic and 

we name just a few references [40], [27] and [4] which contain numerous 
contributions and cover many aspects of friction related research. 

Based on some recent research by the author [21] we will apply the 

concept of a parametric absorber to an almost identical mechanical sys

tem as investigated in the previous section. It will also consist of a 

main mass and a parametric absorber attached to the main system to 

counteract the self-excitation mechanism, which is now dry friction. 

5.3.1 Analytical representation of dry friction 

In Chapter 1.1.3 friction was already discussed and its role was pointed 

out as being a very common mechanism in mechanical systems to in

duce self-sustained vibrations. One of the most important parameters 

on which friction forces depend is the relative velocity between the two 

sliding surfaces. The dependency of friction on the sliding speed has 
been subject of numerous investigations, see e.g. [27]. A very simple 

mathematical representation for classical vibration problems is a linear 

function with friction forces alternating between negative and positive 
values, depending on the sign of the relative velocity. More complicated 

velocity-friction functions have been measured (see e.g. P. Stelter [78]) 
and different models have been proposed to study friction induced vi
brations. It is typical and also essential for the dynamic system that in 

many cases the friction decreases with increasing velocity. Such a speed

range with a negative slope of the friction function usually occurs at low 
velocities and may start at or in the vicinity of zero velocity. 

For the subsequent numerical analysis of the 2-dof system, a contin
uous representation of the friction-velocity function is convenient. As 

proposed and successfully applied by Popp et al. [65], a parameterized 

model can be defined by the function 

(5.19) 

for the friction coefficient µ ( Vrel). Constant parameters P1 .. . p4 determine 
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Figure 5.11: Friction coefficientµ and gradient jl as a function of sliding 
speed Vrel· Approx. by Eqs. (5.19), (5 .21): P1 = 0.22, p3 = 10, p4 = 400 
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the shape of the function and are used for curve-fitting as needed. Figure 
5.ll(a) shows µ(vrel) for some typical values of the parameters Pi· The 
friction force ff ric is assumed to be proportional to the normal force 
f norm and is therefore obtained from 

ftric = µ( Vrel)f norm· (5.20) 

This continuous representation avoids discrete transitions between 
sticking and slipping. In fact, full sticking is not possible with this friction 
model. However, it was shown in [65] that this model gives practically 
the same results as discontinuous friction models. On the other hand, 
a continuous function has several advantages concerning the analytical 
and numerical analysis. 

As mentioned earlier, dynamic stability of a mechanical system is sig
nificantly affected by negative damping which is equivalent to a negative 
slope of the friction-velocity function. From the analytical expression 
Eq. (5.19) we obtain for the derivative ofµ( Vrel) 

A dµ 
µ =-

dvrel 
(5.21) 

Figure 5 .11 (b) shows friction coefficient gradients µ corresponding to the 
friction coefficient functions of diagram Fig. 5 .11 (a). 

5.3.2 Single-mass model with friction 

To obtain a reference solution for the system without parametric ab
sorber, we will first investigate only the main system under the action 
of friction forces. This will illustrate the problem which will be solved 
later by a parametric absorber. Figure 5.12 shows the main mass m 1 

on a moving belt running at constant speed Vbelt. The main mass is 
connected to the inertial reference frame via a linear, constant spring 
ko1 and a viscous damper co1 · The nonlinear equation of motion for this 
system was already mentioned in Section 1.1.3 and is repeated for easy 
reference 

(5.22) 

Note that symbol g is commonly used for the acceleration of gravity, but 
may also be seen here in a more general way as a load factor. 
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Figure 5.12: Single-dof system with friction-induced self-excitation forces 
acting on mass m1 

Table 5.2: Default parameters for single-dof model (main mass system) 
as shown in Fig. 5.12 

Parameter m1 
1.0 

Co1 
7r 

nsu 
1 

10·27r 
(fu 
2.5.10- 2 

Common params.: P1 = 0.22, P2 = var., p3 = 10, p4 = 400, g = 9.81 

We are now interested in the stability threshold with respect to the 
damping parameter co1. This means that we are looking for the minimum 
damping to guarantee stability of the trivial solution x(t) = 0, x(t) = 
Xstat(Vbelt) = const. Since the friction coefficientµ depends on the rela
tive velocity Vrel = ( Vbelt - x), the critical damping can be expressed in 
terms of the belt velocity. For easier interpretation of the results we will 
use the dimensionless damping ratio 

;-sub - co1 
~1 -

2Jko1m1 
(5.23) 

instead of the physical damping parameter c01 . We will name this pa
rameter the critical damping ratio (1 - crit if it holds for the system at 
the stability limit. 

To calculate some typical results we have to make a choice for system 
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parameters. The friction function Eq. (5.19) will be used in all subse
quent examples, with parameters Pi as given in the figure caption of 
Fig. 5.11. Data for the single-mass system are listed in Table 5.2 and 
may be seen as either dimensionless quantities, obtained from making 
the equations non-dimensional, or as quantities represented in a coherent 
unit system. 

Figure 5.13 shows some typical results for this single-dof system. 
Each curve holds for a certain parameter p2 of the friction coefficient 
function µ( Vrel) and gives the critical damping ratio (f~~rit at the stabil
ity boundary for a given speed Vbelt. For a damping ratio (f ub < (f~~rit, 
the stationary deflection 

m1 
X1 - stat = -k 9 µ( Vbelt) 

01 
(5.24) 

of mass m 1 is unstable. Any disturbance of the system will initiate self
excited vibrations which will end in a limit cycle. Note that there exists a 
maximum critical damping (i~~rit-MAX at a certain speed Vbelt - ( - MAX· 

Of course this is the speed for flneg - MAX = min(fl), i.e. the slope reaches 
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Figure 5.14: System consisting of a friction-excited main mass m1 
and a parametric absorber m 2 with time-dependent connecting stiffness 
krns (t). 

the maximum negative value. Any damping ratio (fub < (i~~rit-MAX of 
the main system below the maximum critical damping will result in a loss 
of stability for a certain speed range of belt operation. If the damping 
(iub cannot be increased sufficiently and friction conditions cannot be 
changed, an operation within the critical speed range will result in self
excited vibrations. 

5.3.3 System with Parametric Absorber 
Let us now attach the parametric absorber to the main system and 
consider a 2-dof system as shown in Fig. 5.14. Note that dry friction 
forces only act on the main mass. Friction between the absorber mass 
and the guidance is not considered here. As in the previous section, 
the absorber consists of a mass m2 connected to the main mass by a 
time-varying stiffness element krn8 (t) and a viscous damper c12 . The 
stiffness variation is assumed to be a harmonic function krns ( t) = k12 ( 1 + 
e12 cos wt), with PE-frequency w and PE-amplitude ki2e!2. 

Due to the friction forces acting on the main mass we obtain a non
homogeneous set of differential equations as the equations of motion for 
the system 

Mx + Cx + [K + cos(wt)Pc]x = ffric· (5.25) 
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This system is almost identical to the previous example in Section 5.2 

and only differs with respect to the force vector on the right-hand side. 

Therefore we do not need to repeat matrices M, C, K, pC but simply 

refer to Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). What remains to be discussed is the vector 

ffric which has only one non-zero entry, since friction forces act only on 
the main mass 

f . ( . ) _ [ m1g µ( Vbelt - ±1) l 
fric Vbelt, X1 - O · (5.26) 

The non-linear friction function µ( Vbelt, ±1) is given by Eq. (5.19). Note 
that gravity forces do not play a role in this system, except for gener

ating the normal (contact) force m1g between mass m 1 and the moving 

belt. We have therefore reached the same point as earlier in the analy

sis of the flow-excited system. Equations (5.25) are ready for numerical 

simulation, but need to be linearized for a stability investigation using 

the numerical Floquet-method. Linearization with respect to a given 

constant velocity of the belt can be carried out by using the analytical 
expression Eq. (5.21) and leads to 

(5.27) 

By defining cQi ( Vbelt) "" Cfric( Vbelt) = m1gµ( Vbelt) we have converted 
the system with linearized friction-induced self-excitation forces into 

the generic 2-dof system as defined in Section 5.1. Note that the self

excitation parameter c0i depends on the velocity of the belt and will 

be negative when P, < 0. Figure 5.ll(b) now becomes useful and shows 

the value of the gradient for different velocities Vrel = Vbelt· As we can 
see there is a narrow area for very small velocities where the gradient 

is positive and hence Cfric > 0. This area is typical for the analytical 
approximation which exhibits a large but finite, positive gradient for 

Vrel = 0. When the gradient reaches zero and enters the negative range, 
a characteristic value of the belt velocity is reached, since this marks the 

begin of destabilizing forces generated by friction. However, with suffi
cient (positive) damping available from the damping elements cg1 and 

c~2 , a stable operation might still be possible. The necessary amount of 
damping in the system for stable operation without parametric excita

tion will be investigated in the next section. 
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Table 5.3: Parameters for model of a self-excited main system with con
ventional absorber as used for results Fig. 5.15 and 5.16. Bracketed 
{values} vary in Figs. as mentioned and hold only for dotted lines. 

Parameter m1 ko1 P2 cg1 (fub 
Set (i) 1.0 (10·27r)2 0.47 7r 0.025 

Set (ii) 1.0 (10·27r)2 0.525 7r 0.025 
Parameter m2 k12 e12 ct2 (~ub 

Set (i) 0.1 {10· (27r )2} 0.0 {7r/10} 0.025 
Set (ii) 0.5 {50· (27r )2} 0.0 { 7r /2} 0.025 

Frequency 01 01 +02 201 osub 1 
Set (i) {53.68} {147.09} {107.36} 10·27r 

Set (ii) {44.43} {133.29} {88.86} 10·27r 
Frequency 02 02 -01 202 osub 2 

Set (i) {73.55} { 19.87} {147.09} {10·27r} 
Set (ii) {88.86} { 44.43} {177.72} {10·27r} 

Common parameters: P1 = 0.22, p3 = 10, p4 = 400, g = 9.81 

5.3.4 Results for system with conventional absorber 

To obtain results for the system with a conventional absorber, we turn 
off parametric excitation by setting pc = 0 (e12 = 0). As with the 
single-dof system we can again calculate a critical value for the damping 
ratio (fub, where the 2-dof system is at the local stability limit. This can 
be carried out numerically by calculating the complex eigenvalues of the 
linearized system Eqs. (5.25) and (5.27). A root-finding routine iterates 
the value of (fub until an eigenvalue crosses the imaginary axis and the 
critical parameter is found. 

Numerical values for the system parameters are needed for this pro
cedure and are listed in Table 5.3. Given values are dimensionless quan
tities, but coherent physical units may be added. Note, for instance, 
that a dimensionless frequency 0 = 62.83 = 10. 27r can easily be inter
preted as frequency of lOHz. Data for the main system are chosen the 
same as for the previous single-dof model, see Table 5.2. Two different 
parameter sets were used for the 2-dof model (see Table 5.3) to point out 
the influence of the mass ratio m 2/m1 and also of the friction coefficient 
parameter p2 on the results. The dependency of the stability limit on 
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Figure 5.15: Critical damping ratio (1 - crit for 2-mass system with con
ventional absorber. Parameter set (i) as in Table 5.3. Contour line at 
(1 - crit = 0.025. 
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Figure 5.16: Critical damping ratio (i-crit for 2-mass system with con
ventional absorber. Parameter set (ii) as in Table 5.3. Contour line at 
(1-crit = 0.025. 
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Chapter 5. Parametric absorber for vibration suppression 

the belt velocity is of primary interest and consequently Vbelt will be used 
as one parameter of variation in all the following studies. Since proper 
tuning is essential for a conventional absorber, the natural frequency of 
the absorber subsystem n2ub was chosen as a second parameter for vari
ation. Note that the absorber mass was kept constant, but the absorber 
stiffness k12 was changed to obtain the frequency variation. Of course, 
the absolute values of ei2 and also c~2 were changed accordingly. 

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show results for parameter sets (i) and (ii), 
respectively. For both diagrams holds that actual damping ratios (fub 
below the plotted threshold lines will lead to an unstable system because 
damping will not be sufficient to suppress self-excited vibrations. From 
the subplots one can easily determine the appropriate tuning frequency 
for this (conventional) absorber system. The minimum value of the 
necessary damping ratio indicates the optimal tuning frequency. 

From Figs. 5.15 for a system with parameter set (i) one can see that 
a completely detuned absorber n2ub = 100 needs a minimum damping 
ratio of (sub > 0.05 for stability. This value can be lowered significantly 
to (sub ~ 0.03 for the optimally tuned absorber at n2ub ~ 60. The 
benefit of the absorber can be directly seen by comparing this result 
with the respective result for P2 = 0.47 in Fig. 5.13. 

The system parameters of set (ii) for the results in Figs. 5.16 differ 
with respect to the much larger absorber mass (m2 = 0.5) and the 
more demanding friction function (P2 = 0.525). As one can see, the 
optimal tuning frequency drops due to the larger mass m 2 • Because 
of the steeper friction function the bigger absorber cannot reduce the 
minimum damping ratio for the optimally tuned system. In fact, it is 
slightly higher, and for the mistuned absorber a value close to (sub~ 0.06 
is reached. 

Just two numerical examples were shown, and a thorough parameter 
study would be needed to demonstrate the limitations of a conventional 
absorber. Nevertheless, one can see where stability limits exist for the 
present system which cannot be lowered with an optimal, but still con
ventional, absorber system. In the following we will use these results 
as a baseline and will compare how parametric excitation can help to 
further increase the stability limit of the system. 
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5.3. Suppression of friction-induced vibrations 

Table 5.4: Parameters for model of a self-excited main system with para
metric absorber as used for results Fig. 5.3 and 5.18. Bracketed {values} 
changed in subfigures 

Parameter m1 ko1 P2 cg1 crub 

Set (iii) 1.0 (10·27r)2 { 0.45} 7r 0.025 
Set (iv) 1.0 (10. 27r )2 0.525 2.12 0.025 

Parameter m2 k12 ei2 C~2 (~Ub 

Set (iii) 0.1 10·(27r)2 0.2 7r/10 0.025 
Set (iv) 0.5 3.6· 103 {0.1} 7r/2 0.025 

Frequency 01 01 +02 201 osub 1 
Set (iii) 53.68 147.09 107.36 10·27r 
Set (iv) 47.74 159.37 95.49 10·27r 

Frequency 02 02 -01 202 osub 2 
Set (iii) 73.55 19.87 147.09 10·27r 
Set (iv) 111.63 63.88 223.26 13.5·27r 

Common parameters: P1 = 0.22, p3 = 10, p4 = 400, g = 9.81 

5.3.5 Results for system with parametric absorber 

The diagrams in the following figures show the results of 2-dimensional 
parameter studies for the system with parametric excitation activated at 
the absorber. For all studies the belt velocity Vbelt and the parametric 
excitation frequency T/ were used as the main parameters for variation. 
The numerical studies were carried out by application of numerical Flo
quet analysis. For a given set of system parameters a grid with sufficient 
resolution was established for the range of the variation parameters and 
stability was determined numerically. Stability (or instability) of the 
trivial solution for chosen parameter combinations were marked within 
the grid and finally the stability boundary between stable and unstable 
regions was calculated and plotted. 

Figure 5.17 shows a stability chart for parameter set (iii) of the 2-mass 
system (see Table 5.4). Parameter P2 of the friction coefficient function 
Eq. (5 .19) was chosen as the third parameter of variation. Contour lines 
are plotted for different values of p2 to indicate the stability or instability 
areas within the range of TJ and Vbelt· For P2 = 0.45 the unstable region 
is shaded gray and white areas indicate stability for the system. A gap 
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Figure 5.17: Stability chart for 2-mass system. Parameter set (iii) of 
Table 5.4. Shaded areas indicate unstable system. Variation of P2 = 0.42 
... 0.45 (shaded) ... 0.49 

occurs in the instability area (gray band) that is centered around Vbelt ~ 
0.06 near a PE-frequency of 17 ~ 18. The optimal PE-frequency is close to 
but not exactly the parametric combination resonance frequency 02 - 0 1 . 

At the optimum PE-frequency the system is stable at all speeds of the 
belt. Higher values of P2 close the "gap" and for P2 = 0.47 stability is 
lost near Vbelt ~ 0.055. For PE-frequencies far off the optimum frequency 
the range of instability for Vbelt becomes almost identical with the values 
for the conventional system and can be compared with the previous 
results (see the contour line at (rit = 0.025 in Figs. 5.15). Another 
interesting feature of Fig. 5 .1 7 is the extremely narrow "gap" near rJ = 
10, which corresponds to the combination resonance frequency of second 
order (02 - 0 1)/2. As already seen in Section 5.2, this higher order 
resonance frequency also generates a (very small) region of stability. 

In the following Figs. 5.18 the PE-amplitude parameter e'.f 2 is used 
for a parameter study. Parameter set (iv) in Table 5.4 holds for this 
result and it can be compared with previous results obtained from set 
(ii) in Table 5.3 for the conventional absorber system, see Figs. 5.16. 
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Figure 5.18: Stability chart for 2-mass system. Parameter set (iv) of 
Table 5.4. Shaded areas indicate unstable system. Variation of ei2 
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Table 5.5: Parameters for model of a self-excited main system with para

metric absorber as used for results Fig. 5.19 and 5.20. Bracketed {values} 

changed in subfigures 

Parameter m1 ko1 P2 cg1 (fub 

Set (v) 1.0 (10·27r)2 0.525 7l" 0.025 

Set (vi) 1.0 (10 ·27r)2 0.600 7l" 0.025 

Parameter m2 k12 er2 C~2 Gub 

Set (v) 0.5 {50·(27r)2} 0.2 {7r/2} 0.025 

Set (vi) 0.5 {200· (27r)2} 0.5 {7r} 0.025 

Frequency 01 01 +02 201 osub 1 
Set (v) { 44.43} {133.29} {88.86} 10·27!" 

Set (vi) { 49.87} {208.39} {99.56} 10·27!" 

Frequency 02 02 -01 202 osub 
2 

Set (v) {88.86} { 44.43} {177.72} {10·27r} 

Set (vi) {158.61} { 108.83} {317.22} {20 ·27r} 

Common parameters: P1 = 0.22, p3 = 10, p4 = 400, g = 9.81 

Note that in this previous diagram there is no stable operation of the 

system possible at a damping ratio of (1 = 0.025 for all speeds Vbelt· 

From Fig. 5.18(a) the minimum PE-amplitude parameter er2 > 0.2 

can be determined. The best PE-frequency is found slightly below the 

combination resonance frequency 02 - 01 and further decreases for in

creasing er2. For values er2 ~ 0.3 the result become more favorable 

since the minimum stability interval increases for the PE-frequency and 

makes the system more robust with respect to small variations of the 

PE-frequency or of system parameters. A small "spike" of increased 

instability at the lower end of the PE-frequency range appears. As indi

cated in the figure, this spike appears near 0 1, which is interesting since 

the natural frequencies of the system usually are not resonance frequen

cies for a parametric excitation. In fact, small resonance originates from 

the primary combination resonance of the second order r/f_/2 = 20i/2. 

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show results for a variation of the tuning fre

quency 02ub of the parametric absorber. Since the absorber mass m2 
was kept constant in this study, a variation of 02ub is equivalent to a 

variation of the stiffness k12 of the absorber. Of course, changing this 

parameter also affects the natural frequencies of the system, and the 
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Figure 5.20: Stability chart for 2-mass system. Parameter set (vi) of 
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5.4. Concluding remarks 

combination resonance frequency 0 2 - 0 1 moves to higher values with 
increasing tuning frequency n2ub. To obtain easy-to-read diagrams, only 
one result was plotted in each sub-figure. Changing the tuning frequency 
alters the behavior of the conventional system, especially in the vicinity 
of the optimal tuning frequency, see Figs. 5.15, 5.16. Therefore the re
sults of Figs. 5.19 and 5.20 combine various effects and interpretation is 
a bit challenging. Note also that parameter sets (v) and (vi) use slightly 
different values for parameter P2· 

Figure 5.18 is a kind of a starting point for the series of results in 
Fig. 5.19, since it holds for n2ub = 13.5 · 27r which is a bit above n2ub = 
13 · 27r as used in Fig. 5.19(d). The results in Figs. (a) to (d) show that 
with increasing parameter n2ub the speed range of instability increases 
simultaneously. For n2ub >~ 9.6 · 27r a stable operation for all speeds of 
the belt is possible. Further increase of n2ub maintains the stable area, 
but it gets smaller with respect to the PE frequency and vanishes again 
as shown in Fig. 5.18 for n2ub = 13.5 · 27r and e!2 = 0.2. 

The study in Figs. 5.19 is continued in Figs. 5.20 with respect to 
the variation of n2ub' but with increased friction coefficient parameter 
P2 = 0.6 and a higher PE-parameter e12 = 0.5 to compensate for the 
increased level of self-excitation (see parameter set (vi) in Table 5.5). 
Compared to the previous results, some parametric resonances now ap
pear in the frequency range shown. Especially for n2ub = 20 · 27r a 
massive parametric resonance shows up near T/ ~ 201 . As long as the 
PE frequency is selected properly, however, a nearby resonance has no 
influence on the vibration cancelling effect. Of course, having in mind a 
robust system and taking into account uncertainties of the system, one 
would try to avoid a resonance close to the PE-frequency. 

5.4 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter the concept of a parametric absorber for the suppres
sion of self-excited vibrations was introduced. A parametric absorber 
is defined here as a secondary mass system connected to the primary 
(main) system by a time-varying stiffness and a time-independent linear 
damping element. In contrast to a (tuned) dynamic absorber as used in 
systems with forced excitation and which suppresses vibrations only at 
a single frequency when damping is very small, the parametric absorber 
offers a frequency range of vibration cancellation. Like the damped con-
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ventional absorber the parametric absorber extracts vibration energy 
from the system. In addition to that the parametric excitation adds 
"equivalent damping" to the system and thereby stabilizes the unstable 
system. In case of an already stable system the parametric absorber 
increases the decay rate for the system to reach the stationary (trivial) 
solution. 

The two studies in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 did show that the application 
of a parametric absorber does not depend on the type of self-excitation. 
If the SE-mechanism can be represented by an equivalent negative damp
ing parameter, a parametric absorber can be applied. The size of the 
absorber, expressed in terms of mass ratio and stiffness ratio with re
spect to the main system, may vary within a large range. However, 
performance is increased for larger absorber systems for various reasons, 
and secondary effects from the parametric excitation can be kept low. 
Parametric excitation will also introduce parametric resonances which 
lead to very violent vibrations that may even exceed the vibration level 
of self-excited vibrations. Such frequencies have to be avoided of course, 
but they are predictable by a numerical analysis and, in general, do not 
cause a problem. 

The investigations presented here show that the proposed concept of 
a parametric absorber functions in principle. Further work will have to 
investigate a broader range of system parameters to find parameters of 
optimal performance of a parametric absorber. Nevertheless, the results 
obtained so far hold for linear systems and for linearized systems in 
the vicinity of the linearization point, respectively. Global stability will 
also have to be considered in the future. Domains of attraction for a 
system with parametric absorber will be needed to ensure robustness 
with respect to periodic and transient disturbances. 
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Chapter 6 

Vibration cancelling 
rotor system 

• Ill a 

The phenomenon of self-excitation is well established in rotor dynam
ics. As in other systems or structures, self-excited vibrations may lead to 
large vibration amplitudes which may ultimately damage or even destroy 
rotating machinery. Therefore, there has always been a vital interest in 
understanding the underlying mechanisms and in avoiding such vibra
tions, see the comprehensive discussions e.g. in the books [82], [13], [101] 
and [26], authored by some of the leading researchers in this field. 

A rotor experiencing self-excited vibrations is basically an unstable 
system whose vibration amplitudes are bounded by some kind of nonlin
earities in the case of permanent non-destructive operation. Due to the 
motion of the rotor shaft observed in such cases, the expressions whip and 
whirl are frequently associated with instabilities of rotor systems. What 
makes rotor dynamics so challenging (and interesting) are the different 
causes that may trigger self-excitation: hysteretic whirl due to internal 
damping, forward whirl due to gyroscopic moments, fluid bearing whip, 
and labyrinth seal instability to mention some of the most common phe
nomena. However, in many cases the self-excitation mechanism can be 
attributed to the presence of either non-conservative forces or negative 
damping in the rotor system. 

Of course, there are numerous methods, ideas and strategies to avoid 
or to counteract such destabilizing mechanisms. There is no room here 
to even briefly discuss them and the interested reader has to be re-
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ferred to the relevant literature. In the context of parametric vibration 
suppression, as discussed in this monograph, it is worth noting that new 
developments evolve from the application of advanced design components 
in rotating machinery. "Advanced components" is used as a general ex
pression for what is also known as "active elements", "smart structures" 
and "mechatronic devices". Active magnetic bearings are widely known 
as such an "advanced component" in rotating machinery, but other de
signs (e.g. active fluid bearings) and further ideas do exist. Taking 
advantage of the new possibilities offered by such advanced elements is 
a current trend in rotor dynamic research. For example, to counteract 
non-conservative forces, a new control algorithm for a rotor supported 
by active magnetic bearings was presented recently by M. Hirschmanner 
in [35] and [36]. 

In the following we will investigate parametric stiffness excitation as 
a means to suppress self-excited vibrations in a rotor system. Since this 
application is closer to a real system as the previous examples in this 
monograph we also have to think about the actual realization of para
metric excitation. Therefore it is important to realize that nowadays 
a number of possibilities exist to actively control parameters of a me
chanical system. Starting from simple ideas as outlined already in the 
introductory Chapter 1 all kinds of "smart materials", "smart fluids" 
and "structronic devices" [28], [95] are available to bring about the nec
essary periodic change of a system parameter. At the end of the line, 
or as the most general view of a parametric excitation, we can see some 
kind of actively controlled actuator that generates and applies forces to 
the system, equivalent to the change of one or more system parameters. 
However, the winning idea of vibration suppression by parametric ex
citation is the fact that it is a passive control method and therefore an 
extensive control system can be avoided. 

We will now continue to develop the concept of parametric vibration 
suppression and apply it to a more complex system. The content of this 
chapter is based on previous works by A. Tondl and the author. An ini
tial study [89] was followed by a more elaborate investigation [19] where 
simulation results for a rotor system are presented. T. Pumhossel inves
tigated symmetric 4-dof and 6-dof rotor systems with isotropic bearings 
and he also made a study on an 8-dof model. These results were pub
lished in [66] and [20]. Recently also the influence of rotor unbalance 
was considered for the first time by A. Tondl and the author in [93]. 
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6.1. Rotor model with parametric stiffness excitation 

Figure 6.1: Sketch of the Laval/ Jeffcott rotor. 

6.1 Rotor model with parametric stiffness 
excitation 

The mechanical model of the rotor as used in the following study is 
based on the classical Laval/ Jeffcott-rotor model. We consider a mass
less, flexible shaft in vertical position with isotropic properties. Torsional 
vibrations are beyond the scope of this study and are excluded by as
suming a torsionally rigid shaft. Also the rotational speed w of the rotor 
shall be constant (w = 0). A lumped mass mr, representing a rigid 
disk, is attached at the midspan position D of the rotor to the shaft. 
The displacement of the disk is described by two translational degrees 
of freedom Xr, Yr, see Fig. 6.1. Rotational degrees of freedom are not 
introduced since the moment of inertia of the disk, for axes perpendicu
lar to the axis of rotation, is assumed to be negligible. An investigation 
which includes both translational and rotational degrees of freedom for 
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Table 6.1: Definition of coordinate systems and complex notation. 

I Inertial ref. frame 0 I Rotating ref. frame R 

Disk Zr = Xr + iyr (r = ~r + i'f/r 

Bearing Bl Zbl = Xbl + iYbl (bl = fo + i'f/bl 

Bearing B2 Zb2 = Xb2 + iYb2 (b2 = ~b2 + i'f/b2 

the rotor disk is found in [ 66]. Mass unbalance of the disk is taken into 

account and may cause unbalance excitation of the system. Symbol Ur 

is used as the unbalance parameter for the disk. Stiffness and damping 

properties kr and Cr hold for each segment of the shaft. 

At both ends of the rotor shaft two bearing stations Bl and B2 are 

located, respectively. Lumped masses mb1, mb2 are assumed to represent 

mass concentrations of the rotating counterparts of the bearings. Each 

station is assigned two translational degrees of freedom, Xbl, Ybl and 

Xb2, Yb2, respectively. Radial bearing stiffness and damping is denoted 

kbj8 (t) and Cbj· The bearing stiffness k'bj8(t) is changed periodically, 

according to 

with the constant stiffness parameter kbj, with Pbj = kbiebj as the am

plitude of the harmonic stiffness variation and with ro as the frequency 

of the parametric excitation. Note that the radial stiffness is open-loop 

controlled in the same manner at both bearings and for both directions 

with zero phase lag. For k'bf8(t) = k'b28 (t) = k'bes(t) parametric stiffness 

excitation is identical in both directions and at both bearing stations. 

As commonly used in the analysis of rotor systems a rotating ref

erence frame R is introduced which rotates with respect to the inertial 

reference frame 0 at the constant angular speed w of the rotor. Also, 

complex notation is employed for brevity. See Table 6.1 for the definition 

of various symbols used in the further analysis. 

Forces acting on the rotor disk are generated by various sources. The 

linear elastic shaft generates a restoring force proportional to the relative 

deflection of the shaft. The elastic component of the shaft force is given 

by 
(6.2) 
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This force is always of conservative type and acts as a restoring force on 
the disk. 

The unbalance force Fub,r acts in the opposite direction and causes 
a constant radial deflection at the disk and at the bearing stations with 
respect to the rotating reference frame. It depends on the rotational 
speed w of the rotor and on the unbalance eccentricity Ur and can be 
represented in the inertial reference frame by 

Fu~ r = mrUr w 2 exp(iwt). , (6.3) 

We will consider unbalance forces only at the disk station of the rotor. 

6.1.1 Self-excitation mechanisms 

Forces resulting from internal damping of the shaft are generated by a 
relative motion of the disk with respect to the bearing stations. They 
are described as 

(6.4) 

in the rotating reference frame R. A transformation into the inertial 
reference frame 0 leads to 

with w as the constant angular speed of the disk. This representation 
clearly shows the destabilizing nature of the internal damping above a 
critical speed Wcrit due to the non-conservative forces. They result from 
the positive term criw(2zr - Zb1 - Zb2) which linearly increases with the 
speed of the rotor. 

Another typical source of destabilizing forces in a rotor system are e.g. 
labyrinth seals. Due to the axial pressure gradient within the gap, non
conservative forces are generated which increase with increasing rotor 
speed and can ultimately destabilize a rotor system. These external 
forces can be described in the rotating reference frame R by 

(6.6) 

and after transformation into the inertial reference frame 0 they read 

(6.7) 
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In a real rotor system there is almost always some amount of pro
gressive damping present, although it might not be sufficient to keep 
the self-excited vibrations at an acceptable level. To reproduce this be
havior, and also to avoid numerical overflow when calculating numerical 
results, nonlinear damping forces were added to the external forces act
ing on the disk and at the bearing stations. A frequently employed 
functional relationship is used where the effective damping coefficient 
increases quadratically with the deflection 

j = 1, 2. 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

Symbol z is used to denote the conjugate complex of z. Of course we 
have to keep in mind that any amplitudes obtained from numerical cal
culations which do not vanish, depend on this non-linear damping model 
and the ruling coefficients dr and dbJ. 

6.1.2 Equations of motion 

The equations of motion for the rotor system described above can be 
derived from Newton's law and the following system of three second 
order differential equations is obtained: 

mrZr + kr(2zr - Zb1 - Zb2) (6.10) 

+cr [(2ir - Zb1 - Zb2) - iw(2zr - Zbl - Zb2)] 
+cex [Zr - iwzr] + drZrZrZr mrur w2e(iwt), 

ffibJZbj + kbJ(l + ebj cos(wt))Zbj - kr(Zr - ZbJ) (6.11) 

- cr [(ir - Zbj) - iw(zr - ZbJ) ] 

+cbJZbJ + dbJZbJZbJZbJ = 0. 

Note that subscript bj in (zbj, ZbJ, ... ) has to be substituted by (j 
1, 2) in Eq.(6.11) and subsequent formulas to account for both bearing 
stations. A non-dimensional time T is introduced 

'T = Wr t, (6.12) 

based on the characteristic frequency Wr of the disk-shaft subsystem 

(6.13) 
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By rescaling time and after rearranging the equations we obtain for the 
mass at the disk station 

II 1 
Zr + 2 (2zr - Zbl - Zb2) 

Cr 1 1 1 w 
+--[(2zr - zbl - Zb2) - i-(2zr - Zbl - Zb2)] 

ffirWr Wr 

~x 1 .W dr _ 1 
+--[zr - i-zr] + --ZrZrZr 

ffirWr Wr ffirWr 

and at the bearing stations 

(6.14) 

W2 i w T 
U -e( wr ) 

r 2 ' wr 

(6.15) 

0. 

Introducing the following non-dimensional coefficients for convenience 

M·-!.!.!:r_ V=~ . -~ J - ffibj ' Wr ' qJ - Wr ' 

yields the complex representation 

z~ + Kr[(2z~ - z~1 - z~2 ) - iv(2zr - Zbl - Zb2)]+ 

'YI - w 
·1 - Wr' 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 
1 I I 

2(2zr - Zbl - Zb2) + Kex[Zr - ivzr] + 8rZrZrZr Ur v2 exp(ivr), 

z;j - KrMj [(z~ - z~j) - iv(zr - Zbj )] + KbjZ~j 
+qJ(l + ebj cos(rJr))Zbj - ~Mj(Zr - Zbj) + 8bjZbjZbjZ~j 
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For numerical simulation the real matrix form of Eqs.(6.17) and (6.18) 
is needed. For the disk station we obtain 

{ X~ } [ 2"r hex 
2"r ~"ex l { 

I 

} Xr 
II + 0 I 

Yr Yr 

+ [ lir(x; o+ y:;) 
lir(x;

0
+ y:;) l { 

I 

} Xr 
I 

Yr 

+ [ -v(2": +"ex) 
v(2"r: "ex) ] { Xr } (6.19) 

Yr 

+[ 0 ]{ 
I 

H :": -~t ]{ } - r;,r Xb1 Xbl 

0 
I 

- r;,r Yb1 Yb1 

+[ 0 ]{ 
I 

H :": -~;r l { } { frx-u } -r;,r Xb2 X b2 

0 
I 

fry - u -r;,r Yb2 Yb2 

with the vector of unbalance forces 

{ frx - u } = { 
fry - u 

UrV2 
COS l/T } 

UrV2 sinvr · 
(6.20) 

For the bearing stations the equations of motion Eqs. (6.18) read in 
real matrix form 

(6.21) 

Note that Eqs. (6.17), (6.18) as well as Eqs. (6.19),(6.21) are non
linear due to the progressive damping introduced at the disk and the 
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6.1. Rotor model with parametric stiffness excitation 

bearing station of the rotor. The system equations derived hold for a 
quite general rotor system. Although the disk position is assumed to 
be symmetric with respect to the bearing stations, there is asymmetry 
possible with respect to the bearing parameters. However, first studies 
become more clear if we reduce the number of different parameters and 
consider two identical bearing stations. 

The symbols used for a rotor with both bearings having identical 
properties are derived from the original parameters by omitting the sub
script j: 

mb ffibj, q qj ~ 
Wr' 

kb kbj, Wb Wbj .jkb/ mb, 

Cb Cbj, Kb Kbj 
----9i_ (6.22) ffibWr' 

ec ebi' M Mi '!!!x_ 
b ffib' 

db dbj, j = 1,2. 

Consequently, Eq. (6.21) has to be adapted to the new symbols and 
now reads 

(6.23) 

6.1.3 Eigenvalue analysis 

From the introduction to parametric resonances in Section 1.2.2 we recall 
that a system with parametric excitation may exhibit Principal Paramet
ric Resonances at frequencies TJ~/n and Parametric Combination Reso-
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nances at frequencies rJj±.k/n for the PE-frequency rJ, see Eq. (1.36) and 

Eq. (1.37): 

(n = 1,2,3, ... ), (6.24) 

n 
(j,k = l...m). (6.25) 

Symbols OJ and Ok denote the j-th (k-th) natural frequency of the 
system. The denominator n represents the order of the parametric res

onance. 
In order to predict the appropriate PE-frequency for vibration sup

pression in the rotor system, and also to explain the results obtained, it 

is necessary to know the natural frequencies of the system. Therefore, 

all undamped natural frequencies n(l .. 6) have to be calculated from the 
homogenous, linearized system of Eqs.(6.17), (6.18). However, since the 
rotor system is isotropic with respect to the directions x, y of reference 

frame 0, only three different natural frequencies do exist. It would not 

be a problem to use actual values for the system parameters, formulate 

an eigenvalue problem and solve it numerically. Nevertheless, to allow 

for an analytical solution of the natural frequencies we will assume sym

metry of the rotor also with respect to the bearing stations, i.e. that all 
parameters of both stations are identical. 

To derive a set of appropriate equations for the eigenvalue analysis, 

we start from Eq.(6.17) and Eq. (6.18), but substitute Eqs. (6.22) for 

identical bearing parameters. In a next step we omit all damping terms 

and remove unbalance and parametric excitation. This leads to the 
following set of equations 

[ 
M 0 0] { z: } 
0 1 0 z~1 
0 0 1 z~2 

'-v-"'--v-" 

(6.26) 

M z" 

+ [ =r~ !~!:q2 !~i:q2 J { i~ } { ~ } , 
--~~~~~_,...~~~~~--'--v-" ~ 

K z 0 

and in brief matrix notation we obtain 

Mz
11 

+Kz=O. (6.27) 
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6.2. Method of investigation 

From Eqs.(6.26) the natural frequencies !11 < !12 < !13 can be obtained 
in analytical form as 

1 1 vl 1 - (1 + - M + q2 ) ~ -(1 + - M + q2 ) 2 - q2 (6.28) 
2 2 4 2 ' 

J~M + q2. (6.29) 

The analysis can be continued and analytical expressions can also be 
found for the eigenvectors of the system. We refrain from presenting 
them here because they are quite lengthy and we do not need them in 
the further investigation. It is important though to realize which vibra
tion mode corresponds to the frequencies OJ. For this system 0 1 is the 
frequency of the first bending mode of the rotor, sometimes also called 
the "U-mode" because of the shape of the shaft deformation. For this 
mode an in-phase vibration of the disk and the bearing masses occurs. 
The second mode, corresponding to !12, is named the "S-mode". Since 
we have neglected the rotational inertia of the disk and because the ro
tor is symmetric with respect to the disk station, the "S-mode" exhibits 
only counter-phase deflections at the bearing stations. The disk will not 
participate in the vibration since it is located at the neutral point of this 
mode. As a consequence this mode cannot be excited by forces acting on 
the disk. The third mode is the "W-mode" which shows a synchronized 
motion of both bearing masses, in counter-phase to the disk motion at 
a frequency of !13. 

From this discussion it becomes quite clear that we will have to deal 
almost exclusively with vibrations of the first and possibly the third 
mode, since the parametric excitation is assumed to act in phase at the 
bearing stations. Unbalance forces and destabilizing gap forces are ap
plied only to the rotor disk and cannot excite the second mode. Internal 
damping forces act on all three masses but- are also synchronized with 
respect to the bearing stations. 

6.2 Method of investigation 

The eigenvalue analysis of the fully symmetric model did reveal that the 
first and the third vibration mode are sufficient to describe this model. 
As a consequence a minimal model consisting of just these two modes 
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Chapter 6. Vibration cancelling in a rotor system 

can be established. In fact, this model was used by A. Tondl in a very 
first study [89] of the application of parametric excitation on a rotor 
system with self-excitation due to internal damping of the shaft. In that 
paper the analytical Tondl-Floquet method of Section 2.1.3 is applied 
and conditions for the parameters of the rotor system are presented to 
achieve full vibration quenching. In a follow-up work [19] by the author 
and A. Tondl, numerical simulation was employed to investigate a sim
ilar basic rotor system. T. Pumhossel also used numerical simulation 
quite intensively to investigate 4-dof, 6-dof and 8-dof rotor systems, see 
[66] and [20] . Although such systems have to be considered as low-dof 
systems from the viewpoint of multibody dynamics, they are already be
yond the capabilities of analytical methods if no symmetries are present 
to split up the model or to reduce its order. 

Therefore, in general only numerical methods can be used for the 
investigation of rotating systems. With the clear advantage of faster 
computational speed, the numerical Floquet-method is certainly superior 
to direct numerical simulation. However, in the presence of unbalance 
excitation the situation reverses, since the Floquet-method cannot be 
applied in general when two different excitation frequencies are present. 

The following first numerical study will consider a rotor system with
out unbalance excitation and two different sources of self-excitation. 
The second study will investigate an almost identical system with un
balance excitation. Of course it would be possible to use numerical 
Floquet-analysis for study #1 and then switch to numerical simulation 
for study #2. However, this seems to be quite inconsistent and is not 
really helpful in relating the results to each other. Therefore numerical 
simulation was used exclusively for the two final numerical studies. 

For the following results numerical integration of the system equa
tions (6.19) and (6.23) in the time domain was carried out by using AcsL 
[55] . Starting from (basically) arbitrary initial conditions integration was 
continued over a predefined period of time. After reaching that terminal 
point it was checked whether steady-state conditions were reached or not. 
Normally this was the case, and for vibration cancelling the vibrations 
at the disk and the bearing stations had (almost) vanished. If not, the 
simulation was continued for more periods and finally terminated when 
a time criterion became effective. Occasionally, though, low frequency 
beats were observed in the regime of self-excitation and caused minor 
errors in the results, see also the comments in Section 2.2. 
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6. 3. Study of a balanced rotor 

6.3 Study of a balanced rotor 

All diagrams shown below are two-dimensional parameter studies of the 
maximum vibration amplitudes XR,max at the rotor disk station. The 
parameter chosen for the abscissa is the excitation frequency ratio rJ = 
ro /wr. Actual amplitudes of XR,max can be estimated by using the 3D
diagrams on top of the figures. Symbols and parameters as used in 
the study are listed in Table 6.2. The most interesting regions in the 
plots represent zero amplitudes, i.e. vibration cancellation. They are 
colored in white for easy recognition. Vibration cancelling occurs (if 
at all) always when rJ coincides with the combination frequency rJ = 
0 3 - 0 1 . Since self-excitation is not possible unless the critical speed is 
exceeded, areas of Xr,max = 0 can be found in the plotted results which 
are not caused by parametric excitation. Typically, these regions are 
independent of rJ and stretch from the lower to the upper limit of the 
frequency parameter. 

As the bearing characteristics are assumed to be isotropic, the max
imum amplitudes in both directions x and y are identical. Therefore, 
only results for the x-direction are presented here. Since the major fo
cus of this investigation lies on vibration suppression which will occur 
simultaneously at the disk and at the bearing stations, the vibration 
amplitudes at the latter are not shown, because they do not reveal new 
information. 

6.3.1 Self-excitation due to internal damping 

We will now consider internal damping as the only source of self-excita
tion for the rotor. The default values of the system parameters are 
listed in Table 6.3. Parameter /'i,r represents internal damping and is set 
to /'i,r = 0.05. Self-excitation by external gap forces is not considered 
here (/'i,ex = 0.0). 

Rotational speed of the rotor 

The first result in Fig. 6.2 shows how the critical speed of the rotor 
depends on the frequency rJ of the parametric excitation. For a PE
frequency rJ < 1 or rJ > 4 the stability threshold is close to a rotational 
speed of the rotor of v ~ 1. This is also the critical speed for the cor
responding system without parametric excitation for which the internal 
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Chapter 6. Vibration cancelling in a rotor system 

Table 6.2: List of symbols as used for dimensionless model parameters 
in the following investigations of a rotor system. See also Eqs. (6.16) 

Parameter Description 

M Mass ratio 

q Frequency ratio 

,.,,r Internal damping of the shaft *) 

,.,,ex External damping due to gap forces *) 

,.,,b Damping at bearing stations 

eb Amplitude of parametric excitation 

Ur Amplitude of unbalance excitation **) 

c5 Parameter of nonlinear damping 

rt Frequency of parametric excitation 

v Rotational speed of the rotor 

Wr Frequency of disk-shaft subsystem 

Wb Frequency of bearing subsystem 

0 1 First natural frequency of the system 

02 Second natural frequency of the system 

03 Third natural frequency of the system 

03 - 0 1 Param. combination resonance frequ. 

01 +03 Param. combination resonance frequ. 

*) Source of self-excitation 

**) Source of external (forced) excitation 
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mb 

!:!:!.12_ 
Wr 

___fr_ 
ffirWr 

~ 
ffirWr 

--9i_ 
ffibjWr 

see Eq.(6.1) 

see Eq.(6.3) 

_AlL_ 
ffibWr 

'W 
Wr 

w 
Wr 

v2kr/mr 

vkb/mb 

see Eq.(6.28) 

see Eq.(6 .29) 

see Eq.(6.28) 

see 01, 03 

see 01, 03 



6. 3. Study of a balanced rotor 

Table 6.3: Default parameters for model of the rotor system with self
excitation due to internal damping. For results see Figs. 6.2 to 6. 7 with 
symbol () indicating default parameters. 

Parameter M 

4.0 

Frequency 01 

0.792 

q 

2.0 0.05 

03 

2.524 

eg 
0.2 

v 

0.05 1.2 

damping parameter l'\,r and the rotor speed v solely determine the sta
bility threshold. Near the parametric combination resonance frequency 
0 3 - 0 1 = 1. 73 a significant increase of the critical speed is observed and 
the phenomenon of parametric vibration suppression occurs. For an op
timally chosen PE-frequency, which is practically identical with 03 - 01, 
the improvement for the critical speed is about 403 at a PE-amplitude 
of eg = 0.2. 

From the 3D-plot on top in Fig. 6.2 one can also see that the increased 
stability range does not end abruptly but changes gently to small vibra
tion amplitudes. Even beyond this additional area of stability a certain 
amount of vibration reduction is still possible at the PE-frequency of 
rt = 03 - 01 which may be of value in a practical application. 

Next to the additional area of stability a region of increased ampli
tudes is observed for rt= 1.58. At this frequency the primary parametric 
resonance of the first order rtf/1 = 201 occurs and causes a higher vibra
tion level for a quite narrow range of the PE-frequency. Also a paramet
ric combination resonance shows up in the diagram for rt= 3.32, where 
rtf~3; 1 = 01 + 03 is found. Although the increase of the vibration level 
by this combination resonance is not very pronounced in the instability 
region, it lowers the critical speed by 253 to Vcrit = 0.75. The ad
verse effect of the true parametric resonances is indisputable but can be 
avoided easily by choosing the appropriate PE-frequency. Of course, for 
a robust system that can also tolerate minor uncertainties of parameters 
a close encounter of the anti-resonance frequency with a true resonance 
frequency should be avoided. 
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Figure 6.2: Parameter study for rotor with internal damping as source 
of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max( x R) at rotor disk. White 
areas indicate regions of vibration cancellation. 
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Figure 6.3: parameter study for rotor with internal damping as the 

source of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max(xR) at rotor disk. 

White areas indicate regions of vibration cancellation. 
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Parametric excitation amplitude 

The second parameter available with parametric excitation that can be 
chosen for maximum performance is the amplitude eg of the parametric 
excitation. The diagrams in Fig. 6.3 hold for a rotor speed of v = 1.2 
and show the effect of the PE-amplitude on the vibration level in the 
system. At the optimal PE-frequency rJ = 03 - 0 1 a minimum value of 
about eg ~ 0.16 is necessary to bring about the vibration suppression 
effect. Any amplitude values eg > 0.15 lead to a stable system for PE-fre
quencies at or near the anti-resonance frequency. For increasing values of 
the PE-amplitude the stability interval with respect to the PE-frequency 
gets considerably larger and reaches almost bi.rJstab ~ 0.4 at eg = 0.4 . 

Both parametric resonances show up at 201 and 01 +03, respectively, 
and increase with increasing PE-amplitude. Especially from the 3D-plot 
it is easy to see that the primary resonance rJij1 = 201 is much more 
pronounced but also more restricted than the combination resonance 

'T/f~3;1 · 
The basic observation from this parameter study is the existence of a 

threshold value for the PE-amplitude. Any PE-amplitude exceeding the 
minimum value cannot improve the stability of the system itself when the 
optimal PE-frequency is used. However, the added equivalent damping 
of the parametric excitation still can get larger and transients will decay 
faster for larger amplitudes. 

Parameter of internal damping 

The second parameter which is directly related to the self-excitation 
mechanism is the internal damping K,r of the shaft. In Fig. 6.4 a varia
tion of this parameter is carried out in the range of K,r = [0 ... 0.1) for a 
rotational speed of v = 1.2. It is not a surprise that the shape of the 
stability threshold in this diagram is very similar to that of Fig. 6.2. 
This becomes quite clear when we look at Eq. (6.19) and remember that 
the product of v and K,r appears in the cross-coupling matrices of the 
non-conservative forces. 

From this figure one can determine the maximum internal damping 
permissable, either for a system without parametric excitation or at the 
optimum PE-frequency. We can see that parametric excitation stabi
lizes the system even if the internal damping is twice as much as at the 
stability threshold for a conventional system. 
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Figure 6.4: Parameter study for rotor with internal damping as source 
of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max(xR) at rotor disk. White 
areas indicate regions of vibration cancellation. 
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With no internal damping at all ( K,r = 0) the rotor system behaves 
like a basically stable system with parametric excitation and exhibits 
strong, narrow-banded parametric resonances for ryf/1 and 1]~~311 • 

Damping at the bearing stations 

The second source of damping in the system is located at the bearing 
stations. The damping provided by the bearings always contributes to 
the dissipation of energy in the system. From Fig. 6.5 one can see that 
the conventional system needs at least a value of K,b ~ 0.25 to become 
stable for default parameters. Parametric excitation almost seems to 
cause a miracle since it reduces the the necessary damping at the bearing 
stations to nil. This is certainly a remarkable result and shows the 
potential which this method of vibration suppression holds. 

By recalling the principal idea of Chapter 4 we can express the effect 
of parametric excitation in terms of an equivalent damping at the bearing 
station. 

Variation of the rnass ratio 

So far we only looked at damping parameters and excitation parameters. 
Now we will change the tuning of the rotor system and investigate the 
mass ratio M = mr / mb of the disk mass in relation to the bearing mass. 
A large value of M therefore means a massive disk and a comparatively 
small mass concentration at the bearing stations. The default value for 
the mass ratio was M = 4 in the previous studies, see also Table 6.3. 

Figure 6.6 shows how the stability of the system is related to the 
mass ratio and the PE-frequency. The main features of the figures are 
the "canyon" of vibration suppression that cuts through the region of 
instability and the parametric resonances that rise above the general 
level of vibration. The assignment of these features to the according 
parametric resonance frequencies can be seen from the annotation of 
the bottom figure. In all previous figures the parametric resonance fre
quencies were independent of the variation of the respective parameter. 
This has changed now, since the mass ratio M has a direct influence 
on the natural frequencies of the system and, hence, changes also the 
parametric resonance frequencies. 

It is interesting to see that an increasing mass ratio increases the in
terval of stability. Starting from the default value of M = 4, the interval 
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Figure 6.5: Parameter study for rotor with internal damping as source 
of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max(xR) at rotor disk. White 
areas indicate regions of vibration cancellation. 
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Figure 6.6: Parameter study for rotor with internal damping as source 
of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max( x R) at rotor disk. White 
areas indicate regions of vibration cancellation. 
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almost doubles at M = 10. This result is in agreement with previous 
results in Chapter 3 where an increase of the main mass also enlarged 
the stability interval. However, note the difference between this study 
and the previous one. Here we do not only change a single parameter 
when M = mr/mb is varied since it is defined as a ratio. Moreover, 
even if we think of changing just the nominator (or the denominator) we 
have to keep in mind that other parameters like q and K are related to 
the mass parameters. Therefore we have to be careful when using these 
dimensionless quantities. 

A very interesting detail has to be pointed out in Fig. 6.6. For M ~ 
3.3 a strange situation occurs since the parametric anti-resonance 03-01 
and the principal parametric resonance 201 take on identical values. In 
fact, at this parameter value for M the two frequency lines intersect and 
parametric resonance and anti-resonance compete directly. As one can 
see, the winner is the anti-resonance since it suppresses the resonance 
and the self-excitation at the same time. 

Variation of the frequency ratio 

The last study in this series is a variation of the frequency ratio q 
wb/wr which is a kind of tuning parameter. This parameter is related 
to the natural frequencies of the system and consequently the resonance 
frequencies are changed significantly when a variation is carried out. 
Figure 6. 7 shows the result of this study. For values q < 1.5 the system 
is stable and self-excitation does not exceed the critical value. At the 
default value q = 2.0 the meanwhile well known stability interval near 
ry = 1. 73 appears. A further increase of the parameter shifts the optimal 
PE-frequency to higher values and the stability interval gets smaller at 
the same time. For q > 3.5 full vibration suppression is not possible 
anymore, but still a reduction of the vibration level is observed. 

6.3.2 Self-excitation due to destabilizing gap forces 

The second part of this study on the balanced rotor investigates how self
excitation of the rotor system generated by non-conservative gap forces 
can be cancelled by parametric excitation. The corresponding system 
parameter Kex is set to a default value of Kex = 0.1 to provide the same 
level of damping and of non-conservative forces to the rotor disk as in the 
previous example by internal damping. Internal damping of the shaft is 
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Figure 6.7: Parameter study for rotor with internal damping as source 
of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max(xR) at rotor disk. White 
areas indicate regions of vibration cancellation. 
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Table 6.4: Default parameters for model of the rotor system with self
excitation due to internal damping. For results see Figs. 6.8 to 6.9 

with symbol () indicating default parameters. 

Parameter M 
4.0 

Frequency 01 
0.792 

q 
2.0 

Kext 

0.1 

03 
2.524 

<5 v 
0.05 1.2 

not considered here (11,R = 0.0). Default values of other parameters (see 
Table 6.4) are the same as in the previous example to make possible a 
direct comparison of results. 

As we will see in the following, the results are largely similar to the 
previous results for the rotor with internal damping. Therefore the dis
cussion can be shorter now and will mainly concentrate on the differences 
between the two studies which are nevertheless quite significant. 

Rotational speed of the rotor 

Figure 6.8 shows how the critical speed of the rotor depends on ·the 
frequency rJ of the parametric excitation. The stability threshold for 
the system without parametric excitation is lower now and close to a 
rotational speed of v ~ 0.88. At the parametric combination resonance 
frequency 03 - 0 1 = 1. 73 parametric vibration suppression occurs and 
the critical speed is again significantly increased. At this PE-frequency 
the improvement of the critical speed is about 403, which is virtually 
the same as in the previous example for internal damping. 

From the 3D-plot in Fig. 6.2 one can see that the primary parametric 
resonance of the first order rJf/1 = 201 = 1.58 has almost disappeared 
and is much less significant than before. On the other hand, the para
metric combination resonance T/~~311 = 01 +03, showing up at rJ = 3.32, 
is much more pronounced for this case. This leads to a reduction of the 
critical speed of almost 453 at rJ = T/~~311 . Obviously, the two para-
metric resonances frequencjes rJf/1 and 'f/~~311 have switched roles in this 
example and the latter will now appear as the resonance provoking a 
narrow frequency band of significantly increased amplitudes. 
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Figure 6.8: Parameter study for rotor with external gap damping as the 

source of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max(xR) at rotor disk. 

White area indicates regions of vibration cancellation. 
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Figure 6.9: Parameter study for rotor with external gap damping as the 
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Parametric excitation amplitude 

The amplitudes at the rotor disk station as a function of the two para
metric excitation parameters ry and eg are shown in Fig. 6.9. A major 
difference in the results for external gap damping K,ex =I- 0 compared to 
internal damping K,r =I- 0 can be seen even for a parametric excitation 
amplitude eg = 0. The vibration level of the dimensionless displacement 
at the disk station reaches values of max(xr) ~ 1. With the previous re
sult, shown in Fig. 6.3 we obtained max(xr) ~ 0.5, almost half the value 
as now with external gap damping. This means that the self-excitation 
effect due to this kind of damping is significantly stronger and therefore 
makes it much harder for the parametric excitation to achieve vibration 
suppression. 

As a consequence the minimum parametric excitation amplitude eg 
to achieve full vibration cancellation is now barely below the default 
value of eg = 0.2. An increase of the PE-amplitude at a PE-frequency 
of ry = 0 3 - 0 1 moves the system away from the stability border to 
a more safe choice of parameters. Nevertheless, the stability interval 
does not increase for increasing PE-amplitudes as much as it did in the 
previous case, which is another consequence of the stronger effect of the 
self-excitation mechanism. 

Parameter of external gap damping 

In Fig. 6.10 a variation of the external gap damping parameter K,ex is 
carried out. This parameter introduces damping to the system but at 
the same time determines the level of self-excitation in combination with 
the rotor speed v. Therefore this figure resembles Fig. 6.8. 

The default value of K,ex = 0.1 is indicated in the 2D-plot at the 
bottom and one can see that the system is far away from the stability 
threshold of K,ex ~ 0.02 for no (or completely detuned) parametric ex
citation. At a PE-frequency of ry = 0 3 - 0 1 we have almost reached 
the maximum level for K,ex at the given rotor speed of v = 1.2 to obtain 
vibration cancelling. 

Damping at the bearing stations 

The result shown in Fig. 6.11 differs significantly from the previous 
Fig. 6.5. Note that the scaling of the axis for K,b starts at a minimum 
value of 0.3, which is above the default value of K,b = 0.1! With external 
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Figure 6.10: Parameter study for rotor with external gap damping as the 
source of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max( x R) at rotor disk. 
White area indicates regions of vibration cancellation. 
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Figure 6.11: Parameter study for rotor with external gap damping as the 
source of self-excitation. Maximum amplitudes max(xR) at rotor disk. 
White area indicates regions of vibration cancellation. 
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gap damping as the source of self-excitation it is no longer possible to 
operate the rotor system under stable conditions without damping at the 
bearing stations. A comparably high level of Kb ~ 0. 7 has to be reached 
to obtain stability without parametric excitation. 

Parametric vibration suppression is still effective near the combina
tion resonance frequency T/ ~ 03 - 0 1 , but the gain of equivalent damping 
is not really impressive. The necessary level of damping at the bearing 
station drops by as little as 10% to Kb = 0.6. This result has to be seen 
in comparison with Fig. 6.5, where the rotor system could be stabilized 
even without any damping at the _bearing stations. 

From this parameter study we can see again that not only the level of 
self-excitation but also both locations of the self-excitation mechanism 
and of the parametric excitation have a great influence on the perfor
mance of parametric excitation. 

Variation of the mass ratio 

The last two parameter studies concern the tuning parameters of the ro
tor system. We first discuss the influence of the mass ratio M = mr / mb 
of the mass of the disk in relation to the bearing mass. Figure 6.12 
looks almost like the previous Fig. 6.6, but is quite different with respect 
to an important detail. The interval of stability now gets smaller with 
increasing mass ratio M. In fact, full vibration quenching is only possi
ble for values up to M ~ 5.5 at the appropriate PE-frequency. Beyond 
this value the amplitudes can be reduced to some extent, but not fully 
cancelled. 

We recall the result from Fig. 6.6 and note that the influence of the 
mass ratio has now reversed. With external gap damping as the source 
of self-excitation smaller values of the mass ration are more favorable for 
parametric vibration suppression. 

Variation of the frequency ratio 

Finally the frequency ratio q = wb/wr is used as the parameter of vari
ation and Fig. 6.13 shows the result of this study. It is not much of a 
surprise that the principal dependency of the stability interval on the 
frequency ratio is reversed when compared with Fig. 6.7. Vibration can
celling now starts near the default value of q = 2.0 and is possible for 
q even beyond a value of 5. Due to the high level of self-excitation the 
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stability interval is quite narrow and widens only a little bit, but it is 
present and would allow at least small deviations of the PE-frequency. 

Concluding remarks 

In summing up the results of this second study we conclude that the 
parameter set chosen for this study did not favor the application of para
metric excitation as a mean to suppress self-excited vibrations generated 
by external non-conservative gap forces. A smaller mass ratio M or/ and 
a higher frequency ratio q gives much better results, see [66) and [20]. 
However, the study did show that it is a matter of a properly designed 
system to effectively use parametric excitation for vibration suppression. 
The effect itself can be achieved for a self-excitation mechanism acting 
at any location of the rotor system. 

6.4 Study of a rotor with mass unbalance 

In a real rotor system it is not possible to avoid a certain amount of 
mass unbalance. Such an unbalance can be represented by external pe
riodic forces, acting on the rotor, see e.g. [101] and [26). With respect to 
parametric stiffness excitation of the rotor system the important ques
tion arises how these external forces may influence the effectiveness of 
suppressing self-induced vibrations. 

This interesting topic was investigated for the first time by A. Tondl 
and the author in [93). In this reference a brief analytical study is car
ried out for a generic system with parametric excitation as defined by 
Eq. (2.82). The system referred to is enlarged by a periodic excitation 
on the right-hand side, as frequently used for rotor systems to represent 
unbalance excitation, see Eq. (6.20). Under the assumption of a suffi
ciently small external excitation it is possible to apply the Tondl-Floquet 
method (see Chapter 2.1.3) and proof that the external excitation does 
not affect the ability of the parametric excitation to stabilize the system. 

In the following section we will continue with the numerical investi
gation of the rotor system. The equations of motion have already been 
derived in Section 6.1.2 and led to the set of equations (6.19), (6.20) 
and (6.23). In the previous section this set was used, but the unbalance 
parameter Ur was set to zero. In principle we only have to activate this 
parameter and rerun the simulation program. To verify the analytical 
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Table 6.5: Default parameters for model of a self-excited rotor system 
with mass unbalance as used for results in Figs. 6.14 to 6.19 

Parameter M q Kb v 8 
All sets 4.0 2.0 0.1 1.2 0.05 

Parameter Ue ec 
b Kr rJ 

Set (i) 0 0 0.05 n.a. 
Set (ii) 0 0.2 0.05 1.732 

Set (iii) 0 0.2 0 1.732 
Set (iv) 0.1 0 0.05 n.a. 
Set (v) 0.1 0 0 n.a. 

Set (vi) 0.1 0.2 0.05 1.732 
Frequency nl n2 n3 n3 -n1 nl +n3 

All sets 0.792 2.450 2.524 1.732 3.316 

results in a first study, internal damping of the shaft is chosen to be the 
only self-excitation mechanism acting on the rotor system. 

6.4.1 Self-excitation due to internal damping 

Numerical simulations were made for system parameters as listed in 
Table 6.5. Note that this is basically the same symmetric system as used 
in the previous studies. The system has undamped natural frequencies 
nl = 0.792, n2 = 2.524 and the quenching frequency is the combination 
resonance frequency T/~:_ 111 = n3 - nl = 1.732. Six time histories show 
the result of the numerical simulation. 

Time histories of the deflection I Zr I at the disk station and I Zb I at the 
bearing stations are presented in Figs. 6.14 and Figs. 6.15. Subplots on 
the left-hand side hold for the disk station and plots on the right-hand 
side for the bearing station. Note that the principal result is, of course, 
the same at all stations, but the amplitude levels are different. First we 
study each source of excitation individually, then we combine them to 
see how they interact. 

The first Fig. 6.14(a) shows the deflections for the unstable rotor 
due to internal damping exceeding the critical value. Starting from an 
initial disturbance the vibration amplitudes reach a limit value due to 
progressive damping 8 after about 600 time units. 
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Figure 6.14: Time histories of deflection lzrl at disk station (left) and lzbl 
at bearing station (right) for different excitation sources (see annotation 
of figures). Default system values see Table 6.5. 
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Figure 6.15: Time histories of deflection JzrJ at disk station (left) and Jzbl 
at bearing station (right) for various combinations of different excitation 
sources (see annotation of figures) . Default system values see Table 6.5. 
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Figure 6.14(b) shows a result for the rotor system when only para

metric excitation is acting on the system. For a parametric excitation 

frequency which coincides with the anti-resonance frequency 0 3 - 0 1 

the initial disturbance vanishes quickly and the system exhibits stable 

behavior. Of course, selecting 77 = 3.316 would result in an unstable 

system due to the parametric combination resonance 7Jf~311 . 

Finally, Fig. 6.14(c) shows the well known behavior of a rotor system 

with unbalance excitation. Transient vibrations decay after about 1000 

time units and the periodic unbalance response remains to be the only 

vibration of the system. In the rotating coordinate system of the rotor 

this synchronous vibration is represented by constant deflections for lzr I 
and lzbl· 

Figure 6.15(a) on the next page was calculated for the rotor system 

with self-excitation and vibration cancelling parametric excitation. It 

confirms the numerical results of the previous section and shows that 

for an ideally balanced rotor and for the frequency of the parametric 

excitation corresponding to parametric anti-resonance the self-excited 

vibration is fully suppressed. 
In Fig. 6 .15 (b) self-excitation is combined with unbalance excitation, 

but parametric excitation is not active. Although the investigated sys

tem is nonlinear due to progressive damping, the result basically is a 

superposition of the self-excited vibrations in the first mode of the sys

tem and the synchronous unbalance response. 

Finally all three excitation components are allowed to act simultane

ously on the rotor. In this multi-excitation case the self-excited vibration 

component is suppressed, but not the component due to the unbalance, 

see and compare Figs. 6.15(c) and 6.14(c). This result is in perfect 

agreement with the analysis carried out in [93] . 
Having shown the transient time response of the system for various 

combinations of excitation types we will now present a few results from 

parameter studies where stationary maximum values are plotted. Pa

rameter studies are presented in Figs. 6.16 to 6.19, showing maximum 

values max(lzrl) of the rotor deflection as a function of 77, see Fig. 6.16, 

and of the rotor speed v for different values of the PE-amplitude eg, the 

internal damping parameter K,r and the unbalance parameter Ur. 

Figure 6.16 investigates the rotor system when self-excitation and 

parametric excitation act on the system, but unbalance excitation is 

not present. The diagrams shows the deflection at the rotor station as 

a function of the PE-frequency 77 and the PE-amplitude eg. Actually, 
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Figure 6.16: Rotor with parametric excitation eb -=I 0, T/ -=f. 0 and self
excitation by internal damping "'r = 0.05 at rotational speed v = 1.2. 
No unbalance excitation. Default system values see Table 6.5. 
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this result is not new and a similar plot was already shown in Fig. 6.3 
with a somewhat different scaling and parameter range. The figure was 
included here again just for consistency in the documentation and to 
make it easier to compare this result with results from the following 
studies. 

Figure 6.17 shows again a study for the parametrically and self
excited rotor system without unbalance. This time the maximum ro
tor deflections are plotted as a function of the rotor speed v and the 
PE-amplitude eg for a fixed PE-frequency T/ = 03 - 01. One can see 
that with increasing parametric excitation amplitude eg the onset of self
excited vibrations is shifted from a critical speed of Vcrit ~ 1 to higher 
values of v, even exceeding Vcrit ~ 2 for eg = 0.3. In the 2D-figure at 
the bottom the sharp increase of the maximum rotor deflections at the 
stability threshold is conspicuous. A closer inspection reveals a fold in 
the steep part of the surface that leads a jump phenomenon. 

The last but one figure in this series of results is Fig 6.18. A pa
rameter study for the rotor with self-excitation from internal damping 
and unbalance excitation is shown. Parametric excitation is not active 
in this example. The time history of Fig. 6.15(b) corresponds to this 
result. One can see that the rotor system behaves as a regular, exter
nally excited system up to rotational speeds of v ~ 1. At v = 0 1 the 
first critical speed is passed and a resonance occurs due to the unbal
ance excitation. Above this speed, amplitudes decrease and in the case 
of no internal damping ( Kr = 0) they continue to become smaller until 
the second critical speed at v = 03 occurs. However, for a system with 
internal damping Kr > 0 the rotor will become unstable before reaching 
the second critical speed. Depending on the level of internal damping 
the stability threshold moves down to a rotational speed of v ~ 1 for 
Kr = 0.05. For rotational speeds exceeding the stability threshold the 
rotor system behaves very much like the self-excited system without un
balance excitation as shown in Fig. 6.17. Nevertheless, the third mode 0 3 
still influences the maximum amplitudes and creates interesting results, 
as e.g. a local anti-resonance phenomenon for small values of Kr ~ 0.01. 

Finally, in Fig. 6.19 a result with all three kinds of excitation mech
anisms acting simultaneously is presented. The parameter variation is 
carried for the rotational speed v of the rotor and the unbalance param
eter Ur. The dominating feature of both diagrams is the resonance at 
0 1 which grows with increasing unbalance parameter Ur. This behav
ior had to be expected, because the rotor system operates at v = 0 1 
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Figure 6.17: Rotor with parametric excitation eg -=/=- 0, rJ = 1. 73 and 
self-excitation by internal damping K,r = 0.05. No unbalance excitation. 
Default system values see Table 6.5. 
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below the stability threshold. Parametric excitation does not have an 
influence on the synchronous vibrations, neither positive nor negative, 
in this frequency range. 

The most interesting feature is the shift of the stability threshold 
from Vcrit ::::::::: 1 without parametric excitation to Vcrit > 1.4 for PE
parameters eg = 0.2 and ry = 1. 73 as used here. This shift clearly shows 
that parametric excitation is highly effective and increases the stability 
threshold by at least 40% despite the presence of unbalance excitation. 
Moreover, the stabilization phenomenon is even positively affected by 
an increasing unbalance parameter. One recognizes that the stability 
threshold moves upwards to higher values of v and reaches a value of 
Vcrit ::::::::: 1.8 at the maximum level of the unbalance parameter Ur = 

0.3. This interesting consequence of the interaction between unbalance 
and self-excitation in the presence of a parametric excitation is a newly 
discovered phenomenon and is worth to be investigated more thoroughly 
in future studies. 

6.5 Concluding remarks 

A novel concept to cancel self-excited vibrations in rotor systems was 
presented in this chapter. Via open-loop control of the bearing stiff
ness a parametric excitation is introduced to the system. The idea is 
investigated by a numerical study of a symmetric Laval/ Jeffcott-rotor. 

The mechanical model employed in this chapter has six degrees of 
freedom and is therefore a significantly more complex model as previous 
ones. The investigation carried out for this model shows that the phe
nomenon of vibration cancelling by parametric excitation is not limited 
to 2-dof systems as used in the previous chapters. The order of this ro
tor model can be reduced by taking advantage of symmetry properties, 
but in the numerical study the full 6-dof system was used. Moreover, 
T. Pumhossel has carried out first studies [66) on an 8-dof rotor sys
tem and obtained similar results for the symmetric case. In the case of 
an asymmetric rotor with symmetric parametric excitation the effect of 
vibration cancelling was still obtained up to a certain limit of the asym
metry parameter. Further studies for an asymmetric rotor with a more 
general scheme of the parametric excitation are needed and will explore 
the potential for vibration suppression available by this method. 

Another difference between the investigation presented in this chap-
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ter and in the previous chapters concerns the self-excitation mechanism. 
In the examples of Chapters 3 to 5 different manifestations of negative 
damping as the fundamental source of self-excitation were investigated. 
The self-excitation mechanisms acting on the rotor system are inter
nal damping of the shaft and external gap excitation/ damping. Both 
these types of damping generate non-conservative forces which increase 
with increasing rotor speed and ultimately destabilize the system. This 
mechanism and the kind of forces generated thereby are of different na
ture compared with self-excitation due to negative damping. Therefore 
this chapter shows that parametric vibration suppression is applicable 
to various mechanisms of self-excitation. 

Finally, in the last section an external (forced) excitation of the rotor 
system is also considered. As predicted by an analytical study, the sta
bilizing effect is not negatively affected by the external excitation. This 
result is also very remarkable, because some kind of external excitation 
will be present in almost any real-world system, structure or machine. 
Research will have to be continued on the interaction of all three kinds of 
excitation and further extended to the excitation of the bearing support, 
which is another common source of external excitation of a rotor system. 
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Chapter 7 

Synopsis and outlook 

Self-excited vibrations represent an unwanted, sometimes even danger
ous phenomenon for many machines, structures and devices. Great ef
forts have therefore been made to investigate such vibrations and to 
study methods of suppression. Depending on the situation, different 
strategies and methods of vibration reduction are in use. This mono
graph is focused on the cancellation, or at least the reduction, of self
induced vibrations in mechanical systems by means of parametric stiff
ness excitation. 

The first chapter provides an introduction to self-excitation in me
chanical systems, explains different mechanisms which lead to self-sus
tained vibrations and gives some examples. A section follows which re
views the research on parametric excitation. Basic effects of parametric 
excitation are discussed, as e.g. the different types of parametric reso
nances and the stabilizing effect which can be achieved by parametric 
excitation. Parametric vibration cancelling is introduced as a method 
to fight self-excited vibrations. Finally some basic design examples are 
presented to show how parametric stiffness excitation can be realized in 
an actual mechanical system. 

Chapter 2 is focused on the analysis of parametrically excited systems 
which are described by differential equations with periodic coefficients. 
The chapter consists of two parts. Part one gives an overview on analyt
ical methods for the investigation of such systems. The Method of Suc
cessive Approximation, the Method of Averaging and the Tondl-Floquet
method are discussed in detail, compared and applied to a generic set of 
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two differential equations. These equations describe a two-mass system 
with parametric excitation as investigated extensively in the following 
chapters. The second part of Chapter 2 deals with numerical methods 
and outlines the methods used for numerical studies. 

The third chapter is devoted to the demonstration and explanation 
of some basic results obtained from a system with simultaneous self
excitation and parametric excitation. Since the effect of stabilization of 
a self-excited system by parametric excitation can only occur in systems 
with at least two degrees of freedom, a generic 2-dof system is introduced. 
First numerical studies are carried out by numerical simulation and it 
is shown that parametric excitation can stabilize the stationary (trivial) 
solution of a system. Then the numerical Floquet-method is applied to 
investigate the stability of the system and the results are compared with 
results obtained from analytical methods. 

In the following Chapter 4 the effect of parametric excitation with 
respect to the stabilization of an unstable system is compared with the 
amount of positive damping necessary to bring about the same result. 
Based on this consideration, the effect of parametric excitation is ex
pressed in terms of equivalent damping. A parameter study is carried 
out for a two-mass system with parametric excitation and the gain of 
stability is shown as a function of the parameters of the conventional 
damping elements in the system. 

In Chapter 5 the concept of a parametric absorber is introduced which 
incorporates a periodically time-varying stiffness parameter. This new 
kind of absorber has little in common with a tuned-mass absorber as 
used to suppress forced vibrations. Only the basic idea of attaching an 
additional single-dof subsystem to a main system or structure is adopted 
and justifies the naming. Two different kinds of self-excitation mecha
nisms are considered. In the first part self-sustained vibrations of the 
main mass are caused by a constant flow of a medium which generates 
motion-induced vibrations. In the second part the dependence of the dry 
friction coefficient upon velocity is the reason for self-induced vibrations. 
In both cases the self-excitation mechanism can be interpreted as a neg
ative damping component present in the system. Numerous parameter 
studies for both systems show in which parameter range the absorber 
achieves good or less favorable results. Frequency and amplitude of the 
parametric excitation are key parameters for the performance of the ab
sorber. However, the mass ratio of main mass to absorber mass, and 
equally the stiffness ratio, put limits to the size of the absorber if a 
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certain performance level has to be reached. 
In the last Chapter a more complex mechanical model of a 6-dof ro

tor system is investigated. The investigations carried out for this model 
show that the phenomenon of vibration cancelling by parametric exci
tation is not limited to simple 2-dof systems as used in the previous 
chapters. There is also a different self-excitation mechanism acting on 
the rotor system compared to those employed in the previous chapters. 
In the examples of Chapters 3 to 5 different manifestations of negative 
damping are the source of self-excitation. The rotor system experiences 
self-excitation from internal damping of the shaft and from destabilizing 
gap forces. Both types generate non-conservative forces which increase 
with increasing rotor speed and ultimately destabilize the system. The 
results of this chapter clearly demonstrate that parametric vibration sup
pression is applicable to various mechanisms of self-excitation. In a final 
study also unbalance excitation of the rotor is taken into account. As the 
numerical simulation results show, the stabilizing effect is not affected 
by an external periodic excitation. 

In the investigation of vibration suppression by parametric excitation 
a point has now been reached where the fundamental concept and the 
basic idea are well understood and analytical methods and numerical 
tools suitable for the problem are available. These first studies prove 
that the effect of parametric vibration suppression is of a magnitude 
which promises to be of relevance for practical applications. 

Further research on parametric vibration cancelling is still needed to 
reach a level of knowledge so that actual applications can be seriously 
considered. Multi-degree of freedom systems have to be investigated, be
cause real-world systems may need more than two or three vibrational 
modes to be taken into account. Some steps in this direction have been 
made already in [91] and [92], where a three-mass system was investi
gated. Also [25] and [1] are references dealing with systems of similar 
order. Investigations for systems with a higher level of complexity will 
have to show if and how parametric excitation may initiate additional 
parametric resonances that might interfere with the parametric anti
resonance. 

Of course, realization of a time-varying stiffness is the key to any 
practical application of the method. In the first chapter a few simple 
design examples are given with two of them exhibiting a discontinuous 
variation of the time-dependent stiffness parameter. Such an open-loop 
"bang-bang" control might be even easier to realize than a smooth har-
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monic variation of the stiffness parameter. Two studies have been carried 

out already that investigate the effect of a discontinuous parametric ex

citation, see [4 7] and [48]. It turns out that the shape of the periodic 

function is almost irrelevant for the anti-resonance effect. Only frequency 
and amplitude of the first harmonic of the periodic stiffness function de

termine the level of vibration suppression to be achieved. This is a quite 

remarkable result, since it opens the door to a lot more possibilities for 

an actual design. Also, in [48] a study is included which applies a general 
type of a mechanical dissipative actuator to realize the periodic param

eter change and which excels the vibration suppression performance of 

a simple harmonic stiffness variation. 
In this monograph analytical and numerical methods have been ap

plied to investigate the effect of parametric vibration cancelling, but no 

experimental work has been reported. The final proof for this method 

and the validation of the simulation results will require to demonstrate 

the effect in an experiment with some kind of (electro-)mechanical real

ization of the models investigated. 
Thanks to funding received from the Austrian Science Foundation 

(FWF) 1 , this next step is planned for the near future and will certainly 
provide interesting results. However, A. Tondl's first results were ob

tained from an analog computer which, in fact, was already a first phys
ical experiment with an electrical system. 

1 FWF - Fonds zur Forderung der Wissenschaften, Project P-16248, started on 

April 1, 2003 
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